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Weightloss

Weight Loss Tendency
Fat Loss Response To

Cardio

Body Composition
Response To Strength

Training

FTO, TCF7L2, MTNR1B, PPARG,
BDNF, ABCB11

ADRB2, LPL NRXN3, GNPDA2, LRRN6C,
PRKD1, GPRC5B, SLC39A8, FTO,

FLJ35779, MAP2K5, QPCTL-
GIPR, NEGR1, LRP1B, MTCH2,
MTIF3, RPL27A, EC16B, FAIM2,

FANCL, ETV5, TFAP2B

Food

Protein Utilization Fat Utilization Carb Utilization Caffeine Metabolism

FTO PPARG, TCF7L2, APOA5, CRY2,
MTNR1B, PPM1K

IRS1 AHR, RP11-10017.3-001,
ARID3B,  CYP1A1

Cholesterol Response
To Dietary Fat

Polyunsaturated Fatty
Acid Tendency

Insulin Response To
Dietary Fat

LIPC FADS1-2 FTO
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Nutrients

Vitamin B9 – Folate
Tendency Vitamin A Tendency Vitamin B6 Tendency Vitamin B12 Tendency

MTHFR BCMO1 NBPF3 FUT2

Vitamin C Tendency Vitamin D Tendency

SLC23A1 GC, NADSYN1, CYP2R1

Minerals

Iron Tendency Magnesium Tendency Zinc Tendency Calcium Tendency

TRF2, HFE, HFE, TMPRSS6 MUC1, SHROOM3, TRPM6,
DCDC5, ATP2B1, MECOM

CA1, PPCDC, LINC01420 CASR, DGKD, GCKR, LINC00709,
CARS, LOC105370176, CYP24A1
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Exercise

Hdl Response To Cardio
Glucose Response To

Cardio
Insulin Sensitivity

Response To Cardio Testosterone Levels

APOE PPARG LIPC SHBG

Trig Response To
Cardio

CYYR1, GLT8D2, RBFOX1,
ZNF385D

Mental and Physical Foundation

Intrinsic Motivation To
Exercise

Impulse Control And
Taste Preference With

Aging
Power and Endurance

Potential

BDNF FTO ACTN3, AGT, IL-6, NOS3, ACE,
FTO, IGF1, GNB3, IL6-174
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Training Response

VO2 Max
Exercise Heart Rate

Response Exercise Stroke Volume

AMPD1, APOE CREB1 KIF5B

Recovery and Injury Risk

Systemic Inflammation Injury Risk Sleep Duration

near CRP, APOC1 (APOE-CI-CII),
HNF1A

SPTBN1, MEPE, SLC25A13,
MBL2/DKK1,  LRP5, C18orf19

ABCC9, LOC101927400, DRD2
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      |   WEIGHT LOSS / 

Weight Loss Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��-�.$� 'ޔ*-+�/ ��Below Average for Weight Loss Tendency. 

This means that, compared to someone else with a more favorable genotype, you might lose 

' ..�2 $"#/�/#�)�.*( *) � '. �2$/#����$Ȃ - )/�" )*/4+ �2# )�4*0�(�& �'$! ./4' ��#�)" .��4�

cutting calories in your diet and by burning extra calories when you exercise. This result also 

.0"" ./.�/#�/�4*0�(�4�� ��/���.'$"#/'4�#$"# -�-$.&�*!�'�/ -�- "�$)$)"�/# �2 $"#/�4*0�'*. ��*(-

pared to someone else with a more favorable genotype.

Does this result mean that you cannot lose weight? Absolutely not! Remember that these results 

*)'4�$)�$��/ �4*0-�+*/ )/$�'���. ��*)�" ) /$��!��/*-.Ѷ��0/�(�)4�*/# -�!��/*-.��'.*��Ȃ �/�/# �*0/-

come. Even if you have the genotypes that may decrease your tendency to lose weight, whether 

/#*. �" ) .��- � 3+- .. ��*-�)*/�� + )�.�0+*)��$ /Ѷ� 3 -�$. ��)�� )1$-*)( )/��( 0ޕ($�' .ѵ�

However, your results do suggest that it may be a good idea to employ strategies that will maxi-

mize your results.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES 
Fat loss comes from reducing the number and types of calories you eat and increasing the num-

ber of calories that you burn from exercise. The most powerful—and permanent—weight loss 

�*( .�2# )�4*0��*��*/#ѵ��#**. ���+'�)�/#�/�$.�(*./�'$& '4�/*�2*-&�!*-�4*0ѵ��*''*2$)"�/# ��3�'$(�

suggestions from the genetic analysis of your Food and Exercise genes can help you identify 

!**�.��)����'+�.. (/ޔ�)�/#�/�(�4�(�& �$/� �.$ -�/*�'*. �2 $"#/ѵ��$Ȃ - )/��++-*��# .�2*-&�!*-�

�$Ȃ - )/�+ *+' ѵ�	 - ��- �.*( ��$ /��)�� 3 -�$. �/$+.�/#�/�(�4�� �# '+!0'ѵ�

�
�������������
����
��
��ѷ

 ۹ �#**. ���+'�)�/#�/�4*0�2$''� )%*4��)��/#�/�4*0�2$''�� ���' �/*�./$�&�/*ѵ�
/�.#*0'��$)�'0� �

!**�.�/#�/�/�./ �"**��/*�4*0��)���)��++-*��#�/#��ѵ '4/. !$'�-0*�4#/$�2./ޔ�/

 ۹ ��4���( 0ޕ($�*/�(*$/( // .�/#�/�(�& �$/�#�-��!*-�4*0�/*��#**. �/# �-$"#/�!**�.�*-�./$�&�

/*����$ /ѵ��*-� 3�(+' Ѷ�$!�4*0�/-�1 '�!- ,0 )/'4���#�/$��(ޔ��(-��/*� �/�2 ''�*)�/# �-*��Ѷ�

identify foods you can carry with you and the healthiest fast-food choices you might 

need to rely on.

 ۹ 
� )/$!4�- �.*).�2#4�4*0��$�)ҁ/�./$�&�/*�+�./��$ /.ѵ�� 1 '*+����&Ҋ0+�+'�).�.*�/#�/�4*0�

aren’t derailed from your diet if the same, or similar, circumstances arise again.  For 

 3�(+' Ѷ�$!�4*0�&)*2�/#�/�4*0�2$''� �/��)� )/$- ���"�*!��#$+.�*-�+��&�" �*!��**&$ .�$!�4*0�

&  +�/# (��/�#*( Ѷ�/# )�/�& �/# (�*Ȃ�4*0-�.#*++$)"�'$./ѵ��0/�"$1 �4*0-. '!������&Ҋ0+�

.)��&�/#�/�4*0���)�"*�/*�2# )�4*0��- �#�1$)"��)�
Ҋ�  �Ҋ�Ҋ�**&$ �(*( )/ѵ�
/�($"#/�� �

a nutritious nut energy bar, or simply some fresh blueberries

�
�����������	����������������
�������
������


!�4*0��- �/-4$)"�/*��0-)�(*- ���'*-$ .�/#-*0"#� 3 -�$. Ѷ�!�1*-�/# �&$)��*!� 3 -�$. �/#�/��0-).�/# �

(*./���'*-$ .�$)�/# ��(*0)/�*!�/$( �/#�/�4*0�.+ )�� 3 -�$.$)"ѵ��#$.�/ )�.�/*�� ���-�$*�2*-&*0/.�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
indicate that your 

4"&$%1�),00�1"+!"+ 6�&0�
Below Average

This does not mean that you cannot lose 

weight for a diet and exercise program. 

It just means that, compared to other 

+ *+' �2$/#����$Ȃ - )/�" )*/4+ Ѷ�4*0�(�4�

lose slightly less weight or body fat than 

those with a more favorable genotype 

who are following a similar program.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

FTO TCF7L2 MTNR1B

PPARG BDNF ABCB11
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      |   WEIGHT LOSS / 

'$& �2�'&$)"Ѷ�-0))$)"Ѷ��4�'$)"Ѷ�.2$(($)"Ѷ�� -*�$�.Ѷ���)�$)"��)���)4�*!�/# ���-�$*�(��#$) .ѵ��*0�

can also get a sizable calorie burn from a fast-paced, boot camp-style or circuit training with 

2 $"#/.�2*-&*0/ѵ��'*2 -Ҋ+�� ��2*-&*0/.�'$& �4*"���)���$'�/ .��*�)*/��0-)��.�(�)4���'*-$ .Ѷ�.*�

$!�4*0��- ��*$)"�/# . �/4+ .�*!�2*-&*0/�*)�(*./���4.�*!�/# �2  &Ѷ�!*�0.�*)��*$)"�(*- ���-�$*�

2*-&*0/.�$)./ ��ѵ

 ۹ �3 -�$. �$)/ ).$/4�$.�& 4�!*-�(*./�+ *+' ѷ�/# �#�-� -�4*0�2*-&��0-$)"��*/#���-�$*��)��

(0.�' ��*)�$/$*)$)"� 3 -�$. Ѷ�/# �(*- ���'*-$ .�4*0���)��0-)Ѷ���-0*�4- //ޔ� #/��(

muscles and heart will become. But if you are a new exerciser, or if you are trying a new 

/4+ �*!�2*-&*0/Ѷ�4*0ҁ''�)  ��/*�./�-/� �.4��)�Ѷ�*1 -�/$( Ѷ�2*-&�0+�/*�2*-&*0/.�/#�/�'�./�

'*)" -��)��!  '�#�-� -ѵ��/�-/�2$/#�рпҊсп�($)0/ �2�'&$)"�. ..$*).�$!�4*0�)  ��/*Ѷ��)��

*1 -�2  &.�����(*- �/$( �/*�/# �. ..$*).��)��2*-&��/���#�-� -�$)/ ).$/4ѵ��# )�'$ȅ$)"�

weights, start with light weights and as you learn correct form/biomechanics of the 

 3 -�$. Ѷ�$)�- �. �- .$./�)� Ѷ�2$/#�/# �"*�'�*!�0.$)"� )*0"#�- .$./�)� �/#�/�/# �'�./�сҊт�

- + /$/$*).�*!�рфҊсп�- +.��- ��#�'' )"$)"ѵ

 ۹ �*-�/# �(*./� Ȃ �/$1 �- .0'/.Ѷ�4*0ҁ''�)  ��/*��0-)� )*0"#���'*-$ .�/*��Ȃ �/�4*0-��*�4�

2 $"#/ѷ��$(�/*�" /�$)���($)$(0(�*!�рфп�($)0/ .��)��0+�/*�тпп�($)0/ .�+ -�2  &ҍ*-�

(*- ҍ*!�(*� -�/ Ҋ/*Ҋ1$"*-*0.���-�$*� 3 -�$. �җ ѵ"ѵѶ�%*""$)"Ѷ�2�'&$)"Ѷ�.2$(($)"Ѷ� /�ѵҘѵ��


� �''4Ѷ�4*0�.#*0'��$)�*-+*-�/ �.*( ���-�$*� 1 -4���4Ѷ��/�' �./�ф���4.�+ -�2  &ѵ

 ۹ � $"#/Ҋ/-�$)$)"�.#*0'��� ���+�-/�*!�4*0-��$ /��)�� 3 -�$. �-*0/$) ѵ��*/�*)'4���)�2 $"#/�

/-�$)$)"�# '+�4*0�/*�� �*( �./-*)" -Ѷ�2# )�4*0�'$ȅ�2 $"#/.�4*0���)�+- 1 )/�*-�($)$-

($5 �/# �'*..�*!�(0.�' �/#�/�*��0-.�2$/#��$ /$)"��'*) ѵ��*0�*)'4�)  ��/*�'$ȅ�2 $"#/.�с�*-�

(*- ���4.�+ -�2  &Ѷ�2$/#���- ./���4�$)�� /2  )ѵ�� ..$*).���)�� �.#*-/ѷ�спҊуп�($)0/ .Ѷ�

�.�'*)"��.�4*0�/�-" /��''�4*0-�(�%*-�(0.�' �"-*0+.�$)�/# �0++ -��)��'*2 -��*�4ѵ����& �

.0- �/#�/�/# �- .$./�)� � 3 -�$. �4*0��*��#�'' )" .�4*0-�(0.�' .��++-*+-$�/ '4ѵ��*"��

�)���$'�/ .���$3 ޕ�-*!��**"� -$'$/4Ѷ���'�)� Ѷ�(0.�' � )�0-�)� Ѷ��)��!*-��0$'�$)"�($)$(�'�

' 1 '.�*!�./- )"/#ѵ��0/�4*0��- �(*- �'$& '4�/*��0$'���)��+- . -1 �/# �(0.�' �/#�/�4*0�

may lose with dieting with a progressive weight-training program.

 ۹ Reduce your sitting time! While standing more or moving around throughout the day is 

not considered ‘exercise’, the physical activity does add up and can help you burn more 

calories all day.

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have all been 
shown in scientifically sound studies to have 
statistically significant associations with a 
person’s tendency to lose weight and keep 
it o!. Several large studies have shown that 
people who participated in intensive and long-
term diet and exercise programs exhibited 
significantly di!erent weight loss responses 
based upon their genetic profile. Those 
people who carried the most ‘unfavorable’ 
pairs of these 7 genes lost weight with the diet 
and exercise program—but, on average, they 
tended to lose less weight compared to other 
participants who had fewer, or who did not 
carry the ‘unfavorable’ genotypes. Also, a"er 
completing the diet and exercise program, 
people with more of the ‘unfavorable’ genes 
were, on average, also likely to regain some of 
the weight that they had lost. Keep in mind, 
however, that great individual variation is 
seen in research studies like these. The stated 
results are an average of all those withina 
group, but there can still be di!erences even 
among those with the same genotype. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for each of these 7 genes was present in 
your DNA. Your rating of either NORMAL or 
BELOW AVERAGE reflects whether your 
genotypes included those that carried a 
risk of reduced weight loss tendency.

��
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      |   WEIGHT LOSS / 

Fat Loss Response to Cardio
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���NORMAL fat loss response to cardio. 

�*/� 1 -4*) �'*. .�/# �.�( ��(*0)/�*!��*�4�!�/�2# )�/# 4� (��-&�0+*)��)� 3 -�$. �+-*"-�(ѵ�

� ) /$��+- �$.+*.$/$*)�+'�4.���-*' Ѷ��0/�*/# -�!��/*-.��'.*��Ȃ �/�#*2�(0�#�!�/�4*0�'*. ѵ���*0-�

outcome of  “normal” suggests you are inclined to begin to utilize fat as an energy source at an 

average rate compared to other genotype.

�*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/��(*)"�/# �" ) .�$)1 ./$"�/ �Ѷ�4*0��$��)*/�#�1 �/# �Ҁ!�1*-��' ҁ�

gene combinations. This means that, based on your genes, you have a normal fat loss response 

/*��*$)"���($)$(�'���-�$*�-*0/$) �*)�т���4.�+ -�2  &Ѷ��*(+�- ��/*�*/# -.�2$/#���(*- �!�1*--

��' �" )*/4+ ѵ��#$.�- .0'/�.0"" ./.�/#�/Ѷ�'$& �(�)4�+ *+' Ѷ�4*0�(�4����"($*��)*-!�/ޔ ( �*1 �

the minimum amount of cardiovascular exercise to improve your fat loss results. Of course, 

)*/� 1 -4*) �'*. .�/# �.�( ��(*0)/�*!��*�4�!�/�2# )�/# 4� (��-&�0+*)��)� 3 -�$. �+-*"-�(ѵ�

� ) /$��+- �$.+*.$/$*)�+'�4.���-*' Ѷ��0/�*/# -�!��/*-.��'.*��Ȃ �/�#*2�(0�#�!�/�4*0�'*. ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES 
�*0-�" ) /$��$� -+� 'ޔ*-+�/.�/#�/�4*0�(�4�)*/�'*. ��.�(0�#�!�/��.�.*( *) �2$/#���(*- �

!�1*-��' �" )*/4+ �!-*(��*$)"���-�$*� 3 -�$. �т���4.�+ -�2  &�2#$' �2*-&$)"�*0/��/���(*�-

 -�/ Ҋ/*Ҋ#$"#�$)/ ).$/4ѵ�	*2 1 -Ѷ�*Ȃ$�$�'� 3 -�$. �- �*(( )��/$*).�.0"" ./�/#�/�/#$.�$.�)*/�

enough exercise for most people who wish to manage their body weight.  

 ۹ �*-�4*0Ѷ�т���4.�*!� 3 -�$. �+ -�2  &�(�4�*-�(�4�)*/�� � )*0"#�/*� 3+ -$ )� �*+/$(�'�

!�/��)��2 $"#/�'*..�- .0'/.ѵ��*0�(�4�" /�- .0'/.�!-*(�(*- � 3 -�$. �� ��0. �4*0�2$''�

�0-)�(*- ���'*-$ .ѵ��$(�/*�" /��/�' �./�у�/*�х���4.�+ -�2  &�*!���-�$*� 3 -�$. �!*-���/*/�'�

*!��сфп�/*�тфп�($)0/ .�+ -�2  &ѵ

 ۹ �
)�'0� �(0.�' Ҋ./- )"/# )$)"� 3 -�$. .�у۔���4.�+ -�2  &ѵ

 ۹ � "$)�4*0-���-�$*1�.�0'�-� 3 -�$. �. ..$*)�$)���. ($Ҋ!�./ ��./�/ Ѹ��$-./�/#$)"�$)�/# �

(*-)$)"�*-�тҊф�#*0-.�.$)� �4*0-�'�./�( �'ҝ��'*-$���-$)&ѵ

 ۹ �*0�(�4���($� #/�)*-!�/ޔ ( - �. ����'*-$ ��0-)�*!�- .$./�)� �$)/ -1�'�/-�$)$)"Ѷ�2# - �

you alternate high-intensity resistance training exercises followed by low-to-moderate 

cardio intervals. Warmup with light cardio movement such as marching in place or a 

�-$.&�2�'&�!*-�рп�($)0/ .Ѷ�/# )��*���*) �($)0/ ��0-./�*!�- .$./�)� ���/$1$/4ҍ.,0�/.�

while holding moderately heavy weights, for example. Then follow that burst with an-

*/# -�т�/*�ф�($)0/ .�*!� �.4���-�$*�(*1 ( )/.�.0�#��.�./ ++$)"�0+��)���*2)�*Ȃ���./ +Ѷ�

and repeat the sequence.

�  ��#�/��*0��#*0'���)*2���*0/��3 -�$. ��� �$��(ޔ��(.�*)�#*3 �*/�2+ -$ )� �"- �/ -�!�/�'*..�

in the Exercise section of this portal.

 ۹ While it is possible to lose fat and weight from exercise alone, you will experience faster 

!�/�'*..�$!�4*0�!*�0.�*)�./$�&$)"�/*���- �0� �Ҋ��'*-$ ��$ /Ѷ�$)����$/$*)�/*� 3 -�$. ѵ��*''*2�

/# �/$+.�!-*(�/# ��3�'$(��)�'4.$.�*!�4*0-�� $"#/�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�&+-
!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�#�1�),00�
/"0-,+0"�1,� �/!&,�&0�

Normal
You should experience fat loss 

when performing cardio 4-6 times 
per week for a total of 250-350 

minutes per week. Some carriers 
of this genotype also experience 
OZMI\MZ�JMVMÅ\[�Ja�LWQVO�UWZM"�[W�
try making each session longer, 
exercising at a higher intensi-
ty and aim for at least 5 days a 
week to improve your results.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

ADRB2 LPL

������������������������
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      |   WEIGHT LOSS / 

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that are 
included in this category have been shown in 
a study to have significant associations with 
a person’s ability to lose fat from a regular 
program of 3 days per week of cardio exercise.  
A large study investigating these genes put 
sedentary men and women on a 20-week 
cardio exercise program. The study volunteers 
exercised on a bike 3 times per week, starting 
at a moderate intensity for 30 minutes per 
session over the first few weeks. They built up 
to a longer, slightly harder workout that lasted 
50 minutes for the last 6 of the 20 weeks. 
Men in the study did not appear to have 
a di!erent response based on their gen-
otype. Women’s fat loss was influenced 
by genotype, however. Women who car-
ried the most ‘favorable’ genotypes lost 
slightly more fat in response to a cardio 
exercise program than those who did 
not carry these ‘favorable’ genotypes. 
Our genetic analysis investigated which 
genotype for each of these genes was 
present in your DNA. Your rating of either 
NORMAL or ENHANCED reflects whether 
your genotypes included those that car-
ried an enhanced fat loss response from 
a regular program of cardio exercise. 

������������������������
�9
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      |   WEIGHT LOSS / 

Body Composition Response 
to Strength Training
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��)�ENHANCED body composition 

- .+*). �/*�(0.�' Ҋ./- )"/# )$)"� 3 -�$. ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ �

showed the ‘favorable’ gene combinations. This means that, in addition to improvements in 

./- )"/#��)��(0.�' �(�..Ѷ�4*0��- �'$& '4�/*� 3+ -$ )� �2 $"#/�'*..��)����- �0�/$*)�$)�4*0-��*�4�

fat percentage from weight training.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES 
��& �.0- �/*�'$ȅ�2 $"#/.�/#�/��- �# �14� )*0"#�/*�2*-&��/���(*� -�/ Ҋ/*Ҋ#�-��$)/ ).$/4Ѷ�+ --

!*-($)"�с�/*�т�. /.�*!�рф�/*�сп��- + /$/$*).�*!� ��#� 3 -�$. ѵ��# )�/# � 3 -�$. .�� �*( � �.4Ѷ�

����(*- �2 $"#/�/*��*)/$)0 �/*�*�/�$)�/# ��ѵ./ޔ ( 

Due to your enhanced genotype, you do get more accomplished with every strength training 

. ..$*)�/#�)��)*/# -�" )*/4+ �($"#/Ѷ�2#$�#�.0"" ./.�4*0�(�4�2�)/�/*�/�& ���1�)/�" �*!�4*0-�

genotype by incorporating interval-style strength training into your cardiovascular exercise 

��4.�/*�/�& �!0''���1�)/�" �*!�4*0-�" ) /$����1�)/�" ѵ�

�*0�2$''� 3+ -$ )� �"- �/ -�!�/��)��2 $"#/�'*..��4�$)�*-+*-�/$)"���-�$*�2*-&*0/.�*)�(*./���4.�

*!�/# �2  &ѵ

�  ��#�/��*0��#*0'���)*2���*0/��3 -�$. ��� �$��(ޔ��(.�*)�#*2�/*�(�3$($5 �4*0-�2*-&*0/.�$)�

the Exercise section of this portal.

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/��,!6�
 ,*-,0&1&,+�/"0-,+0"�
1,�01/"+$1%�1/�&+&+$�&0

Enhanced
In addition to strength improve-

ments, you are more likely to 
see reductions in your body fat 

percentage from weight training. 
Make sure to include resistance 

exercise two to three times a week.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

NRXN3 GNPDA2  LRRN6C
PRKD1 GPRC5B SLC39A8

FTO FLJ35779 MAP2K5
QPCTL-

GIPR
NEGR1 LRP1B

MTCH2 MTIF3 RPL27A
SEC16B  FAIM2 FANCL

ETV5 TFAP2B

�����������
�
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      |   WEIGHT LOSS / 

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category all have been 
shown to have significant associations with 
a person’s ability to improve their body 
composition and decrease their body fat 
percentage from resistance exercise. Resis-
tance training, or weight training, improves 
strength and the amount of muscle a person 
has. Weight training can also reduce the 
percentage, and sometimes amounts, of body 
fat. An improved body composition, which 
is a higher proportion of muscle to body fat, 
contributes to a leaner look and, potentially, a 
greater number of calories burned each day. 
Although resistance training alone has not 
been shown to produce clinically significant 
weight loss (because weights workouts do 
not burn as many calories as cardio), people 
with the more ‘favorable’ genotype in a 
large study experienced an improved ability 
to lose weight and reduce their body fat 
percentage with resistance training. Those 
with the ‘unfavorable’ genotypes showed a 
decreased ability to lose weight and reduce 
body fat percentage from resistance training. 
When you are trying to lose weight, it is very 
important to include resistance training in 
your routine. Resistance training can minimize 
or prevent that loss of muscle mass that 
occurs with weight loss when you are dieting. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for these genes was present in your DNA. 
Your rating of either ENHANCED, NORMAL 
or BELOW AVERAGE reflects whether your 
genotypes included those that carried a risk 
of an enhanced or reduced body compo-
sition response to strength training.

�����������
�
����������������������	����
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      |   FOOD / 

Protein Utilization
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���NORMAL�0/$'$5�/$*)�*!�+-*/ $)ѵ��*0-�
.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ ��$��)*/���--4�/# ��'' ' ��*(�$)�/$*).�/#�/�.  (�/*�

�( 0ޕ($ �2 $"#/�'*..��)��' �)��*�4�(�..�'*..�$)�- .+*). �/*�/# �+ -� )/�" �*!�+-*/ $)�$)�/# �

�$ /ѵ��#$.�.0"" ./.�/#�/�/# ��(*0)/�*!�2 $"#/�*-��*�4�!�/�/#�/�4*0�'*. �!-*(����$ /�$.�)*/�'$& '4�/*�

� ��Ȃ �/ ���4�/# �+ -� )/�" �*!�+-*/ $)�/#�/�4*0� �/ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES 
�*0-�" )*/4+ �.0"" ./.�/#�/�4*0��- �)*/�'$& '4�/*�� ��Ȃ �/ ��$)�/ -(.�*!�"- �/ -�*-�' .. -�

amounts of weight loss from eating either a lower or a higher protein diet. However, it is import-

ant to note that the percentage of protein that you should eat is relative to the total amount of 

��$'4���'*-$ .�4*0�/�& �$)Ѷ��)��.*�2#�/�$.���҂'*2҃�1.�҂#$"#҃��(*0)/���)�1�-4�� + )�$)"�0+*)�

how many calories you ingest overall. 

The body must get a certain minimum amount of protein for normal functioning, and that is 

�*).$� - ��/*�� ��-*0)��рпڿ�*!�/*/�'���$'4���'*-$ .�2# )�4*0��- � �/$)"� )*0"#�!**��/*�(  /�

your daily energy needs. This minimum amount of protein must be eaten to support processes 

.0�#��.� )54( ��)��#*-(*) �+-*�0�/$*)Ѷ�� ''�- +�$-��)��.4)/# .$.�*!�.&$)��)��#�$-�� ''.ѵ��0/�

this means that when you cut calories by dieting, you may need to opt for a slightly higher per-

centage of protein because you are eating less food overall.  

�)�/# �*/# -�#�)�Ѷ� �/$)"���#$"#�+ -� )/�" �*!�+-*/ $)�$.�)*/�) � ..�-$'4���ޔ ( $�'Ѷ� .+ �$�''4�

if you are not dieting. This is because excess protein is not stored in the body. If you consume 

more calories than you burn, the insulin release that is triggered by dietary protein (as well as by 

��-�*#4�-�/ .Ҙ�.+0-.��)4� 3� ..��($)*���$�.�!-*(�+-*/ $)�/*�� ��*)1 -/ ��/*��*�4�!�/ѵ�

If you are dieting and therefore eating a reduced-calorie diet, consuming a “high” percentage 

*!�+-*/ $)�$.�- �*(( )� ��.*�/#�/�4*0�(�& �.0- �/*�*�/�$)�/# �($)$(0(��(*0)/�4*0-��*�4�

needs. The recommended daily allowance for protein is determined based on your body weight. 


/ҁ.���"**��$� ��/*�" /���. ). �*!�#*2�(0�#�4*0��- �" //$)"��4�- �*-�$)"�4*0-�!**��$)/�& �!*-��/�

' �./���2  &��)�� )/ -$)"�$/�$)/*����$ /��++�*-�*)'$) �)0/-$/$*)�'*"�/#�/���)���'�0'�/ �/# �+ -� )/-

age of each of the macronutrients you eat.

���������������
��

suggested servings contain listed grams of protein

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0�

Normal
This indicates that the amount of 
weight you lose from a diet is not 
TQSMTa�\W�JM�IЄMK\ML�Ja�\PM�XMZKMV\-
age of protein that you eat. Choose 

a diet that is 10 to 30% protein 
from plant or animal food sources.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

FTO LCT

�#$�& )��- �./�җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�сф"

�-*0)���0-& 4�җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�ссѵф"

 �)��  !�җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�сс"

�-*$' ���$.#�җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�сп"

 )/$'.ҝ�'��&�� �).�җрҝс�Ҙ�Ҋ�ш"

�0-& 4�җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�су"

�*-&ҝ �)�	�(�җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�рч"

�(��җт*5Ҙ�Ҋ�ср"

�0$)*��җрҝс�Ҙ�Ҋ�рс"

�*!0�җрҝс��Ҋ�уѵу*5Ҙ�Ҋ�рр"

�����
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      |   FOOD / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included in 
this category has consistently been shown to 
be associated with body fat mass and BMI. 
One large study found that people with the 
unfavorable genotype who dieted lost more 
weight, body fat and fat in the torso if they 
ate a moderate-to-high protein diet (25% 
or more of total daily calories) compared 
to a lower protein diet (15% of total daily 
calories), regardless of fat and carbohydrate 
distribution. However, they also lost more 
non-fat mass — which includes muscle — 
with the weight loss, even though they were 
eating a higher protein diet and exercising. 
Our analysis of your genes investigated 
which genotype for this SNP was present in 
your DNA. Your rating of either NORMAL or 
ENHANCED reflects whether your genotype 
included those alleles that exhibited protein 
sensitivity because their presence resulted in 
increased weight and fat loss on a moder-
ate-to-high protein, reduced calorie diet.

�����
����
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      |   FOOD / 

Fat Utilization
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���LOW�0/$'$5�/$*)�*!�!�/ѵ��*0-�.�*- �

� ޕ -/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�!*-�/# �" ) .�$)1 ./$"�/ �Ѷ�4*0-�" )*/4+ �$)�'0� .�.*( �*!�/# �0)!�1*-��' �

allele combinations. This means that you may be sensitive to the amount and type of fat in your 

�$ /ѵ�� . �-�#�#�.�.#*2)�/#�/�+ *+' �2$/#���.$($'�1�#�*/��( /� 'ޔ*-+� +4/*( "�- �(*- ��*�4�!�/�

when they have more fat in their diet and they lose less weight when they are on a diet that con-

tains a high amount of fat, especially saturated fat. This result also suggests that you may have a 

reduced level of fat oxidation, or fat-burning ability, when you eat a high fat diet.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES 
�$)� �4*0-�" ) .�.0"" ./�/#�/�4*0�(�4�� �. ).$/$1 �/*�/# �!�/�$)�4*0-��$ /��)��/#�/�4*0�(�4�� �

' ..� Ȃ$�$ )/��/��0-)$)"�!�/�2# )�4*0� �/���#$"#�!�/��$ /Ѷ�!*''*2$)"���'*2�!�/��$ /��)��&  +$)"�

saturated fat to a minimum may help you to control your body weight and body fat, and to lose 

more weight when you diet.

���	������	������	�����������Ѽ

9MJWJ�FWJ�[FW^NSL�IJܪSNYNTSX�TK�\MFY�NX�HTSXNIJWJI�ѦQT\�KFY�ѧ�8YZINJX�YMFY�QTTP�FY�INJYFW^�KFY�
[FW^�NS�MT\�YMJ^�VZFSYNK^�KFY�FSI�YMJWJ�NX�ST�HQJFW�HTSXJSXZX�TS�\MFY�HTSXYNYZYJX�F�ѦMNLM�KFYѧ�
[X��F�ѦQT\�KFYѧ�INJY��9MJ�&HHJUYFGQJ�2FHWTSZYWNJSY�)NXYWNGZYNTS�7FSLJ�&2)7��KTW�INJYFW^�KFY�
YMFY�NX�WJHTRRJSIJI�G^�YMJ�.SXYNYZYJ�TK�2JINHNSJ�NX�F�IFNQ^�KFY�NSYFPJ�YMFY�NX�GJY\JJS���
�
FSI���
�TK�YTYFQ�IFNQ^�HFQTWNJX�FSI�NY�NX�WJHTRRJSIJI�YT�JFY�QJXX�YMFS���
�TK�HFQTWNJX�KWTR�
XFYZWFYJI�KFYX��

&�ѦMNLM�KFYѧ�INJY�NX�ZXZFQQ^�HTSXNIJWJI�YT�GJ�TSJ�HTSXNXYNSL�TK�F�UJWHJSYFLJ�TK�KFY�NSYFPJ�TS�
YMJ�ZUUJW�JSI�TK�YMJ�&2)7�WFSLJ��XT�KWTR���
�YT���
�TK�YMJ�IF^ѣX�YTYFQ�HFQTWNJX��5JTUQJ�
\MT�JFY�F�QTY�TK�KFXY�KTTI�FSI�FSNRFQ�KTTIX�QNPJ�RJFY�FSI�HMJJXJ�HFS�MF[J�KFY�NSYFPJX�YMFY�
FWJ���
�TW�LWJFYJW��-T\J[JW��XTRJ�UJTUQJ�\MT�HMTTXJ�YT�JFY�F�[JW^�QT\�HFWG�INJY�RF^�HTS-
XZRJ�ZU�YT���
�TW���
�KFY��

&�ѦQT\�KFYѧ�INJY�NX�ZXZFQQ^�HTSXNIJWJI�YT�GJ�TSJ�HTSXNXYNSL�TK�F�UJWHJSYFLJ�TK�KFY�NSYFPJ�YMFY�NX�
TS�YMJ�QT\JW�JSI�TK�YMJ�&2)7�WFSLJ��XT�KWTR���
�YT���
�TK�YMJ�IF^ѣX�YTYFQ�HFQTWNJX��

8NSHJ�^TZW�LJSJYNH�UWTܪQJ�NSINHFYJX�YMFY�^TZ�RNLMY�GJSJܪY�KWTR�F�QT\JW�KFY�INJY��NY�NX�XZLLJXY-
JI�YMFY�^TZ�FNR�KTW�YMJ�QT\JW�JSI�TK�YMJ�KFY�NSYFPJ�WFSLJ��XT�KWTR���
�YT���
�TK�YTYFQ�HFQTWNJX�
HTRNSL�KWTR�KFY��FSI�[JW^�QNYYQJ�XFYZWFYJI�KFY��

&QYMTZLM�XTRJ�RJINF�WJUTWYX�MF[J�WJHJSYQ^�WJUTWYJI�YMFY�MNLM�FRTZSYX�TK�XFYZWFYJI�KFY�
FWJ�STY�MFWRKZQ��YMJXJ�TUNSNTSX�FWJ�GFXJI�TS�TSQ^�F�KJ\�WJXJFWHM�XYZINJX�YMFY�MF[J�GJJS�
HWNYNHN_JI�KTW�MF[NSL�RFOTWܫ�F\X��&RTSL�YMJR�NX�YMJ�KFHY�YMFY�YMJ�ѦQT\�KFYѧ�INJYX�YMFY�\JWJ�
HTRUFWJI�\NYM�MNLMJW�KFY�INJYX�\JWJSѣY�WJFQQ^�ѦQT\�KFYѧ�FSI�YMJWJ�\FX��NS�KFHY��STY�RZHM�TK�F�
INKKJWJSHJ�NS�YMJ�KFY�UJWHJSYFLJ�TK�YMJ�INJYX��9MJ�T[JW\MJQRNSL�HTSXJSXZX�KWTR�WJXJFWHM�YT�
IFYJ�NX�YMFY�XFYZWFYJI�KFY�MFX�IJQJYJWNTZX�MJFQYM�JKKJHYX�FSI�XMTZQI�GJ�HTSXZRJI�XUFWNSLQ �̂�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�
21&)&7�1&,+�,#�#�1�&0

Low
You may be sensitive to too much to-
tal fat and/or too much saturated fat 
in your diet. If you are dieting, or re-
ducing calories to create a negative 

energy balance, you may experience 
less weight loss with a higher fat 

diet. Aim for a low total fat and low 
saturated fat, reduced-calorie diet.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

PPARG TCF7L2 APOA5
CRY2 MTNR1B PPM1K

������
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      |   FOOD / 

Genetic Research

The six genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category all have been 
shown in scientifically sound studies to have 
statistically significant associations with how 
sensitive people are to eating a diet high in 
fat. In other words, these studies showed that 
the amount of fat in the diet a!ected how 
much weight individuals lost from a lifestyle 
intervention depending on the genotype 
at these genes. One study found that those 
people with an unfavorable genotype were 
more likely to have more body fat, a larger 
waist size and a higher BMI the more fat they 
ate, compared to others without the same 
genotypes. Another study found that people 
with a protective genotype appeared to be 
able to consume greater amounts of fat, but 
without exhibiting higher BMIs. Another study 
found that people who went on a low-calorie 
diet that was higher in fat lost less weight if 
they had an unfavorable genotype. Our analy-
sis of your genes investigated which genotype 
for each of these 6 genes was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of either NORMAL or LOW 
reflects whether your genotypes included 
those that carried a risk of reduced weight 
loss ability from a diet that was high in fat.

QJXX�YMFS���
�TK�YTYFQ�HFQTWNJX�TW�QT\JW��

(JWYFNS�KTTIX�FWJ�QFGJQJI�FX�MNLM�NS�HJWYFNS�PNSIX�TK�KFY��GZY�\MFY�RFS^�UJTUQJ�IT�STY�WJFQN_J�
NX�YMFY�KTTIX�YMFY�HTSYFNS�KFY�YJSI�YT�HTSYFNS�FS�FWWF^�TK�FQQ�TK�YMJ�INKKJWJSY�Y^UJX�TK�KFYY^�
FHNIX��4SJ�KTTI�NYJR�QNPJ�HMJJXJ��HMNHPJS�TW�F�UJFSZY�\NQQ�HTSYFNS�GTYM�XFYZWFYJI�FSI�YMJ�
ZSXFYZWFYJI�Y^UJX�TK�KFY�RTST�FSI�UTQ �̂��'ZY�JFHM�KTTI�\NQQ�GJ�MNLMJW�NS�F�HJWYFNS�Y^UJ�T[JW�
FSTYMJW��FSI�WFYNTX�TK�YMJ�[FW^NSL�KFYX�\NYMNS�F�KTTI�\NQQ�[FW �̂�<MNHMJ[JW�KFY�NX�HTSXNIJWJI�YT�
GJ�YMJ�RTXY�UWJ[FQJSY�Y^UJ�NX�MT\�F�KTTI�NX�ZXZFQQ^�HMFWFHYJWN_JI��*[JS�YMTZLM�FQQ�FSNRFQ�
KTTIX�HTSYFNS�GTYM�XFYZWFYJI�FSI�ZSXFYZWFYJI�KFYX��XNSHJ�YMJ^�FWJ�JXUJHNFQQ^�MNLM�NS�XFYZWFY-
JI�KFYX��YMJ^�FWJ�HTSXNIJWJI�YT�GJ�F�RFOTW�XTZWHJ�TK�GTYM�YTYFQ�KFY�FSI�JXUJHNFQQ^�XFYZWFYJI�
KFY��J[JS�NS�YMJ�ѧQJFSJWѧ�[JWXNTSX�TK�YMJ�KTTI��9MNX�NX�\M^�NK�^TZ�YJSI�YT�JFY�RJFY�FSI�TW�IFNW^�
KTTIX�FY�J[JW^�RJFQ��^TZW�INJY�NX�QNPJQ^�YT�STY�TSQ^�GJ�MNLM�NS�YTYFQ�KFY��GZY�MNLM�NS�XFYZWFYJI�KFY��
FX�\JQQ��)NJYX�MNLM�NS�JNYMJW�XFYZWFYJI�KFY�TW�FSNRFQ�KTTIX�MF[J�GJJS�FXXTHNFYJI�\NYM�MNLMJW�
WNXPX�TK�HJWYFNS�INXJFXJX�XZHM�FX�MJFWY�INXJFXJ��

.YѣX�YTZLM�YT�PST\�MT\�RZHM�KFY�^TZ�LJY�ZSQJXX�^TZ�FWJ�FHYN[JQ^�YWFHPNSL�\MFY�^TZ�JFY�FSI�
JSYJWNSL�NY�NSYT�F�INJY�FUU�TW�TSQNSJ�SZYWNYNTS�QTL��>TZ�RNLMYܪ�SI�NY�MJQUKZQ�YTܪ�WXY�IJYJWRNSJ�
MT\�RZHM�KFY�^TZ�FWJ�HZWWJSYQ^�JFYNSL�XT�YMFY�^TZ�HFS�NIJSYNK^�\F^X�YT�IJHWJFXJ�NY�YT�IJXNWJI�
QJ[JQX�NK�NY�NX�YTT�MNLM�

If you are eating more fat than is recommended, analyze what you eat and use the tips below to 

reduce the fat

���������������������������������ѷ

 ۹ �/$�&�/*���+'�)/Ҋ��. ���$ /ѷ���/�! 2 -��)$(�'�!**�.�җ( �/Ѷ�+*0'/-4��)����$-4�!**�.Ҙѵ�

 ۹ If you eat animal foods, choose leaner or lower-fat versions. 

 ۹ �0�./$/0/ �+'�)/�1 -.$*).�*!��)$(�'�!**�.ѷ��-4��'(*)�Ѷ�.*4�*-��*�*)0/Ҋ��. ��4*"0-/.Ѷ�

.0�./$/0/ �+'�)/�($'&.�җ.*4Ѷ��'(*)�Ѷ�-$� Ѷ� /�ѵҘ�!*-���$-4�($'&ѵ�

 ۹ Identify foods you prepare that you normally add fat to (oil, butter, cream, cheese, 

( �/Ҙ�����(ޔ�*/�4-/��(�)*)Ҋ!�/�.0�./$/0/ ѵ��*-� 3�(+' Ѷ�$!�4*0�)*-(�''4�����*$'��)��

���*)�/*��**& ��� �).Ѷ�.&$+��*/#��)������- ��+ ++ -.��)��%�'�1�ޕ�-*!�.*( +*-�$)./ ��ѵ�

�-�$!�4*0��0// -�4*0-�/*�./Ѷ�.+- ���2$/#���� �)��$+�$)./ ��ѵ���0/ĝ�1 " /��' .�$)�1 " /�-

ble broth rather than in olive oil.

 ۹ Reduce the amount of oil you use, or omit it completely.

�����������������������ѷ

 ۹ Try vegan cheeses (such as nut cheeses made from cashews, almonds or macadamia 

)0/.ҘѶ��0/��*)/-*'�+*-/$*).�.$)� �/# 4�./$''��*)/�$)�0).�/0-�/ ��!�/.ѵ

 ۹ �. �# �'/#4�*$'.�җ.0)2*ޕ -Ѷ�.�Ȃ'*2 -Ѷ��*�*)0/Ҙ�$)./ ���*!��0// -�*-��- �(�!*-��**&$)"�

or seasoning, but control portions since they still contain unsaturated fats and can add 

/*�4*0-���$'4�/*/�'�!�/�$)/�& ѵ

 ۹ �#**. �+'�)/Ҋ��. ��.+- ��.�$)./ ���*!�0.$)"��0// -ѵ��. �+ �)0/��0// -Ѷ�#0((0.Ѷ�+ ./*�

������
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sauce, avocado, etc. Watch portions, since the unsaturated fats can still add to your 

/*/�'�!�/�$)/�& ѵ

��������������

suggested servings contain listed grams of fat

�1*���*�җрҝс�!-0$/Ҙ�Ҋ�рп"

�*�*)0/��$'�җр�Ҙ�Ҋ�ру"

�'$1 ��$'�җр�Ҙ�Ҋ�ру"

�0/��0// -.�җр�Ҙ�Ҋ�ч"

�*�*)0/�җр�+$ � Ѷ�с҃�3�с҃�3�рҝс҃Ҙ�Ҋ�рф"

�'$1 .�җр�Ҙ�Ҋ�ѵш"

�0/.ҝ�  �.�җрҝу�Ҙ�Ҋ�рт"

�0// -�җр�Ҙ�Ҋ�рс"

�$'.�җр�Ҙ�Ҋ�ру"

������
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Carb Utilization
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��)�ENHANCED utilization of complex 

��-�*#4�-�/ .ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ ��++ �-.�/*�!�1*-���#$"# -��*(-

+' 3���-�*#4�-�/ ��$ /ѵ��*0�(�4� 3+ -$ )� �� // -�2 $"#/�'*..�- .0'/.�!-*(����$ /�/#�/�!*�0. .�

*)��*(+' 3���-�*#4�-�/ .�/#�/�(�& �0+���(�%*-$/4�*!�4*0-���$'4���'*-$ .ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES 
Eat more complex carbohydrates

 ۹ People who eat diets high in complex carbohydrates tend to be leaner, and this diet ap-

+-*��#�+-*1$� .�*+/$(�'� ) -"4��)��)0/-$ )/.ѵ��*(+' 3���-�.��- �0)+-*� .. ����-�.Ѹ�

./-$1 �/*� �/�2#*' �+'�)/�!**�.��.�*++*. ��/*�+-*� .. �Ѷ�҂%0)&4҃���-�.ѵ���/���+*/�/*�

instead of potato chips, eat beans instead of white bread, eat whole fruits instead of 

fruit juices. 

 ۹ *FY�RTWJ�ZSUWTHJXXJI�KTTIX�YMFY�HTSYFNS�HFWGX�NSHQZIJ�QJLZRJX�GJFSX���\MTQJ�
LWFNSX�XZHM�FX�GWT\S�WNHJ��VZNSTF�FSI�TFYX���SZYX��XJJIX��[JLJYFGQJX�FSI�KWZNYX��
0JJU�NS�RNSI�YMFY�RTXY�TK�YMJXJ�KTTIX�FQXT�HTSYFNS�UWTYJNS�FSI�XTRJ�SZYX�XJJIX��
F[THFITX�FSI�GJFSX��FQXT�HTSYFNS�XTRJ�KFY��

 ۹ :XJ�YMJ�LQ^HJRNH�NSIJ]�,.��FX�F�YTTQ�YT�MJQU�HMTTXJ�KTTIX��9MJ�LQ^HJRNH�NSIJ]�NX�
F�WFYNSL�FXXNLSJI�YT�KTTIX�YMFY�HTSYFNS�HFWGTM^IWFYJX�YMFY�WJܫJHYX�YMJNW�UTYJSYNFQ�
JKKJHYX�TS�GQTTI�LQZHTXJ�QJ[JQX��9MJ�MNLMJW�YMJ�,.�SZRGJW��YMJ�KFXYJW�F�KTTI�RF^�GJ�
INLJXYJI�FSI�FGXTWGJI��UTYJSYNFQQ^�WJXZQYNSL�NS�MNLMJW�GQTTI�LQZHTXJ�QJ[JQX�FSI�LWJFY-
JW�NSXZQNS�WJQJFXJ��-T\J[JW��YMJWJ�NX�LWJFY�NSYJW�NSIN[NIZFQ�[FWNFYNTS�NS�YJXYJI�KTTIX�
FSI�NS�UJTUQJѣX�WJXUTSXJX��XT�F�KTTIѣX�XYFYJI�,.�[FQZJ�RF^�[FW �̂�&QXT��TYMJW�KFHYTWX�
FKKJHY�F�,.�SZRGJW��NSHQZINSL�YMJ�TYMJW�KTTIX�YMFY�\NQQ�GJ�JFYJS�FY�YMJ�XFRJ�RJFQ��

 ۹ +TTIX�MNLM�NS�HFWGTM^IWFYJX�YMFY�FWJ�RTWJ�UWTHJXXJI�RF^�MF[J�MNLMJW�,.�SZRGJWX��
8T�YMNX�YTTQ�RF^�MJQU�^TZ�NIJSYNK^�KTTIX�YMFY�RF^�GJ�RTWJ�TW�QJXX�UWTHJXXJI�FSI�
YMNX�RF^�MJQU�^TZ�RFPJ�RTWJ�SZYWNYNTZX�KTTI�HMTNHJX��8TRJ�UJTUQJ�GJQNJ[J�YMFY�
HMTTXNSL�QT\�LQ^HJRNH�KTTIX�HFS�FNI�\JNLMY�QTXX��GZY�YMJWJ�NX�ST�J[NIJSHJ�YMFY�
LQ^HJRNH�NSIJ]�FKKJHYX�GTI^�\JNLMY��-T\�RFS^�HFQTWNJX�^TZ�HTSXZRJ��ST�RFYYJW�
YMJ�Y^UJ��NX�YMJ�GJXY�UWJINHYTW�TK�\JNLMY�QTXX��YMJ�KJ\JW�^TZ�JFY��YMJ�RTWJ�\JNLMY�^TZ�
\NQQ�QTXJ�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�

21&)&7�1&,+�,#� ,*-)"5�
 �/�,%6!/�1"0�&0

Enhanced
If you are dieting, or reducing 

calories to create a negative en-
ergy balance, you can expect to 

lose similar amounts of weight on 
either a low or a moderate fat diet.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

IRS1 FGF21
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Asparagus

Bean sprouts

� �).�җ"-  )Ѷ�2�3Ѷ�
/�'$�)Ҙ

Beets

Broccoli

Brussels sprouts Cabbage

Carrots

��- 2*ޕ$'0

Celery

Cucumber

Eggplant

�-  )�*)$*).�*-�.��''$*).

�-  ).�җ�*''�-�Ѷ�&�' Ѷ�(0./�-�Ѷ�/0-)$+Ҙ

Kohlrabi

  &.

�$3 ��1 " /��' .�җ)*��*-)�*-�+ �.Ҙ

Mushrooms

�&-��

Onions

Pea pods

Peppers

Radishes

��'���"-  ).

��0 -&-�0/

�+$)��#

�0(( -�.,0�.#

�*(�/*�җ��)) �Ѷ�.�0� Ѷ�%0$� Ҙ

Turnips

Water chestnuts Watercress

�0��#$)$

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included in 
this category has been shown to be asso-
ciated with a person’s insulin sensitivity 
and the potential e!ects of the amount of 
carbohydrates and fat in the diet. Insulin is a 
hormone released by the body that helps cells 
take in glucose, or sugar, for energy. Glucose 
is present in the blood a"er the digestion of 
carbohydrates from foods like fruit, vege-
tables, legumes and grains. Insulin is also 
released in response to eating protein as it 
helps to shuttle amino acids into cells, as well. 
Our body relies on glucose, and this is why 
blood sugar levels are maintained within 
a consistent range. In fact, brain cells and 
red blood cells use glucose as their primary 
source of energy. Cells also use fat as a fuel 
source, but to metabolize fat, there must 
be some glucose present to complete the 
process. Glucose is a very important nutrient.
But sometimes cells do not respond to the 
insulin being released, a condition known as 
insulin resistance. The result is the blood-
stream can be overloaded with glucose. 
Chronic high blood glucose levels can lead to 
diabetes, or uncontrolled high blood sugar. 
People who are overweight and/or physically 
inactive are at higher risk of insulin resistance. 
Since carbohydrate intake triggers insulin 
release, many people assume that eating 
more carbs is not healthy and can lead to 
body fat and weight gain, as well as diabetes. 
But the relationship is not that simple: many 
people who eat a high carbohydrate diet are 
not overweight and do not have diabetes, 
and, in fact, may have much lower levels 
of blood glucose. Several large epidemio-
logical studies have shown that increased 
carb intake actually leads to a lower risk of 
diabetes and that, surprisingly, increased 
protein intake, increases the diabetes risk.  
The type of carbs you eat play a role: If you 
eat mostly processed carbs, you are likely 
to release greater amounts of insulin and 
this could a!ect your insulin resistance. 
The IRS1 gene in this category seems to 
influence insulin resistance and the body’s 
response to carbs in the diet. One long term 
study found that people with a variant of this 
gene who ate a high carbohydrate, lower fat 
diet that consisted of high fiber, whole plant 
foods, as opposed to processed, lower fiber 
carbs, had greater insulin sensitivity—and low-

���������������	�������

Preferred Vegetables - 1 1/2 cups raw or cooked contains 15g of carbohydrates

Preferred Legumes (Beans) - 1/2 cup contains 15g of carbohydrates

Preferred Starchy Vegetables - suggested serving size contains 15g of carbohydrates

��-��)5*ҝ�#$�&+ �.

Pinto beans

�*-/# -)�� �).

Fava/Broad beans

Kidney beans

White beans

�'��&�� �).

�+'$/�+ �.

�'��&Ҋ 4 ��+ �.

Lentils

Edamame beans

��14�� �).

Mung

� �.Ѷ�"-  )�җрҝс��Ҙ

� �ҝ� 2��*/�/*Ѷ���& ��*-��*$' �Ѷ�р�.(�''�җт�*5Ҙ

��(Ѷ�.2  /�+*/�/*Ѷ�+'�$)�җрҝс��Ҙ

�,0�.#Ѷ�2$)/ -�Ҋ���*-)Ѷ��0// -)0/�җр��Ҙ
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Genetic Research

er levels of insulin and insulin resistance—and 
experienced greater weight loss compared 
to eating a lower carb, higher fat diet. 
Research also finds that variations of the 
FGF21 gene, which helps regulate carbohy-
drate intake and metabolism, influence how 
people lose weight in response to a high or 
low carbohydrate diet, with certain genotypes 
having a larger reduction in weight with a 
low carbohydrate diet and a lesser reduction 
in weight with a high carbohydrate diet. 
Our analysis of your genes investigated 
which genotype for this gene was present in 
your DNA. Your rating of either LOW NOR-
MAL or ENHANCED reflects whether your 
genotype included those genes that increase 
risk of reduced weight loss ability from a 
low carb, higher fat diet, , or if your geno-
type included those genes that responded 
more favorably to a lower carb diet.

Preferred Fruits - suggested serving size contains 15g of carbohydrates

Preferred Grains - 1/2 cup contains listed grams of carbohydrates

���������ҝ�������
����������	�������

Less Desirable Starchy Vegetables

Less Desirable Grains

�++' Ѷ�0)+  ' �Ѷ�р�.(�''�җу�*5Ҙ

�+-$�*/.Ѷ�!- .#Ѷ�у�2#*' �җф�рҝс�*5Ҙ

��)�)�Ѷ�.(�''�р�җу�*5Ҙ��'��&� --$ .

җтҝу��Ҙ

�'0 � --$ .�җтҝу��Ҙ

��)/�'*0+ Ѷ�.(�''�җрҝт�( '*)�*-�р��

�0� .Ҙ

�# --$ .Ѷ�.2  /Ѷ�рс�!- .#�җт�*5Ҙ

�-�+ !-0$/Ѷ�рҝс�'�-" �җрр�*5Ҙ

�-�+ .Ѷ�рц�.(�''�җт�*5Ҙ

	*) 4� 2Ѷ�р�.'$� �җрп�*5�*-�р����0� .Ҙ

�$2$Ѷ�*) �җт�рҝс�*5Ҙ

��)"*Ѷ�.(�''Ѷ�рҝс�!-0$/�җф�рҝс�*5�*-�рҝс��Ҙ

� �/�-$) Ѷ�р�.(�''�җф�*5ѵҘ

�-�)" Ѷ�р�.(�''�җх�рҝс�*5Ҙ

��+�4�Ѷ�рҝс�!-0$/�җч�*5�*-�р����0� .Ҙ

� ��#Ѷ�!- .#Ѷ�р�( �$0(�җх�*5Ҙ

� �-Ѷ�!- .#Ѷ�рҝс�'�-" �җу�*5Ҙ

�$) �++' Ѷ�!- .#�тҝу��

�'0(.Ѷ�с�.(�''�җф�*5Ҙ

��$.$).�җс��Ҙ

��.+� --$ .�җр��Ҙ

�/-�2� --$ .Ѷ�2#*' �� --$ .�җр�рҝу�Ҙ

��)" -$) .Ѷ�с�.(�''�җч�*5Ҙ

��/ -( '*)Ѷ�р�.'$� �җрт�рҝс�*5�*-

р�рҝу����0� .Ҙ

�*0.�*0.�Ҋ�рф"

��(0/�Ҋ�сх"

�0$)*��Ҋ�сч"

��-' 4�Ҋ�сс"

��/.�Ҋ�рф"

�(�-�)/#�Ҋ�ст"

Mixed vegetables with corn or peas

Corn on the cob

Corn

Bread

Bagel

��)��& ҝ��Ȃ' 

Cereal

�-��& -.

Rice

Pasta
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Ca!eine Metabolism
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���SLOW�-�/ �*!���Ȃ $) �( /��*'$.(ѵ�

�#�/�( �).�4*0��*�)*/�#�1 �/# �'$1 -� )54( .�/*��- �&�*2)��)��( /��*'$5 ���Ȃ $) ��/���)*--

(�'�-�/ Ѷ��0/�-�/# -�$/�./�4.�$)�4*0-�.4./ (�!*-���+-*'*)" ��+ -$*��*!�/$( ѵ��.$)"���Ȃ $) �� !*- �

/-�$)$)"�*-�.+*-/$)"� 1 )/.�(�4�)*/�� ���ޔ ( $�'�!*-�4*0Ѷ��)����Ȃ $) �(�4�#�1 �� /-$( )/�'�

 Ȃ �/.�*)�4*0-�# �'/#ѵ�
/��'.*�+0/.�4*0��/�-$.&�!*-�(*- �. -$*0.�.$� � Ȃ �/.�!-*(�/# �./$(0'�)/Ѷ�

$)�'0�$)"� ' 1�/ ���'**��+- ..0- ��)��# �-/��//��&�-$.&ѵ

� . �-�#���/$)"����&�/*�/# �Ҁцп.�#�.��*).$./ )/'4�.#*2)�/#�/���Ȃ $) ���)�$(+-*1 �.+*-/.�

performance, particularly endurance performance, where the average improvement in exercise 

/-$�'.�$.���*0/�су�+ -� )/�$)�/$( �/*� 3#�0./$*)��)��тѵр�+ -� )/�$)�/$( �/*��*(+' /$*)ѵ�
/�(�4��'.*�

improve muscle power and endurance for power and sprint-based sports. 

��Ȃ $) �+-$(�-$'4�$)/ -��/.�2$/#��� )*.$) Ѷ����# ($��'�$)�4*0-�� )/-�'�) -1*0.�.4./ (�/#�/�

- "0'�/ .�.'  +$)"��)��2�&$)"ѵ��.��� )*.$) ����0(0'�/ .Ѷ�$/�$)#$�$/.�) -1 ���/$1$/4��)����0. .�

�-*2.$) ..ѵ���Ȃ $) � .. )/$�''4��'*�&.��� )*.$) Ѷ�+- 1 )/$)"�4*0-�) -1 ���/$1$/4�!-*(�.'*2$)"�

�*2)Ѷ�2#$�#�$)�- �. .��' -/) ..��)���-�$)���/$1$/4��)��- �0� .�/$- �) ..Ѷ�2#$�#����./ޔ ( ''�

sports performance. It also increases circulating epinephrine, the hormone responsible for your 

�Ѷ�2#$ .(*+. -�/#"$ޕ�-*�/#"ޔ#�# '+.#4+�'  !�0*�4.$��''4��)��( )/�''4�& 4 ��0+�/*�+ -!*-(ѵ�

��Ȃ $) �0. Ѷ�#*2 1 -Ѷ��* .�)*/���0, � (*4- 1 �/ޔ ( ''4ѵ�
)�*) �./0�4�*!�тф�/-�$) ��(�' �

�4�'$./.Ѷ���Ȃ $) �� �- �. ��/$( �*)���уп�&(�/$( �/-$�'��4�) �-'4�у�($)0/ .�$)�/#*. �2#*�#�����

!�1*-��' ���Ȃ $) Ҋ( /��*'$5$)"�" )*/4+ Ѷ�2#$' �/#*. �2#*�2 - �.'*2�( /��*'$5 -.�$(+-*1 ��

/# $-�/$( ��4�рѵт�($)0/ .ѵ��/# -� 3 -�$. �/-$�'.�#�1 �- +*-/ ��/#�/�.'*2�( /��*'$5 -.�.�2�)*�$(-

provements, or in some case, had poorer outcomes than those of the same slow-metabolizing 

" )*/4+ .�2#*��$�)ҁ/�/�& ���Ȃ $) ѵ�

�*- ��*)� -)$)"�$.�/#�/���Ȃ $) ���)�-�$. ��'**��+- ..0- ��)��# �-/��//��&�-$.&�$)�.'*2���Ȃ $) �
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#�.�- +*-/ ��/#�/�!*-�.'*2���Ȃ $) �( /��*'$5 -.Ѷ�/#*. �2#*��-�)&�с�/*�т��0+.�*!��*Ȃ  �����4�
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�.���.'*2���Ȃ $) �( /��*'$5 -Ѷ�4*0�'$& '4��- ��'- ��4��2�- �/#�/�4*0��- �. ).$/$1 �/*���Ȃ $) �

�)���- �' ..�'$& '4�/*��*).0( �(*� -�/ �/*�#$"#��(*0)/.ѵ�
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 -"*" )$���$�Ѷ�&  +�/# ��*. �'*2ҍрпп�/*�рфп�("�$)�/# �#*0-.�� !*- �/-�$)$)"�*-��*(+ /$)"ҍ�)��

� �.0- �/*�&  +�/��.�*)�4*0-��'**��+- ..0- �$!�4*0�0. ���Ȃ $) �- "0'�-'4ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"�

)&(")6�1,�%�3"���
Slow

/�1"�,#� �ƛ"&+"�
*"1��,)&0*ǽ

This means you are not likely to 
JMVMÅ\�NZWU�\PM�[\QU]TIV\¼[�MZOW-
OMVQK�JMVMÅ\[�I[�U]KP�I[�[WUMWVM�
_Q\P�I�VWZUIT�ZI\M�WN�KIЄMQVM�UM-
\IJWTQ[U�IVL�KIЄMQVM�][M�UIa�IK\]-
ally be detrimental to your health.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

AHR
RP11-

10017.3 
- 001

AR1D3B

CYP1A1
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Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have been 
shown to have significant associations with 
a person’s ability to metabolize ca!eine.
Ca!eine is well known and widely used as 
a legal stimulant. On the endurance front, 
ca!eine increases the body’s ability to use 
stored fat as fuel, which spares limited 
muscle glycogen (stored carbohydrate) 
stores. It also increases beta-endorphins 
to enhance feelings of wellness while also 
lowering your perceived exertion, so hard 
e!orts feel easier. However, not everyone 
responds equally…or favorably. Some people 
su!er from negative ca!eine side e!ects 
a"er one ill-timed cup of co!ee, while others 
can drink several cups a day and feel fine. 
We now know this disparity is largely hered-
itary. Ca!eine is rapidly absorbed into the 
bloodstream, with levels peaking a"er about 
90 minutes and starting to drop o! a"er about 
3 to 4 hours. Ca!eine eventually gets broken 
down in the liver by enzymes (Cytochrome 
P450 1A2, or CYP1A2) that metabolize the 
chemical. Depending on your genetic makeup, 
you will be able to metabolize ca!eine at a 
normal rate, or your rate may be significantly 
slower. One study of 9,876 individuals found 
that variants in several genes were associated 
with slow ca!eine metabolism (which was also 
associated with lower co!ee consumption, 
indicating that people generally self regulate). 
Being a slow ca!eine metabolizer means the 
ca!eine stays in your system longer, which can 
have adverse e!ects such as increasing blood 
pressure and may increase the risk of heart 
attack. Slow metabolizers also do not enjoy 
the same level of ergogenic improvement as 
people who metabolize the drug normally. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype for 
these genes was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of NORMAL or SLOW reflects whether 
your genotype included those that carried 
a risk of adverse side e!ects in response to 
ca!eine use or whether you are likely to ben-
efit from using ca!eine as an ergogenic aid.
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Cholesterol Response To    
Dietary Fat
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0���HIGH-
LY SENSITIVE cholesterol response to eating dietary fat. That means you are more inclined 

�ޔ$("$.�  .�*/�)/��#�)" .�$)�4*0-��#*' ./ -*'�' 1 '.�$)�- .+*). �/*���(*� -�/ �*-�#$"# -�!�/�

diet. The good news is that you don’t have to—nor should you—totally eliminate this essential 
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SUCCESS STRATEGIES
Know your fatsѵ��1$� )� ��' �-'4�.#*2.�/#�/� �/$)"�!**�.�-$�#�$)�# �'/#!0'�!�/.�'$& �)0/.Ѷ�1 " /�-
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Unsaturated  
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seeds, and vegetable oils and seafood. Focus your diet aroundthese. 

�+ ��ޔ$�!**�.�/*�$)�'0� �$)�4*0-���$'4��)�ҝ*-�2  &'4��$ /ѷ�

�)&3"�,&)— A study published in the journal Molecules reported that components of olive oil, 

including oleic acid and secoiridoids, protect your body on the cellular level and may help slow 

the aging process. 
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cholesterol levels. 
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Saturated

�*'$���/�-**(�/ (+ -�/0- ��)��!*0)��$)��)$(�'�!**�.��.�2 ''��.��*�*)0/��)��+�'(�*$'Ѹ�*ȅ )�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"�

)&(")6�1,�%�3"���
Highly Sensitive
 %,)"01"/,)�/"0-,+0"�
1,�"�1&+$�!&"1�/6�#�1

We recommend that you chose 
a diet that is low— about 15 

percent of your total daily cal-
ories—in fat and saturated fat. 
.WK][�WV�MI\QVO�JMVMÅKQIT�NI\[�I[�

part of your daily fat intake.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

LIPC
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      |   FOOD / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s 
blood lipid response to eating dietary fat. 
Little in the nutrition landscape has been as 
rife with controversy and confusion as dietary 
fat. For decades, the brightest brains in med-
ical science have debated, studied and scru-
tinized the impact the fat we eat has on our 
health, specifically our cholesterol levels and 
subsequent cardiovascular health. The results 
are mixed and consensus is very hard to come 
by. It’s possible that the situation is so con-
founded because individual responses are just 
that, individual. A growing body of gene re-
search indicates that variations in your genetic 
code may impact how your body responds 
to a host of dietary factors, including fat. 
In one study, researchers measured the 
total cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL choles-
terol, HDL cholesterol levels, and genotype 
of 743 overweight men and women and 
then asked them to eat either a high fat (40 
percent of daily calories) or a low-fat (20 
percent of daily calories) diet for two years, 
when they would retest their lipid levels. 
At the end of the study, the men and women 
who carried the A allele form of this gene were 
particularly sensitive to dietary fat in that 
when they ate a low fat diet, their total and 
LDL cholesterol levels dropped compared to 
their peers with other genotypes. Conversely, 
when they ate a higher fat diet, their total and 
LDL cholesterol levels rose. Other studies have 
pinned increases in protective HDL choles-
terol with other variations of the LIPC gene. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of NORMAL, SENSITIVE or HIGHLY 
SENSITIVE reflects whether or not your 
genotypes included those that increased 
your blood lipid sensitivity to dietary fat.

�  ( ��0)# �'/#4�!*-�4*0-�# �-/Ѷ��0/�- . �-�#�$.� ,0$1*��'Ѷ��)��.*( �(�4�� ���ޔ ( $�'ѵ�� ./�

/*�'$($/�/# (Ѷ� .+ �$�''4�/#*. �!*0)��$)�+-*� .. ��( �/.�'$& �.�0.�" ��)��'0)�#�( �/.ѵ�

Trans 

$,0$��!�/.�(�� �.*'$��/#-*0"#���+-*� ..���'' ��#4�-*" )�/$*)Ѹ�!*0)��$)�!-$ ��!**�.Ѷ���& ��

"**�.��)��+-*� .. ��.)��&�!**�.ѵ��# . �2 - ���)) ��!-*(�/# �!**��.0++'4�$)�спрф��)��(�)0-

!��/0- -.�2 - �"$1 )�т�4 �-.�/*� '$($)�/ �/# (ѵ�

Track your intake.�
/ҁ.�1 -4�#�-��/*�&)*2�#*2�(0�#�!�/�4*0ҁ- � �/$)"� 1 -4���4��4�.$(+'4� 4 ��''-

$)"�$/ѵ��*0�2$''�" /���!�-�� // -�. ). �*!�#*2�(0�#��$ /�-4�!�/�4*0ҁ- �" //$)"��4�- �*-�$)"�4*0-�
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Polyunsaturated Fatty Acid 
Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0�/# �'$& '$-

hood of having ABOVE AVERAGE�������'**��' 1 '.ѵ��#�/�( �).�4*0-��*�4�$.�'$& '4� Ȃ$�$ )/��/�

�*)1 -/$)"��)��( /��*'$5$)"�/# �!�//4���$�.�4*0�)  �ѵ��$1 )�/# �./-*)"��*)) �/$*)�� /2  )�

cardiovascular health and lower mortality and adequate levels of these essential fatty acids in 

/# ��'**�Ѷ�/#�/ҁ.�"**��) 2.ѵ��!��*0-. Ѷ� �/$)"���# �'/#4��$ /Ѷ��*(+' / �2$/#�����Ҋ-$�#�!**�.�$.�

still important for you to maintain high levels of these protective essential fatty acids.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
� . �-�#�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�+ *+' �2$/#�#$"# -��'**��' 1 '.�*!�����.�/ )��/*�'$1 �'*)" -Ѷ�# �'/#$ -�

lives, especially with regard to heart disease, than those with the lowest. The American Heart 

�..*�$�/$*)Ѷ��'*)"�2$/#������- . �-�#Ѷ�.0++*-/.����$ /�/#�/�" /.���*0/�ф�/*�рп�+ -� )/�*!�$/.�

 ) -"4�!-*(�����.�'$& �'$)*' $����$��җ�ҘѶ�*) �*!�/# �����.�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ �.#*2.�4*0��- �

inclined to have higher than average levels of in your bloodstream. 

�*0���)�(�3$($5 �4*0-�!�1*-��' �" ) /$��� 'ޔ*-+�)��(�$)/�$)�#$"#�' 1 '.�*!�/# . �+-*/ �/$1 �

 .. )/$�'�!�//4���$�.��4�/�&$)"��0 .�!-*(�/# �� �$/ --�) �)��)����+�) . ��$ /.ҍ�*/#�*!�2#$�#�

�- �#$"#�$)�����.��)��'$)& ��/*�'*)" 1$/4��)��"**��# �-/�# �'/#ҍ�)��$)��Ѷ�)0/.Ѷ#.ޔ� -* �(�0'

seeds, olive and plant oils, vegetables and soy foods in your diet while eating fewer meals based 

around meat and simple carbohydrates.

�1 )�/#*0"#�.*( �+-*� .. ��!**�.��- �(�� �2$/#�����Ҋ-$�#�1 " /��' �*$'.Ѷ�/# 4�./$''��- )ҁ/�

# �'/#4��)��4*0�.#*0'���*)/$)0 �/*��1*$��/# (ѵ�����.���)�� �*3$�$5 ���0-$)"�+-*� ..$)"Ѷ�2#$�#�

(�4�(�& �/# (�(*- �#�-(!0'�/#�)�# �'/#!0'ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"�

)&(")6�1,�%�3"���
Above Average 

�),,!�)"3")0�,#���	�0ǽ
Since PUFAs are acquired from 
food, we recommend that you 

continue consuming a diet that 
is rich in these essential acids to 
maintain your PUFA blood lev-

els, which in turn can help lower 
your cholesterol and coronary 
artery and heart disease risk.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

FADS1-2
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      |   FOOD / 

Genetic Research

The gene and its associated SNP that 
is included in this category has been 
shown in studies to have significant as-
sociations with a person’s blood levels of 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). 
Your body needs a certain amount of fat 
to perform all of its vital biological func-
tions including produce certain hormones, 
absorb fat-soluble nutrients like vitamins A, 
D, E and K, and maintain your body tem-
perature. Though your body is very good at 
storing fat, there are essential fatty acids, 
such as PUFAs, that need to be eaten in 
your diet to maintain healthy levels. 
Polyunsaturated fats include omega-3 fatty 
acids and omega-6 fatty acids, are found in 
plants like nuts, seeds, and vegetable oils and 
seafood, and are generally considered heart 
healthy. Research shows a strong association 
between the levels of PUFAs in the blood and 
the status of a person’s health. In a 16-year 
analysis of 2,700 older men and women, those 
with the highest omega-3 PUFA levels had a 
mortality rate 27 percent lower than those 
with the lowest levels. A!er age 65, those 
with the highest levels lived an average of 
2.2 years longer than those with the lowest. 
The level of these essential PUFAs in your 
bloodstream is largely determined by what 
you eat because your body cannot make its 
own. There is also some genetic influence to 
blood PUFA levels. Large scale meta-anal-
ysis gene studies have found a strong link 
between variations of the FADS1-2 genes 
and concentrations of PUFAs, particularly 
omega-3 fatty acid alpha-linolenic acid 
(ALA) and omega-6 fatty acid linoleic acid 
(LA), both of which have been linked to 
lower cholesterol levels and reduced risk 
for coronary artery and heart disease. 
Our analysis investigated which geno-
type for this gene was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of NORMAL, SLIGHTLY 
ABOVE AVERAGE or ABOVE AVERAGE 
reflects the level of circulating PUFAs that 
are likely to be present in your blood.

�����������������������
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Insulin Response To Dietary 
Fat
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �

you a NORMAL insulin response to consuming dietary fat. That means you can ex-

+ �/�/*�#�1 ���+*.$/$1 �$).0'$)�- .+*). �/*�!*''*2$)"���'*2 -�!�/�җ��*0/�спڿҘ��$ /�

and may experience less insulin sensitivity following a high fat diet. It’s important to 

note, however, that not all fats are created equal and there is good evidence that in-

cluding healthy fats in your diet can positively rather than negatively impact insu-

lin resistance. The carbohydrates you choose still play a very important role, as well.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�$(�!*-����$ /�/#�/�$.�'*2 -�$)�!�/Ѷ�2#$�#�( �).�" //$)"���*0/�сп�+ -� )/�*!�4*0-�/*/�'���'*-$ .�$)�

the form of healthy fat. Also, swap saturated fats for unsaturated fats, which have a favorable in-

�( 0ޕ �*)�$).0'$)�- .+*). Ѷ�2# )�+*..$�' �җ.  ��4+ .�*!���/�$)��#*' ./ -*'�� .+*). �/*��$ /�-4�

��/�. �/$*)�!*-�(*- �*)�/4+ .�*!�!�/.Ҙѵ��*�- �0� �/# �!�/�$)�4*0-��$ /��)�� �/�(*- ���ޔ ( $�'�!�/.�

*1 -�''ѷ�

 ۹ Choose plant-based proteins such as beans and meat substitutes over meat several 

( �'.���2  &�

 ۹ �# )� �/$)"�( �/Ѷ��#**. �' �)��0/.��)��.&$)' ..�+*0'/-4Ѷ�.$)� � 1 )�' �)�( �/.��*)/�$)�

saturated fat

 ۹ ����#.ޔ�//�' �./�/2$� ���2  &�/*�$)�- �. ��( "��т�!�//4���$�.ѵ�
!�1 "�)Ѷ�/-4����$)"�)0/.�

�)��.  �.� ѵ"ѵ�2�')0/.��)��+0(+&$)�.  �.Ѹ�1 " /��' �*$'.� ѵ"ѵ�-�+ .  ���)��'$).  �Ѹ�

.*4���)��.*4��+-*�0�/.� ѵ"ѵ�� �).Ѷ�($'&��)��/*!0Ѹ��)��"-  )�' �!4�1 " /��' .ѵ�

 ۹ � �0� �/# ��(*0)/�*!��0// -Ѷ��- �(�*-��#  . �4*0�0. �2# )��**&$)"ѵ��0�./$/0/ �.(�''�

�(*0)/.�*!�*'$1 Ѷ��*�*)0/�*-�.�Ȃ'*2 -�*$'�$)./ ��ѵ

Choose complex carbs. ��-�*#4�-�/ .�+'�4���& 4�-*' �$)�$).0'$)�- .+*). Ѷ�- "�-�' ..�*!�!�/�

$)/�& ѵ�
!�4*0ҁ- � �/$)"���'*2 -�!�/��$ /Ѷ�4*0��'.*�2$''�'$& '4�� � �/$)"�(*- ���-�*#4�-�/ .Ѷ�2#$�#�

(�& .�/# �*) .�4*0��#**. � 1 )�(*- �$(+*-/�)/ѵ�
/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�+�$-�4*0-�# �'/#4�!�/�$)/�& �

2$/#��*(+' 3���-�.ѵ��0"�-4��)��./�-���� (ޔ -�#4�-�.�җ/#$)&�+-*� .. �ҝ($'' ��"-�$).Ҙ�.+$& �4*0-�

blood sugar, initiating insulin response, fat deposition and set the stage for insulin resistance, 

and should therefore be minimized in your diet. When eating healthy fats, combine them with 

complex carbs such as whole plant foods such as vegetables, legumes, whole grains (such as 

�-*2)�-$� Ѷ�,0$)*�Ѷ�./  '��0/�*�/.��)����'$//' �!-0$/Ҙѵ�

Use a tracking app. Most of us have no idea what percentage of calories we are eating from fat 

2$/#*0/��..$./�)� ѵ��)/ -�4*0-���$'4�!**��$)/�& �/*����$ /��++�*-��)�*)'$) �)0/-$/$*)�'*"�!*-���

few days to determine how much fat you are currently eating so you can use the tips above to 

decrease it to your goal levels if it is too high.

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"�

)&(")6�1,�%�3"���
Normal

&+02)&+�/"0-,+0"�1,� ,+-
02*&+$�!&"1�/6�#�1ǽ

Following a lower fat diet will help 
you maintain healthy insulin 

sensitivity and blood sugar levels. 
1\¼[�IT[W�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�KPWW[M�KIZJW-
hydrates wisely and to not entirely 

cut out fat, but rather to choose your 
fats wisely, as fat is essential for 
OWWL�PMIT\P�IVL�JMVMÅKQIT�NI\[�KIV�

positively impact insulin sensitivity.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

FTO
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Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s 
insulin response to eating dietary fat. 
When most of us think insulin, we think 
sugar and carbs. However, dietary fat also 
drives insulin response and has long been 
vilified as contributing to insulin resistance 
and subsequent fat storage—especially 
deep in the abdomen where it wreaks havoc 
on metabolic health—and chronic condi-
tions like diabetes and heart disease. 
Low fat diets have been shown to help some 
people maintain healthy insulin sensitiv-
ity. As with many dietary interventions, 
however, they didn’t and don’t work for 
everyone. There are many reasons why, 
of course. The type of carbohydrates you 
replace fats with, how much protein you eat, 
how much you eat, how much you exercise 
and the type of fat you eat all factor into 
your insulin response. Research shows that 
there is a genetic component as well.
In a study published in The Journal of Nutri-
tion, Boston-based researchers genotyped 
FTO (the gene associated with fat mass and 
obesity) variants among 743 overweight or 
obese men and women who were following 
either a high fat (40% of total calories) or a 
low fat (20% of total calories) diet for two 
years. In the end, regardless of how much 
weight they lost, those who carried certain 
FTO variations had less improvement in 
insulin sensitivity/resistance following a 
low fat diet than following a high fat diet—a 
finding that echoed an earlier European study, 
which also found risk allele carriers of FTO 
benefitted more from a high fat diet when 
it came to improving insulin resistance. 
Our analysis investigated which geno-
type for this gene was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of NORMAL, SENSI-
TIVE or HIGHLY SENSITIVE reflects how 
your insulin sensitivity (a good thing, as 
it prevents/improves insulin resistance) 
responds when you consume dietary fat.
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Vitamin B9 – Folate Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$�� ޕ -� -*�.�-�BELOW AVERAGEѵ��*0.$� 'ޔ*-+�/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�
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SUCCESS STRATEGIES
 ۹ �$)� �4*0�(�4�� ��/�-$.&�*!�#�1$)"�'*2 -�' 1 '.�*!�!*'�/ Ѷ�4*0�(�4�2�)/�/*��$.�0..�2$/#�
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nutrient. 

 ۹ �''�2*( )�.#*0'�� ).0- �/# 4�" /� )*0"#�!*'�/ �$)�/# $-��$ /ѵ�� ��0. �4*0��- ��/���-$.&�

*!�#�1$)"�'*2 -�' 1 '.Ѷ�4*0�(�4�2�)/�/*� �/� 1 )�"- �/ -��(*0)/.�*!�!*'�/ ѵ��*0�2$''�" /�

folate that is added to whole grains in cereals and breads, but you should also eat natural 

food sources of folate. The foods highest in folate include legumes, fruits and vegetables, 

especially greens.

 ۹ �*( �*!�/# �!*'�/ �$)�!**��$.��$($)$.# ��2$/#�# �/�!-*(��**&$)"�*-�*3$��/$*)��0-$)"�

./*-�" ѵ��*�($)$($5 �+*/ )/$�'�'*.. .Ѷ� �/�+'�)/�!**�.��/� 1 -4�( �'�/*�(�& �.0- �4*0�" /�

 )*0"#Ѷ� �/�!- .#�+-*�0� �,0$�&'4��ȅ -�+0-�#�. Ѷ��)��$)�*-+*-�/ �.*( �-�2�+'�)/�!**�.�

into your meals. 

 ۹ �*0���)��'.*�.0++' ( )/�4*0-��$ /�2$/#�!*'�/ ѵ�	*2 1 -Ѷ�.$)� �'*2�' 1 '.�*!��$/�($)��рс���)�
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folate. 

 ۹ �(*&$)"���)��'.*�� �- �. �!*'�/ �' 1 '.ѵ��*0�(�4�)  ��/*��*).0( �(*- �$!�4*0�.(*& �ҍ�*-�

� // -�4 /Ѷ�,0$/�.(*&$)"Ѻ

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0

Below Average
This suggests that you may have 

a chance of having slightly-re-
duced levels of folate. You may 
want to ask your doctor to take 
a blood test to assess your levels 
of serum folate, Vitamin B12 and 
homocysteine. If your levels are 

low, getting enough by eating plant 
foods every day and supplement-
QVO�_Q\P�NWTI\M�UIa�JM�JMVMÅKQIT�

Related           
Gene / SNPs

MTHFR
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Genetic Research

This gene and its associated SNPs have 
been shown to have significant associa-
tions with a person’s folate, or vitamin B9, 
status. Folate plays many important roles 
in the body, including acting as a coenzyme 
in DNA creation and in energy metabolism 
reactions. Folate also plays a role in biochem-
ical processes that a!ect the metabolism 
of an amino acid, homocysteine. One SNP 
associated with this gene is associated with 
enzyme activity that can lead to higher levels 
of homocysteine. Since homocysteine is a risk 
factor for heart disease, high levels may be 
of concern. In child-bearing women, getting 
su!icient amounts of folate is important 
because low levels can lead to neural tube 
birth defects. As a public health measure, 
grains are fortified with folate to ensure that 
women of childbearing age get enough. Low 
levels of folate can also lead to anemia. 
In studies on this gene, people who car-
ried the most unfavorable pairs of genes, 
or alleles, had only a 10%-20% e!iciency 
at processing folate. And those with the 
below average allele had a 60% e!iciency at 
processing folate. People with more of the 
unfavorable alleles are more likely to have 
high homocysteine and low Vitamin B12 
levels. Poor ability to process folate may be 
fairly common: Around 53% of women appear 
to have these unfavorable genotypes.
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Vitamin A Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���BELOW AVERAGE ability to pro-

� ..��$/�($)���!-*(���� /�Ҋ��-*/ ) �.0++' ( )/��*(+�- ��/*�*/# -.�2$/#����$Ȃ - )/�" )-

*/4+ ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/Ѷ�!*-�/# �" ) �$)1 ./$"�/ �Ѷ�4*0-�" )*/4+ �.#*2 ��

some of the allele combinations that resulted in less beta-carotene in supplement form 

� $)"��*)1 -/ ��$)/*��$/�($)����� ޕ -�./ ��$)����'**��/ ./ѵ��#$.�( �).�/#�/�$!�4*0�/�& �

high doses of a beta-carotene supplement, your ability to convert the nutrient into an ac-

/$1 �!*-(�*!��$/�($)���(�4�� �- �0� ���*(+�- ��/*�.*( *) �2$/#����$Ȃ - )/�" )*/4+ ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
 ۹ �*0�(�4�2�)/�/*�- ,0 ./����'**��/ ./��.. ..$)"�4*0-�' 1 '.�*!��$/�($)���!-*(�4*0-�

doctor.

 ۹ �$/�($)���$.�)  � ��!*-�"**��1$.$*)ѵ��  �.�(�4�$)�- �. �$)�2*( )�2#*��- �+- ")�)/�

*-�'��/�/$)"ѵ�
!�4*0-�' 1 '.��- �'*2�*-�4*0-���ޔ ��.4�$�*$ )/Ѷ�1$.$*)��)��*/# -��.+ �/.�

*!�# �'/#���)�� ��Ȃ �/ �ѵ��*0�(�4�2�)/�/*�$)�- �. �4*0-�$)/�& �*!�� /�Ҋ��-*/ ) ��)��

�$/�($)��Ҋ-$�#�!**�.Ѷ��)��+ -#�+.�/�& ��$/�($)���.0++' ( )/.ѵ

 ۹ 
!�4*0��*�/�& ���.0++' ( )/Ѷ�(�& �.0- �)*/�/*� 3�  ��- �*(( )� ��' 1 '.�*!�.0++' -

( )/�'�� /�Ҋ��-*/ ) �*-��$/�($)��Ѷ��.�/*3$�$/4���)�*��0-ѵ

 ۹ Be aware that some medications, alcohol or health conditions may interact with 

�$/�($)���.0++' ( )/.��)����0. ���1 -. � Ȃ �/.ѵ��$.�0..�.0++' ( )/�/$*)�2$/#�4*0-�

doctor.

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0

Below Average
This suggests that your ability to 
convert high doses of beta-caro-
tene from a supplement into an 

active form of Vitamin A may be 
reduced. You may want to get a 
blood test to assess your blood 

levels of Vitamin A, and, if your 
levels are low, then consume more 
beta-carotene and Vitamin A-rich 

foods, or possibly take low-dose 
[]XXTMUMV\[�QN�aW]�IZM�LMÅKQMV\�

Related           
Gene / SNPs

BCMO1
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      |   VITAMINS / 

Genetic Research

The gene and its associated SNPs that are 
included in this category have been shown 
to have statistically significant associations 
with a person’s blood levels of Vitamin A. 
Vitamin A promotes good vision, is involved 
in protein synthesis that a!ects skin and 
membrane tissues, and helps support 
reproduction and growth. The nutrient is 
found in plant foods in its precursor forms 
such as beta-carotene. Beta-carotene is 
converted by the body into di!erent active 
forms of Vitamin A: retinol, retinal and retinoic 
acid. Animal foods, such as meat and dairy, 
provide the retinol form of Vitamin A. 
It is rare to over-consume beta-carotene 
in plant foods to reach toxic levels. How-
ever, it is possible to consume toxic levels 
of Vitamin A from organ meats or fortified 
foods. Pregnant women are advised to eat 
liver no more than once every two weeks.
Vitamin A in the form of beta-carotene is 
found in foods such as vegetables, especially 
leafy greens like spinach and orange foods 
such as carrots, sweet potatoes, apricots, 
mango and cantaloupe, as well as in the reti-
nol form in dairy and in organ meats like liver.

�
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      |   VITAMINS / 

Vitamin B6 Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$�($� 'ޔ*-+��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�- .+*). �$.�NOR-
MAL.��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ �.#*2 ��! 2Ѷ�$!��)4Ѷ�*!�/# �0)-
!�1*-��' ��'' ' ��*(�$)�/$*).ѵ��#$.�( �).�/#�/�4*0-��'**��' 1 '.�*!��$/�($)��х��- �

'$& '4�/*�� �)*-(�'Ѷ��..0($)"�/#�/�4*0��- �" //$)"� )*0"#�*!�/#$.�1$/�($)�$)�4*0-��$ /ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�1 )�$!�4*0��- �)*/��/�-$.&�!*-�'*2�' 1 '.�*!�� -/�$)�)0/-$ )/.Ѷ�$/�$.��'2�4.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�(�& �.0- �

4*0�" /�/# �- �*(( )� ���(*0)/.�*!�)0/-$ )/.�$)�4*0-��$ /ѵ��*�+ -$*�$���# �&.�*!�4*0-�)0/-$ )/�

$)/�& ��4�&  +$)"���!**��'*"�0.$)"����$ /�-4��++ѵ
Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0

Normal
You are likely to have normal 

blood levels of vitamin B6.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

NBPF3

Genetic Research

The gene and its associated SNPs includ-
ed in this category have been shown to 
have statistically significant associations 
with a person’s blood levels of Vitamin 
B6. In one large study, people who carried 
the most unfavorable pairs of genes, or 
alleles had lower levels of Vitamin B6. 
Vitamin B6 is important for nerve cell function, 
energy metabolism and the production of 
hormones, such as serotonin and epineph-
rine. Low levels of B6 are also linked to higher 
levels of homocysteine, which increases 
heart disease risk. B6 is found in many foods 
including grains, legumes, vegetables, milk, 
eggs, fish, lean meat and flour products.

�
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      |   VITAMINS / 

Vitamin B12 Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
Our analysis indicates that your genetic response is ABOVE AVERAGEѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �
fact that your genotype showed more favorable allele combinations. This suggests that, as long 

�.�4*0��*).0( ���# �'/#4��$ /�/#�/�$)�'0� .��$/�($)��рсѶ�4*0��- �'$& '4�/*�#�1 ��$/�($)��рс�

levels on the high end of the normal range.

�  +�$)�($)�Ѷ�#*2 1 -Ѷ�/#�/��$/�($)��рс�� ޔ�$ )�$ . can develop with some health conditions. 

�'.*Ѷ��"$)"���)�- .0'/�$)�+**- -���.*-+/$*)�*!��$/�($)��рс�!-*(�!**�.ѵ�
!�4*0�!*''*2���+'�)/Ҋ

��. ��1 "�)��$ /�/#�/��* .�)*/�$)���.' Ѷ�' 1.�**!�� ޔ$/-*!� �0''.*���)�� �'$) �*1 -�/$( ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
If you follow a strict vegan diet getting a nutrient analysis of what you eat can give you an indica-

/$*)�*!�#*2�(0�#�1$/�($)��рс�4*0��- ��*).0($)"ѵ��*�+ -$*�$���# �&.�*!�4*0-� ./$(�/ ���$/�($)�

�рс�$)/�& �2$/#���!**��'*"�0.$)"����$ /�-4��++ѵ�


!�4*0�#�1 ���&)*2)�# �'/#��*)�$/$*)Ѷ�.0�#��.��-*#)ҁ.��$. �. �/#�/���)���0. �+**-���.*-+/$*)�

*!�1$/�($)��рсѶ�$/�$.���"**��$� ��/*�" /�+ -$*�$��/ ./$)"�*!�4*0-��'**��' 1 '.�*!��$/�($)��рсѵ��
!���-

sorption is impaired, your blood levels may be low and you may wish to have your blood levels 

/ ./ ���)��.0++' ( )/�2$/#��рсѶ�$!�) � ..�-4ѵ�

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0

Above Average
This suggests that your blood levels 

of Vitamin B12 are likely to be on 
the high end of the normal range.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

FUT2
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      |   VITAMINS / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included in this 
category have been shown to have significant 
associations with a person’s blood levels of 
Vitamin B12. In one large study, those women 
who carried the most unfavorable pairs of 
genes, or alleles, had slightly lower levels of 
Vitamin B12 compared to others with more 
favorable genotypes. However, they were not 
deficient: their levels were still in the normal 
range, just on the low end. Around 70% of 
people have genotypes that suggest they 
may be at risk for having blood levels of B12 
that are at the lower end of the normal range. 
There are several reasons why blood levels 
of B12 can be low. Some people do not get 
enough in their diet and so they are simply 
not getting enough of the nutrient. Some 
other people get enough, but do not absorb it 
e!iciently. A small percentage of people over 
50 or those who have had gastrointestinal 
surgery or GI disorders such as Crohn’s disease 
may also have reduced abilities to absorb it.
Research also indicates that around 
30% of people have genotypes that sug-
gest they may be predisposed to having 
higher than normal levels of vitamin 
B12. Their levels are not excessive, just 
on the high end of the normal range.
Vitamin B12 is important for many processes 
in the body, including red blood cell forma-
tion, neurological function and cognitive 
performance. Deficiencies of B12 can cause 
pernicious anemia, and is also associated 
with high levels of homocysteine, which 
may impair arteries and increase risk of 
heart disease. There is some evidence that 
subclinical symptoms may be associated with 
being in the low end of the normal range.
Vitamin B12 is produced by microorganisms 
found in soil and water, and in both the guts 
of animals and humans. In the modern world, 
highly-sanitized food processing systems 
have eliminated many naturally occurring 
sources of Vitamin B12-providing bacteria 
in plant products. Vitamin B12 is typically 
obtained from animal foods such as meat, 
or fortified foods such as dairy and plant 
milks. Certain mushrooms and seaweed 
may provide some Vitamin B12, but are 
not considered to be reliable sources. 
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Vitamin C Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��#/�./. ""0.� 'ޔ*-+�/0*�4��- �'$& '4�/*�#�1 �NORMAL 

' 1 '.�*!��$/�($)��ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�!*-�/# �" ) �$)1 ./$"�/ �Ѷ�4*0-�" )*/4+ ��$��

)*/�.#*2�/# �0)!�1*-��' ��'' ' ��*(�$)�/$*).ѵ��#$.�( �).�/#�/�$!�4*0��*).0( � )*0"#��$/�($)�

C in the foods you eat, blood levels of L-ascorbic acid should be in the normal range. If you 

.(*& Ѷ�#*2 1 -Ѷ�4*0�(�4�� +' / �.*( �*!�4*0-��$/�($)����)��(�4�)  ��(*- ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
 ۹ �*� ).0- �4*0-��*�4�" /.�/# ��$/�($)���$/�)  �.Ѷ�(�& �.0- �/*�$)�'0� ���2$� �1�-$ /4�*!�

plant foods, including citrus in your diet. 

 ۹ 
!�4*0�2$.#�/*�.0++' ( )/�2$/#��$/�($)��Ѷ��1*$��1 -4�#$"#��*. .�� ��0. �/# 4���)���0. �

diarrhea and gastrointestinal distress.

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0

Normal
If you eat enough Vitamin 

C-rich foods, you should have 
normal levels in your blood.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

SLC23A1
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      |   VITAMINS / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNP included in this 
category has been shown to have statisti-
cally significant associations with a person’s 
blood levels of L-ascorbic acid, or Vitamin C. 
Those people who carried more unfavorable 
pairs of genes, or alleles, were more likely 
to have lower blood levels of the nutrient. 
Vitamin C is a nutrient that has many functions 
in the body, including acting as an antioxidant, 
and is needed for skin and membrane tissues. 
Low levels have also been associated with 
diseases such as heart disease and cancer. 
Vitamin C also helps with the absorption of 
iron. The nutrient must be obtained from 
foods since the human body cannot make 
its own, as some other animals can. Vitamin 
C can be found in citrus fruits, but is also 
in many fruits, vegetables and legumes.
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Vitamin D Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
Our analysis indicates that your genetic response is BELOW AVERAGEѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �
fact that for the genes investigated, your genotype showed some of the unfavorable allele com-

�$)�/$*).ѵ��#$.�( �).�4*0�#�1 ���-$.&�*!�#�1$)"�'*2�' 1 '.�*!��$/�($)��ѵ��*0�2$''�)*/�&)*2�4*0-�

actual levels, however, unless you obtain a blood test.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
 ۹ � /�/ ./ �Ѻ��1 )�/#*0"#�4*0�(�4�� ��/�-$.&�*!�#�1$)"�'*2��$/�($)���' 1 '.Ѷ�4*0�2$''�)*/�

&)*2�$!�4*0��*�0)' ..�4*0�" /����'**��/ ./�!-*(�4*0-��*�/*-ѵ

 ۹ �3+*. �4*0-. '!�/*�/# �.0)�*)�(*./���4.�*!�/# �2  &�!*-��/�' �./�рп�/*�рф�($)0/ .�җтп�

/*�фп�($)0/ .�$!�4*0�#�1 �)�/0-�''4���-&�.&$)Ҙѵ��+ )��(*- �/$( �*0/�**-.�$)�2$)/ -�

months, or if you live in northern latitudes. 

 ۹ 
!�4*0���ޔ �� -$ )/�$)��$/�($)��Ѷ��*���)0/-$ )/��)�'4.$.�/*�� / -($) �#*2�(0�#��$/�($)�

��4*0��*).0( Ѷ�/# )� �/�(*- �!**�.�/#�/��*)/�$)��$/�($)��ѵ�

 ۹ 
!�4*0��- �'*2Ѷ�4*0�(�4�2$.#�/*�/�& ����$/�($)���.0++' ( )/ѵ��1*$��*1 -'4Ҋ#$"#��*. .Ѷ�

0)' ..��4�+- .�-$+/$*)�/#-*0"#�4*0-��*�/*-Ѷ��.�/# 4�(�4���0. ���1 -. � Ȃ �/.ѵ

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�
6,2/�/"0-,+0"�&0

Below Average
so your levels of Vitamin D may 
JM�TW_�IVL�XW[[QJTa�LMÅKQMV\��/M\�

your blood tested for Vitamin D. If 
your levels are low, increase your 
sun exposure and add more Vita-
min D-rich foods or supplements.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

GC NADSYN1 CYP2R1
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      |   VITAMINS / 

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that are 
included in this category have been shown to 
have statistically significant associations with 
a person’s blood levels of Vitamin D (which 
is actually a hormone). One study found that 
several SNPs linked to low levels of Vitamin 
D were from genes that may play a role in the 
Vitamin D conversion and delivery process. 
Those people who carried unfavorable pairs 
of genes, or alleles, had a higher risk of low 
levels of Vitamin D, and those who carried 
several unfavorable SNPs had a much higher 
chance of being deficient in Vitamin D. 
Vitamin D has been proven in research to 
be crucial for bone health. Low levels of 
Vitamin D have been associated with a 
variety of health conditions, including heart 
disease, diabetes, depression and cancer. 
A blood test from your doctor can deter-
mine your blood levels of Vitamin D. Vitamin 
D is primarily produced by the body from 
exposure to ultraviolet rays from sunlight, and 
this is considered to be the optimal source 
since Vitamin D generated by the body lasts 
longer in the body than Vitamin D taken in 
supplement form. Your levels are likely to be 
higher if you live in the southern latitudes 
and during the summer. However, it is not 
uncommon for people with lots of exposure 
to the sun to still have low levels of Vitamin 
D. In general, only 10 to 15 minutes of sun 
exposure to bare skin per day during the 
summer months is needed for a Caucasian 
to produce the Vitamin D he or she needs. 
Darker skinned people will need to spend 2-5 
times more time in the sun. Since Vitamin D 
is stored in the body, stores can be built up 
during warmer months and may compensate 
for less sun exposure during winter months. 
Vitamin D can be obtained through foods such 
as oily fish and egg yolks, as well as fortified 
dairy and plant milks, and fortified cereals. 
Vitamin D can also be taken in supplements. 
If you test low and choose to take a Vitamin 
D supplement, be careful of taking higher 
doses because there can be adverse e"ects.
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Iron Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�'$& '4�/*�

have NORMAL blood iron levels. That’s good because without enough iron, your blood can’t 

��--4�/# �*34" )�4*0-�� ''.�)  ��/*�!0)�/$*)ѵ��*0�.#*0'���*)/$)0 � �/$)"���# �'/#4��$ /�/#�/�

$)�'0� .�$-*)Ҋ-$�#�!**�.�.0�#��.�' �)�( �/Ѷ�+*0'/-4����#.ޔ��(.�2 ''��.��-$ ��� �).Ѷ�' )/$'.Ѷ�2#*' �

"-�$).����� ޔ$/-*!��( - �'.�/*� ).0- �4*0�" /�/# ��(*0)/�4*0�)  �� ��#���4�җч�($''$"-�(.�����4�

!*-���0'/�( )��)��2*( )�*1 -�фпѸ�рч�($''$"-�(.�����4�!*-�2*( )�рш�/*�фпҘѵ��#$.�$.� .+ �$�''4�

$(+*-/�)/�$!�4*0��- ���+- ( )*+�0.�'�2*(�)��)�ҝ*-�!*''*2�1 "�)��$ /Ѷ��.�/# . �-�$. �4*0-�-$.&�

!*-�� ��ޔ ��(*-$�"($)*$ )/ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�# �(�%*-$/4�*!���0'/.�$)�/# ����" /��(+' ��(*0)/.�*!�$-*)�/#-*0"#�/# $-�0.0�'���$'4��$ /ѵ��# - �

are some exceptions, however. Premenopausal women, especially those with heavy menstrual 

�4�' .Ѷ��)��1 " /�-$�).Ѷ�+�-/$�0'�-'4�1 "�).Ѷ�-0)�#$"# -�-$.&.�*!�� ��ޔ ��(*-$�"($)*$ )/��)��

developing anemia. The human body is good at storing iron and too much can be toxic, so it’s 

not a good idea to supplement iron without consulting your doctor. But you can follow some 

iron-smart strategies to be sure you’re getting optimum amounts.

�,,01�6,2/�&/,+���0,/-1&,+. When it comes to your body’s absorption, not all iron is created 

 ,0�'ѵ��*0-��*�4���.*-�.�# ( �$-*)Ѷ�2#$�#�$.�!*0)��$)��)$(�'�!**�.�.0�#��.�( �/Ѷ�+*0'/-4��)��

�$Ȃ � -*)�. )$/�  -#/�*/�+�0.$�#.ޔ$ )/'4�/#�)�$/��* .�)*)Ҋ# ( $-*)Ѷ�2#$�#�$.�!*0)��$)�+'�)/Ҋ

based foods such as leafy greens, beans, nuts, vegetables, whole grains and cereals. 

However, you can absorb greater amounts of iron from the non-heme iron foods you eat by pair-

ing them with vitamin C-rich foods, as the antioxidant can nearly triple non-heme iron absorp-

tion. Try adding bell peppers, red cabbage, and tomatoes to grain dishes and berries to cereals. 

�,,(�4&1%� �01�&/,+.��**&$)"�2$/#���./Ҋ$-*)�.&$'' /.��)��*/# -��**&2�- ���)�$)�- �. �4*0-�$-*)�
' 1 '.Ѷ��.�$-*)�$.�- ' �. ��$)/*�4*0-�!**�.��.�/# 4ҁ- �� $)"��**& �ѵ��) �./0�4�!*0)��/#�/�!**�.�

�**& ��$)�$-*)�+*/.��*)/�$) ��(*- �/#�)�рх�+ -� )/�(*- �$-*)�/#�)�/#*. ��**& ��$)�)*)Ҋ./$�&�

ѵ./*+�(*ޕ �

�&*&1�&/,+��), ("/0.�
!�4*0��1*$��( �/��)��'*2�$-*)�$.����*)� -)Ѷ�/�& � 3/-��./ +.�/*�'$($/�4*0-�

$)/�& �*!�!**�.��)��� 1 -�" .�/#�/�$)/ -! - �2$/#�)*)Ҋ# ( �$-*)���.*-+/$*)ѵ��# ��$"" ./�

*Ȃ )� -.��++ �-�/*�� �/ �Ѷ��*Ȃ  ��)��- ��2$) Ѷ��''�*!�2#$�#��*)/�$)�/�))$).�/#�/��$)��2$/#�$-*)�

�)����--4�$/�*0/�*!�/# ��*�4ѵ�
)�*) �./0�4�+ *+' �2#*��-�)&�/ ��2$/#���( �'�- �0� ��/# $-�)*)Ҋ

# ( �$-*)���.*-+/$*)��4�хс�+ -� )/Ѹ�*Ȃ  �- �0� ��$/��4�тф�+ -� )/ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�)&(")6�1,�%�3"�

Normal
 �),,!�)"3")0�,#�&/,+ǽ
That does not mean that you 

are not at risk for running low 
WZ�LM^MTWXQVO�QZWV̆LMÅKQMV-

Ka�IVMUQI��[W�Q\¼[�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�
maintain healthy mineral levels 

by eating an iron-rich diet.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

TRF2 HFE TMPRSS6
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Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs 
included in this category have been 
shown to have significant associations 
with a person’s blood iron levels.
Iron is a well-known essential nutrient that 
most of us associate with energy. That’s 
because along with regulating cell growth 
and other metabolic functions, iron is vital 
for producing hemoglobin, a protein your red 
blood cells use to deliver oxygen throughout 
your body. Without enough oxygen, all your 
metabolic functions su!er. On the flip side, 
too much iron is toxic and can be equally, 
if not more damaging than having too little 
and may cause organ damage and raise 
your risk for diabetes, heart attack, neuro-
degenerative conditions like Alzheimer’s 
and cancer. Many factors influence your iron 
levels including diet, gender, age, and activity 
level. In premenopausal women, the primary 
cause of iron deficiency is heavy menstrual 
bleeding as blood loss means iron loss. High 
levels of physical activity— especially if it’s 
particularly long and/or strenuous also may 
lead to a decline in iron levels, especially in 
women. Vegans and vegetarians also may 
be at risk for low iron levels, as the iron in 
plant-based foods (non-heme iron) is harder 
for the body to absorb than iron from animal 
sources (heme iron). Older adults, again 
especially women, generally need less iron 
to maintain healthy stores than men.
Your genes also may play a role, particularly in 
the tendency for above normal iron levels. Re-
search has found that certain gene mutations 
may impact how much iron your body absorbs 
and recycles, creating borderline or high levels 
of iron in circulation. At the extreme end is a 
genetic disorder called hemochromatosis, 
which occurs in about 10 percent of white 
people of Northern European ancestry. People 
with this condition absorb three to four times 
as much iron from food as those without 
these genetic mutations. Other mutations can 
leave you susceptible to a more mild form of 
hemochromatosis, leading to accumulating 
slightly higher than average stores of iron.
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for these genes was present in your DNA. 
Your rating of NORMAL or ABOVE AV-
ERAGE reflects whether your genotype 
included those alleles that were found to 
lead to a tendency of having normal or 
high levels of this essential mineral.
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       |   MINERALS / 

Magnesium Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
Our analysis indicates that 4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�

'$& '4�/*�#�1 ���NORMAL blood magnesium level. That’s good news because mag-

nesium plays an essential role in hundreds of biochemical processes including reg-

ulating blood sugar, blood pressure, muscle contraction and heart rhythm. As we 

age, our body’s ability to absorb magnesium decreases, so it’s important to eat 

plenty of magnesium-rich foods to maintain healthy levels of this essential mineral.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
Maintain healthy blood magnesium levels by including magnesium-rich foods in your daily 

�$ /ѵ��**��.*0-� .�$)�'0� ���-&�' �!4�"-  ).Ѷ�)0/.��)��.  �.Ѷ�!�1��Ѷ#.ޔ�4//*���*Ѷ�� �).Ѷ�2#*' �

"-�$).Ѷ�4*"0-/Ѷ�.*4�!**�.��)����)�)�.ѵ�
!�4*0�'$& ���-&��#*�*'�/ Ѷ�4*0ҁ- �$)�'0�&ѵ��) �сҊ*0)� �

�#0)&�� '$1 -.���*0/���,0�-/ -�*!�4*0-���$'4�)  �.ѵ��-$)&��'�*#*'��)���*Ȃ  �$)�(*� -�/$*)Ѷ��.�

�*/#�*!�/#*. ���)�'*2 -�(�") .$0(�' 1 '.��4��'*�&$)"���.*-+/$*)��)��$)�- �.$)"� 3�- /$*)ѵ�

�'.*Ѷ�.&$+�/# �.*��ѵ��0"�-4�.*��.��- ��'.*�'$)& ��/*�'*2 - ��(�") .$0(�' 1 '.ѵ�

�#*0"#�/**�(0�#�(�") .$0(�!-*(�4*0-��$ /��* .)ҁ/�+*. ���+-*�' (�� ��0. �4*0-�&$�) 4.�

simply eliminate it in your urine, it is possible to overdo it from supplements and other sources. 

Overuse of laxatives or antacids can lead to high levels, which can cause diarrhea, nausea and 

abdominal cramping.

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�)&(")6�1,�%�3"�

Normal
 �),,!�)"3")0�,#�
*�$+"0&2*ǽ

You can maintain those healthy 
blood levels of this essential 

mineral by eating plenty of mag-
nesium-rich foods and avoid-

ing those that deplete it.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

MUC1 SHROOM3 TRPM6

DCDC5 ATP2B1 MDS1
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       |   MINERALS / 

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have been 
shown to have significant associations 
with a person’s blood magnesium levels. 
Magnesium doesn’t get much attention in 
mainstream nutrition circles, but it should. 
The mineral plays a critical role in blood 
sugar control, muscle contractions and 
heart rhythm and is involved in more than 
300 biochemical reactions in your body. 
Some medical experts have recently 
dubbed magnesium deficiency the “invisi-
ble deficiency” because it’s very di!icult to 
pinpoint as the most common symptoms 
such as fatigue and muscle cramping are 
common side e!ects of many conditions. 
It’s also very common. Studies show that 
only about a quarter of US adults get the 320 
mg (women) to 420 mg (men) they need.
Though only about 1 percent of your magne-
sium is found in your blood, low serum mag-
nesium levels have been associated with mul-
tiple chronic diseases such as diabetes, heart 
disease and high blood pressure. Though 
low magnesium is generally a condition that 
occurs over time due to habitually low mag-
nesium intake, high intakes of alcohol, soda 
and ca!eine, and/or taking medications that 
interfere with its absorption can also cause 
levels to dip. There’s also a genetic influence. 
Research shows that serum magnesium 
concentrations are about 27 % heritable. 
In one study of 15,366 men and women, 
researchers identified six gene variations 
that were associated with blood magne-
sium levels. These findings echoed those 
of another study that found these gene 
associations in both Caucasian and African 
American populations. The e!ects were most 
pronounced in postmenopausal women 
and/or people with low insulin levels. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype for 
these genes was present in your DNA. Your rat-
ing of BELOW AVERAGE, NORMAL or ABOVE 
AVERAGE reflects whether your genotype 
included those that carried a risk of having 
low levels of this essential mineral or whether 
you were likely to have adequate levels.
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Zinc Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0�/# �'$& '$-

hood of having NORMAL blood zinc levels. That’s good news because adequate levels of zinc 

# '+�&  +�4*0-�$((0)$/4�./-*)"��)����)�# '+�+-*/ �/�4*0�!-*(��*/#���0/ ��$. �. .�'$& ��*'�.�

�)��$)! �/$*).��.�2 ''��.��#-*)$���*)�$/$*).�'$& �# �-/��$. �. ��)���$�� / .ѵ�� ( (� -�/#�/�

genetics play just one role in your blood level zinc status and its still important to get enough of 

/#$.� .. )/$�'�($) -�'�$)�4*0-���$'4��$ /Ѷ� .+ �$�''4�$!�4*0ҁ- ��(*)"�/# �"-*0+.Ѷ�'$& �*'� -���0'/.�

�)��1 " /�-$�).Ѷ�2#*�(�4�#�1 ���/ )� )�4�/*�#�1 ���'*2 -�/#�)��� ,0�/ ���$'4�5$)��$)/�& ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�$)� �*0-��*�$ .��*)ҁ/�./*- �5$)�Ѷ�2 �)  ��/*� �/��� ,0�/ ��(*0)/.�$)�*0-��$ /� 1 -4���4ѵ��*./�

�( -$��).��*ѵ�	*2 1 -Ѷ���.$5��' �+ -� )/�" �*!�/# �+*+0'�/$*)�!�''.�.#*-/ѵ���/$*)�'�)0/-$/$*)�'�

.0-1 4.�.#*2�/#�/�0+�/*�уф�+ -� )/�*!���0'/.�*1 -�/# ��" �*!�хп�!�''�� '*2�/# �- �*(( )� ��

�(*0)/ѵ�� " /�-$�).��)��1 "�).��- ��'.*��/�-$.&�!*-�(�-"$)�'��(*0)/.�� ��0. �5$)��!*0)��$)�

plant foods is harder for the body to absorb. In fact, some experts recommend that vegetarians 

�$(�/*�" /�фп($�5 -*)�ڿ��/#�)�/# �- �*(( )� ���$ /�-4��''*2�)� �/*� ).0- �/# $-��*�4�" /.�

the amounts it needs. For meat eaters, getting adequate amounts of zinc is easy, especially if 

4*0���(0./�/#-  �*0��ѵ#.ޔ'' #.� &$'�*.' .�*!�*.- /.4��$1'  -.�цу�("Ѷ�!�-��)���2�4�(*- �/#�)��)4�

*/# -�!**��.*0-� ѵ��/# -�5$)�Ҋ-$�#�!**�.�$)�'0� �'*�./ -Ѷ��-��Ѷ�+*-&��)���#$�& )�җ��-&�( �/�

 .+ �$�''4Ҙѵ��$)��$.��'.*�!*0)��$)�4*"0-/Ѷ���& ��� �).Ѷ���.# 2.Ѷ�*�/( �'Ѷ�($'&Ѷ�&$�) 4�� �).Ѷ�

�'(*)�.Ѷ��#$�&+ �.���ѵ� ޔ$/-*!��(


!�4*0� �/�'$//' �*-�)*�( �/Ѷ��*).$� -�/�&$)"���(0'/$1$/�($)��.���!*-(�*!�$).0-�)� �!*-���4.�2# )�

4*0-��$ /�(�4�!�''�.#*-/ѵ�� //$)"�5$)��$)���(0'/$1$/�($)�$.�+- ! -��' �/*�/�&$)"�$/��'*) Ѷ��.�/**�

much zinc on its own can cause copper levels to drop. Multivitamins contain the right balance of 

both.

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�)&(")6�1,�%�3"�

Normal
 �),,!�)"3")0�,#�7&+ ǽ

We recommend eating a diet rich 
in foods that are good sources of 
this essential mineral to contin-
ue getting the minimum 8 to 11 
mg of zinc you need each day to 
maintain the zinc blood levels 
you need for strong immunity 
and healthy cellular function.

Related         
Gene / SNPs

CA1 PPCDC LINC01420

�
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       |   MINERALS / 

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have all been 
shown to have significant associations 
with a person’s blood levels of zinc. 
Zinc is an essential trace element that plays 
a key role in immune function, protein 
synthesis, wound healing, insulin func-
tion, reproduction, thyroid function, blood 
clotting, growth, taste, vision and smell. 
A!er iron, it’s the most common mineral 
in the body and is found in every cell. 
You don’t need much zinc to perform all 
these functions. The recommended dietary 
allowance for adults is just 8 mg (women) to 
11 mg (men). But you do need zinc in your 
daily diet because the body doesn’t store it. 
 Zinc deficiency hinders immune func-
tion and has been associated with car-
diovascular disease and diabetes.
Though outright deficiency is uncommon in 
industrialized countries like America, there 
is evidence that relative zinc deficiency 
and marginal zinc levels may be some-
what common among certain populations, 
particularly among older people as well 
as vegetarians, since red meat and poultry 
provide the majority of zinc in the American 
diet and zinc from plant sources is slightly 
harder for the body to absorb. Taking too 
much zinc, which can happen when people 
supplement the mineral—a popular practice 
for staving o" cold infections—can cause 
toxicity, which results in nausea, vomiting, 
GI distress, loss of appetite and headaches. 
Genetics can influence a person’s zinc blood 
levels. In one widespread analysis of more 
than 12,000 adults, genetic variations ac-
counted for 8 percent of the variation in blood 
zinc levels. Our analysis investigated which 
genotype for these genes was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of NORMAL or ABOVE 
AVERAGE reflects the zinc lev-els that are 
likely to be present in your blood..

�
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Calcium Tendency
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�

'$& '4�/*�#�1 �NORMAL��'**��' 1 '.�*!���'�$0(ѵ��#�/�( �).�4*0�'$& '4�#�1 ��� ,0�/ ��$--

culating calcium in your bloodstream so your body doesn’t have to leech it from your 

�*) .�/*�(�$)/�$)�# �'/#4�� ''0'�-�!0)�/$*)ѵ��*0�.#*0'���*)/$)0 �" //$)"�рѶппп�("�

җ( )Ҙ�/*�рѶспп�("�җ2*( )Ҙ�*!���'�$0(�����4�/#-*0"#���1$/�($)��)��($) -�'Ҋ-$�#��$ /

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
Our bodies become less adept at absorbing calcium as we age, so it’s important to continue 

eating a diet that is rich in this essential mineral as well as to perform healthy lifestyle practices 

/*�&  +�4*0-�.& ' /*)�./-*)"ѵ�

�,+02*"�*,/"� �) &2*ǽ��*( �!**��.*0-� .�*!���'�$0(��- ���$-4Ѷ����.� &$'�#.ޔ�� (('(*)��)��

.�-�$) .Ѷ�/*!0Ѷ��'(*)�.����� ޔ$/-*!��('/ -)�/$1 �($'&�+-*�0�/.ѵѶ��.�2 ''��.��*''�-��"-  ).Ѷ�&�' �

and spinach. 

�(&-�02--)"*"+10ǽ Calcium supplements have been the topic of considerable controversy in 

- � )/�4 �-.ѵ��*( �- . �-��#/�.�(ޔ�#/�/# 4��- �)*/�0. !0'�!*-�+- 1 )/$)"�!-��/0- .��)��(�4�

� �'$)& ��/*�$)�- �. �-$.&�!*-�# �-/��$. �. ѵ��*0���)�" /�+' )/4�*!���'�$0(�$)�4*0-��$ /��)��4*0-�

genotype does not call for additional amounts. 

�1�6�� 1&3"ѵ�� �.0- �/*�" /�- "0'�-�҂$(+��/҃� 3 -�$. �'$& �%*""$)"Ѷ�/ ))$.Ѷ�*-�./- )"/#�/-�$)$)"ѵ�

�*0-��*) .�)  ��.*( �./- ..�/*�" /�/# �.$")�'�/*�"-*2ѵ��1 -4�/$( �4*0�'*���*-�����- .$./�)� �/*�

4*0-��*) .Ѷ�/# 4�- ' �. ���'�$0(�$)/*�4*0-��'**�ѵ��#�/���'�$0(�$.�/# )��$-�0'�/ ���)��. )/����&�

/*�4*0-��*) .�2#$�#�/# )�"-*2��)��� �*( �./-*)" -ѵ��*�/# . ���/$1$/$ .�# '+�&  +�/# (�./-*)"ѵ�

�/- )"/#�/-�$)$)"�/2*�*-�/#-  ���4.���2  &�#�.��'.*��  )�.#*2)�$)�./0�$ .�/*�# '+��0$'���)��

maintain bone density. 

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�&+ )&+"!�1,�%�3"�

Normal
 �),,!�)"3")0�,#� �) &2*ǽ

Continue eating a healthy diet 
and maximize your skeletal 

health with bone-building life-
style and exercise habits.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

CARS DGKD

LINC00709 CASR

LOC105370176 GCKR

CYP24A1
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Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have been 
shown to have significant associations 
with a person’s blood calcium levels. 
Calcium is the most plentiful mineral in the 
human body and is used by nearly every cell 
in the body. It’s well known that the mineral is 
essential for maintaining skeletal and dental 
health, as your bones and teeth are where the 
lion’s share of calcium is stored. Calcium also 
is required for nerve function, muscle con-
traction, hormone release and heart health. 
Your body keeps the amount of calcium 
circulating in your bloodstream within a 
certain range to allow all your specific cells 
to have what they need to perform their jobs. 
When those levels dip below that range, your 
body pulls what it needs from your skeleton. 
Over time that leads to weakened bones. 
Your calcium levels are influenced by your 
diet, how well your intestines absorb the 
calcium you take in, levels of phosphate 
in the body, your vitamin D levels and by 
levels of certain hormones like parathyroid 
hormone, calcitonin and estrogen. Emerg-
ing research also shows that your genotype 
may influence blood calcium levels. In one 
very large study of 39,400 men and women, 
researchers found variations in these genes 
had a significant impact on blood calcium 
levels, which echoes findings from previous 
animal research as well as a study of 1,747 
twins that estimated heritability to be 33 
percent for blood serum calcium levels. 
Our analysis investigated which geno-
type for these genes was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of NORMAL or BELOW 

AVERAGE reflects whether or not your 
genotypes included those that increased 
your risk for low blood calcium levels.
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HDL Response To Cardio
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��)�ENHANCED HDL response 

/*���-�$*� 3 -�$. ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ �.#*2 ��/# �Ҁ!�-

1*-��' ҁ�" ) ��*(�$)�/$*).ѵ��#$.�.0"" ./.�/#�/�4*0��- �'$& '4�/*� 3+ -$ )� ���.0�-

./�)/$�'���ޔ ( $�'��**./�/*�4*0-�	��' 1 '.�!-*(���- "0'�-���-�$*� 3 -�$. �+-*"-�(ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�*0-�" )*/4+ �.0"" ./.�/#�/�4*0���)�.0�� ..!0''4�-�$. �4*0-�	��' 1 '.�2$/#�- "0'�-���-�$*ѵ��*�

*�/�$)�/#$.����.Ѷ�/# �& 4�$/ޔ ( *).$./ )�4ѵ��1 -4�2*-&*0/�4*0��*�2$''��**./�	��' 1 '.Ѷ��0/�/*�

(�$)/�$)�/# � Ȃ �/�4*0�)  ��/*� 3 -�$. �*)���- "0'�-���.$.ѵ

 ۹ Higher intensities may give you a greater boost. Aim to push past your comfort zone by 

(*1$)"���'$//' �#�-� -�*-�!�./ -��0-$)"�4*0-���-�$*�2*-&*0/.ѵ�

 ۹ What you eat is crucial to help normalize all of your cholesterol levels. A diet high in 

�ޔ -Ҋޔ'' ��+'�)/�!**�.��)��'*2�$)�.�/0-�/ ���)$(�'�!�/.�2$''�# '+�'*2 -�4*0-�/*/�'��#*-

lesterol, LDL cholesterol and triglyceride values.

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�����
/"0-,+0"�1,� �/!&,�&0

Enhanced
For optimal results, do cardio 
Å^M�WZ�UWZM�LIa[�XMZ�_MMS�

Related           
Gene / SNPs

APOE
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Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s HDL 
cholesterol response to cardio exercise. HDL 
is a protein particle in the blood that carries 
cholesterol to the liver, helping to clear it 
from the blood. Excess cholesterol linger-
ing in the blood can contribute to plaque 
that causes heart disease. So having higher 
levels of HDL is beneficial—which is why it’s 
considered “good” cholesterol. Even one 
session of cardio exercise can boost HDL, and 
regular exercisers tend to have higher HDL. 
This gene plays a role in the HDL response to 
cardio. One large study had men and women 
exercise for 30 to 50 minutes, 3 times a week 
for 5 months. Those people with the more 
‘‘favorable’’ genotype experienced greater 
than average boosts to their HDL levels. Those 
with the ‘unfavorable’ genotype showed a 
decreased response: smaller increases in HDL.
Our analysis investigated which geno-
type for this gene was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of either ENHANCED, 
NORMAL or BELOW AVERAGE reflects 
whether your genotypes included those 
that carried a risk of an enhanced or re-
duced HDL response to cardio exercise.

	������������������
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Glucose Response To Cardio
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���NORMAL glucose response 

/*���-�$*� 3 -�$. ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ �.#*2 ��/# �Ҁ0)-

!�1*-��' ҁ�" ) ��*(�$)�/$*).ѵ��#$.�( �).�/#�/�4*0��- �'$& '4�/*� 3+ -$ )� �.(�''-

 -�� �- �. .�$)�"'0�*. �!-*(��*$)"���-�$*� 3 -�$. ��/�' �./�с�/*�т�/$( .�+ -�2  &ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
Increasing the amount and intensity of exercise you do will help to improve your glucose regula-

/$*)ѵ�� -!*-(���4��� -*)�-*� 1ޔ�(*�*$�-.���2  &ѵ�

�)��-�/# -�/#�)�%0./�+ -!*-($)"�(*� -�/ Ҋ$)/ ).$/4�2*-&*0/.Ѷ��ȅ -�4*0���#.0+�*/�#"0*( �/ޔ� -

��'$//' �#�-� -Ѷ�$)�'0� �(*- �#$"#Ҋ$)/ ).$/4�($)0/ .�$)/*�4*0-���-�$*�2*-&*0/.ѵ��$(�/*�2*-&��/�

�)�$)/ ).$/4�' 1 '�/#�/�' �1 .�4*0�.'$"#/'4��- �/#' ..��)��/#�/�!  '.�Ҁ#�-�ѵҁ��ȅ -���! 2�($)0/ .Ѷ�

- �*1 -��4��*)/$)0$)"�/*�(*1 ��/��)� �.$ -�+�� ѵ��# )�+$�&�0+�/# �$)/ ).$/4�!*-���#�-� -�$)/ -1�'Ѷ�

again followed by an easier recovery interval. 

 ۹ Incorporate resistance training to enhance your blood glucose response.

 ۹ �#�/�4*0� �/��'.*��Ȃ �/.�4*0-��'**��"'0�*. �' 1 'ѵ�
)�- �. �/# ���ޔ�!*�/(*0) -0*�4� �/�

�4� �/$)"�(*- �2#*' �+'�)/�!**�.��/� 1 -4�( �'ѵ��0/�(�& �.0- �/#�/�/# . �!**�.��- �0)-

processed so that you obtain more nutrients and experience a lower glycemic response 

from the food.

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�&+!&-
 �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�$)2 ,0"�
/"0-,+0"�1,� �/!&,�&0

Normal
You are likely to experience min-
imal decreases in blood glucose 
from cardio exercise. However, 
you can boost your response by 
exercising 4 or more days per 

week, by working out at higher 
intensities and by adding resis-
tance training to your routine.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

PPARG

�����������������������
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Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included in this 
category have been shown to have significant 
associations with a person’s glucose response 
to cardio exercise. Glucose is one of the body’s 
main sources of energy and it comes from the 
breakdown of carbohydrates in the diet. Brain 
and nerve cells, as well as red blood cells, 
exclusively use glucose for energy. That’s why 
blood glucose is maintained at constant lev-
els—so that all the cells in the body that need 
it can access it. If blood glucose levels rise and 
stay high, eventually insulin resistance and 
diabetes can develop. Exercise helps regulate 
blood glucose levels because every session of 
exercise uses glucose in the muscle for energy, 
and the blood glucose supply is then tapped 
into to replenish the muscle reserves.This gene 
seems to play a role in the glucose response to 
cardio and appears to be a reliable indicator 
of whether exercise will have beneficial e!ects 
on insulin resistance. Several studies involved 
a variety of individuals, both diabetics and 
non-diabetics, performing regular cardio for 2 
to 3 days per week for up to 5 months. Those 
people with the more ‘favorable’ genotype 
experienced greater-than average clearance 
of blood glucose. Those with the ‘unfavorable’ 
genotype showed a decreased response, or 
smaller drop in glucose levels. People with 
this genotype also had a decreased weight-
loss ability—they loss less weight compared 
to people with di!erent genotypes. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of either ENHANCED or NORMAL 
reflects whether your genotypes included 
those that carried a risk of an enhanced or 
reduced glucose response to cardio exercise.
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       |   EXERCISE / 

Insulin Sensitivity Response 
To Cardio
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.�� NORMAL insulin sensitivity to 

��-�$*� 3 -�$. ѵ��*0-�.�� ޕ -� -*/.�/# �!��/�/#�/�4*0-�" )*/4+ �.#*2 ��.*( �*!�/# �Ҁ0)!�-

vorable’ gene combinations. This means that, while you may see improvements in insulin 

. ).$/$1$/4�!-*(���-�$*Ѷ�/# 4��- �(*- �'$& '4�/*�� �.(�''ѵ��0/�4*0�.#*0'��� ���' �/*�$(+-*1 �

4*0-�$).0'$)�- .+*). �2$/#�2*-&*0/.�/#�/��- ��*) �(*- �*ȅ )��)���/���#$"# -�$)/ ).$/4ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
 ۹ �3 -�$. �!- ,0 )/'4ѵ��# � Ȃ �/.�*!� 3 -�$. �*)�"'0�*. �0+/�& ��- �.#*-/Ҋ'$1 ���)��/# �

 Ȃ �/.�*!���2*-&*0/�(�4�2 �-�*Ȃ�2$/#$)�/2*���4.�*!�4*0-�'�./�2*-&*0/ѵ��)� �*-�/2$� Ҋ�Ҋ

2  &�2*-&*0/.��- )ҁ/� )*0"#�/*�- �+�/#$.���- 3 �)*-!�/ޔ ( $. ѵ��*���-�$*�*)��/�' �./�

�2- +�.4��� 1ޔ�*/�-0*!  &Ѷ��0/�+- ! -��'4�*)�(*./Ѷ�*-��''Ѷ���4.�*!�/# �2  &�!*-�*+/$(�'�

results. 

 ۹ The more in shape you are, the better your insulin response will be. That means if you 

./$�&�/*�- "0'�-���-�$*� 3 -�$. Ѷ�4*0�2$''0*�4 (0/� (ޔ�-��*�4ҁ.�- .+*). ��)���- �'$& '4�/*�

see long term improvements over time. It’s important to identify habits you can adopt 

/#�/�# '+�4*0�/*�./$�&�/*�4*0-�2  &'4�2*-&*0/.ѵ�
� )/$!4�/-$"" -.�/#�/���0. �4*0�/*�.&$+�

2*-&*0/.���- 1*�*/�2*#�/0*� -0"ޔ��(*( �/# . �*�./��' .ѵ�

 ۹ Resistance training has been shown to improve insulin sensitivity. Include some form of 

- .$./�)� �/-�$)$)"�/2*�/*�/#-  �/$( .�+ -�2  &Ѷ�/�-" /$)"��''�/# �(�%*-�(0.�' �"-*0+.�

�.�+�-/�*!�4*0-�2  &'4�-*0/$) ѵ�

 ۹ Weight and/or fat loss from exercise can also enhance insulin sensitivity. Follow the 

nutrition suggestions in the other areas of this report and enhance weight loss from 

 3 -�$. ��4�" //$)"��/�' �./�спп�/*�тпп�($)0/ .�*!�(*� -�/ Ҋ/*Ҋ#$"#�$)/ ).$/4���-�$*�

 3 -�$. �+ -�2  &ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�
&+02)&+�0"+0&1&3&16�/"-
0-,+0"�1,� �/!&,�&0

Normal
Your improvement from 3 days a 

week of cardio exercise is likely to 
be small. You can maximize the 
MЄMK\[�Ja�_WZSQVO�W]\�UWZM�WN\MV��
Aim to exercise most days of the 
week and include both resistance 

training and higher-intensity 
cardio work during your workouts.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

LIPC
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       |   EXERCISE / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s insulin 
sensitivity in response to cardio exercise. 
Insulin is a hormone that plays a crucial 
role in delivering glucose, a form of sugar, in 
the blood to cells in the body that use it for 
energy. In a healthy person, cells are sensitive 
to this action of insulin and blood glucose 
levels are kept in their optimal range. If insulin 
sensitivity declines, a person may become 
insulin resistant. This keeps blood glucose 
levels high and diabetes can develop. 
Even one session of exercise can improve insu-
lin sensitivity. Exercise also helps keep blood 
glucose levels low because exercising muscles 
can absorb glucose without needing insulin to 
do so. Exercise over time can prevent diabe-
tes—and it can help those who already have it.
This gene seems to play a role in the insulin 
sensitivity response to cardio. One large 
study had men and women perform cardio 
exercise at a moderate- to- high intensity 
for 30 to 50 minutes, 3 times a week. Those 
people with the more ‘favorable’ genotype 
experienced greater than average improve-
ments in their insulin sensitivity. Those with 
the ‘unfavorable’ genotype were less likely to 
improve their insulin sensitivity by exercise. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of either ENHANCED, NORMAL or 
BELOW AVERAGE reflects whether your 
genotypes included those that carried 
a risk of an enhanced or reduced insulin 
sensitivity response to cardio exercise.
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       |   EXERCISE / 

Testosterone Levels
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�4*0��- �MORE 
LIKELY�/*�#�1 �'*2�/ ./*./ -*) �' 1 '.ѵ�
/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�� �*)�/# �'**&*0/�!*-�.4(+/*(.�

*!�'*2�/ ./*./ -*) Ѷ��*((*)'4���'' ��'*2Ҋ�Ѷ��)��/�& �( �.0- .�/*�(�$)/�$)�# �'/#4�' 1 '.Ѷ�

as the anabolic steroid hormone is essential for improving muscle size, strength, and func-

tion, maintaining a healthy body composition, and for enjoying healthy stamina and vitality.

�*0-�" ) .��- �)*/�4*0-�� ./$)4Ѷ�*!��*0-. Ѷ but because testosterone plays such a pivotal role 

in athletic performance, muscle function, body composition, stamina, sexual vitality, and well 

being, you want to maintain nutrition, exercise, and lifestyle habits that minimize your genetic 

-$.&�*!�.'$++$)"�$)/*�� /-$( )/�''4�'*2�' 1 '.�*!�/#$.�#*-(*) ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
� $)"�" ) /$��''4�$)�'$) ��/*�� ��/��1 -�" �-$.&�!*-�'*2�/ ./*./ -*) �' 1 '.�$.�"**��) 2.�$)�/#�/�

4*0ҁ- �)*/��/���+�-/$�0'�-'4�#$"#�-$.&�!*-�'*2Ҋ�ѵ�	*2 1 -Ѷ�.$)� �'*2�/ ./*./ -*) �' 1 '.��- �)*/�0)-

�*((*)�$)�( )�*1 -�/# ��" �*!�уф��)��/ ./*./ -*) �$.�*) �*!�/# �( /��*'$��& 4.�/*��0$'�$)"�' �)�

muscle, burning fat, and maintaining good health and vitality, you should optimize your geno-

type by practicing hormone building and preserving nutrition, training, and lifestyle habits. 

�1�6�)"�+ѵ��.��)���/$1 ��/#' / Ѷ�4*0�'$& '4��'- ��4�(�& �(�$)/�$)$)"���# �'/#4��*�4��*(+*.$/$*)�

��#$"#�+-$*-$/4ѵ��.���(�)�2$/#���" )*/4+ �/#�/�$.��/�-$.&�!*-�'*2Ҋ�Ѷ�4*0�#�1 ��)*/# -�- �.*)�/*�� �

1$"$'�)/���*0/�&  +$)"�4*0-�2 $"#/�$)��# �&Ѷ� 1 )��0-$)"�҂*Ȃ�. �.*)҃�/$( .�2# )�4*0�(�4�)*/�

� �/-�$)$)"��.�-$"*-*0.'4ѵ�� . �-�#�.#*2.�/#�/�( )�2#*��- �сп1*�ڿ -�/# $-�$� �'�2 $"#/�#�1 �

сф�/*�уф�+ -� )/�'*2 -�/ ./*./ -*) �' 1 '.�/#�)�/# $-�+  -.�2#*�#�1 ���# �'/#4�2 $"#/ѵ��# �

спрр���/$*)�'�	 �'/#��)���0/-$/$*)��3�($)�/$*)��0-1 4�*!�рѶсхф�( )��" .�сп�/*�шп�- +*-/.�/#�/�

$)�- �. .�$)���
Ѷ�2�$./��$-�0(! - )� Ѷ��)���*�4�!�/�2 - �'$)& ��/*�- '�/$1 �� �- �. .�$)�/ ./*.-

terone levels. 

�"/#,/*�#2))Ȓ�,!6�01/"+$1%�*,3"0ѵ��/- )"/#�/-�$)$)"�$.�/# �� ./�2�4�/*�$)�- �. �/ ./*./ -*) �
levels and the more muscle you put in motion at one time, the bigger the boost in testosterone 

+-*�0�/$*)ѵ��2�+�$.*'�/$*)� 3 -�$. .�!*-��*(+*0)��(*1 .�'$& �.,0�/.��)��� ��'$ȅ.Ѷ�$)�4*0-�

- .$./�)� �/-�$)$)"�- + -/*$- ѵ�� . �-�#�.#*2.�/#$.�/4+ �*!�/-��-0*�4+�0"($-ޔ�-*!�-*$- +0.�.$�"($($

�*�4ҁ.�/ ./*./ -*) �+-*�0�/$*)ѵ�
!�4*0�#�1 ���� ..�/*�& //' � ''.Ѷ�+ -!*-(�& //' � ''�.2$)".�/2*�

/*�/#-  ���4.���2  &ѵ���./0�4�$)�/# ��*0-)�'�*!��/- )"/#��)���*)�$/$*)$)"�� . �-�#�- +*-/.�/#�/�

/#$.� 3 -�$. �' ��ޔ$("$.�*/�.��)/�$)�- �. .�$)�+*./Ҋ 3 -�$. �/ ./*./ -*) �' 1 '.ѵ�

�+ ,/-,/�1"�&+1"/3�)0ǽ High volume cardio can increase stress levels and hinder testosterone 

*0/+0/ѵ�� �.0- �/*�$)�'0� �.+-$)/Ҋ/4+ Ѷ�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4�$)/ -1�'�/-�$)$)"�җ	

�ҘѶ�2#$�#�./$(0'�/ .�

/ ./*./ -*) �- .+*). Ѷ��.�+�-/�*!�4*0-���-�$*�2*-&*0/.ѵ��2$� ���2  &�	

��/-�$)$)"�(�4�# '+�

4*0-�#*-(*)�'�# �'/#��)��2$''�(�& �4*0�./-*)" -��)��!�./ -�/*��**/ѵ�

��06�,+��) ,%,)ǽ�Excess alcohol consumption hurts testosterone production. More than two 

�-$)&.�����4���0. .�(*- �/ ./*./ -*) �/*�� ��*)1 -/ ��$)/*� ./-*" )ѵ��  -�(�4�� �+�-/$�0'�-'4�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"��1

More Likely
1,�%�3"�),4�1"01,0-

1"/,+"�)"3")0ǽ
That means your are genetically 
predisposed and may have up to 
a 6.5X higher risk of having low 
serum testosterone compared to 
men with a more favorable geno-

type for serum testosterone levels. 
<PI\¼[�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�[QOVQÅKIV\�

because even among men with other 
genotypes, levels of the hormone 

naturally decline with age and low 
testosterone levels are not uncom-

mon in even otherwise healthy men. 
According to the American Urolog-
ical Association, about 4 out of 10 
men over the age of 45 have low-T.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

SHGB
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       |   EXERCISE / 

Genetic Research

The genes and associated SNPs included in 
this category have been shown to have signif-
icant associations with testosterone levels in 
men, which in turn may impact your stamina, 
body composition, strength, mood, and ability 
to make and maintain lean muscle mass. 
Testosterone is a steroid hormone that is 
secreted by the testes and adrenal glands. 
It is instrumental in determining muscle 
size, strength, and function and also plays 
a role in maintaining lower levels of body 
fat. Low testosterone levels (defined as 
less than 300 ng/dl) not only hinder your 
ability to make gains in the gym, but also 
can be harmful to your health, as it’s been 
associated with heart disease, metabolic 
syndrome, type II diabetes, osteoporosis, 
muscle loss, and increased mortality risk. 
Testosterone gradually declines af-
ter age 40 (a phenomenon sometimes 
referred to as “andropause”).
Being overweight also lowers tes-
tosterone as does smoking, and ex-
cess alcohol consumption. 
Testosterone levels are also largely hereditary. 
Studies in male twins indicate that genetic 
factors account for about 65 percent of the 
variation in serum testosterone. A recent 
genome-wide association study that included 
a combined sample of 14,429 men identified 
genotypes that were associated with serum 
testosterone levels. One specific genetic 
variation was associated with a 6.5 fold higher 
risk of having low serum testosterone, or a 
30 percent prevalence of low testosterone 
in men with that genotype compared to 
only a 4.6 percent prevalence of low testos-
terone among men with a more favorable 
genotype for serum testosterone levels. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype for 
these genes was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of MORE LIKELY, AVERAGE, or LESS 
LIKELY, or reflects whether your genotypes 
included those that carried the likelihood of 
having below average testosterone lev-
els, average serum testosterone levels, or 
above average serum testosterone levels.

detrimental as hops and barley contain chemicals that can increase estrogen. If low-T is a con-

� -)Ѷ�($)$($5 �4*0-��-$)&$)"ѵ

�,+02*"�1"01,01"/,+"Ȓ02--,/1&+$�+21/&"+10ǽ��*0-��*�4�0. .�/# �($) -�'�5$)��/*�+-*�0� �

/ ./*./ -*) ѵ��**��.*0-� .�$)���Ѷ#.ޔ'' #.� �0'  !Ѷ��)��+*-&ѵ��# �.0).#$) �1$/�($)Ѷ��$/�($)��Ѷ�

�'.*�.0++*-/.�/ ./*./ -*) �+-*�0�/$*)ѵ��*).0( �+' )/4�*!��$/�($)���-$�#�!���Ѷ� "".Ѷ#.ޔ�4//)��

���� ޔ$/-*!$-*-+�4�0�/.ѵ�

�/&,/&1&7"���#2))�+&$%1ȉ0�0)""-ǽ��*0-��*�4�"* .�$)/*��  +�- +�$-�(*� �2#$' �4*0�.'  +Ѷ�+0(+-

$)"�*0/�(0.�' Ҋ( )�$)"��)��Ҋ�0$'�$)"��)��*'$��#*-(*) .�'$& �#0(�)�"-*2/#�#*-(*) ��)��

/ ./*./ -*) ѵ�� . �-�#�.#*2.�/#�/�- �0� ��.'  +��'.*���)�' ���/*�'*2�/ ./*./ -*) Ѷ��.�'��&�*!�

.'  +���)�� +' / ��Ҋ' 1 '.��4�0+�/*�рф�+ -� )/ѵ��$(�/*�" /��/�' �./�х�#*0-.Ѷ�2#$�#��++ �-.�/*�� �

/# �/#- .#*'��� '*2�2#$�#�/ ./*./ -*) �+-*�0�/$*)��-*+.�*ȂѶ� ��#�)$"#/ѵ�� //$)"�ц�/*�ч�#*0-.�*!�

shut-eye is ideal. 

�"�,+�1%"�"6"�#,/�06*-1,*0ǽ�
/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�&)*2��)��� �*)�/# �'**&*0/�!*-�.$").�*!�'*2Ҋ�Ѷ�

which include a cluster of physical and psychological symptoms including anxiety, irritability, 

sleep disruptions, depression, memory impairment, fatigue, low libido, erectile dysfunction, 

�)��2 $"#/�"�$)�җ .+ �$�''4��-*0)��/# �2�$./'$) Ҙѵ�
!�4*0�)*/$� �*) �*-�(*- �*!�/# . �.4(+/*(.Ѷ�

�# �&�$)�2$/#�4*0-�+#4.$�$�)�!*-���.�-  )$)"ѵ�

�,/(�4&1%�6,2/�!, 1,/ǽ If you’re diagnosed with low-T, there are various prescription testos-

terone products, including gels, shots, patches, and pills that can help elevate your hormone 

/*�# �'/#4�' 1 '.ѵ��# 4��- �)*/�2$/#*0/�.$� � Ȃ �/.Ѷ�.*�$/�$.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�2*-&��'*. '4�2$/#�4*0-�

doctor should you choose to go with a form of testosterone replacement therapy.
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Triglyceride Response To 
Cardio
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0�

a NORMAL�/-$"'4� -$� �- .+*). �/*���-�$*1�.�0'�-� 3 -�$. ѵ��#�/�( �).�4*0��- �'$& -

ly to see your levels of these harmful blood fats drop in response to regular aerobic 

exercise training. That’s good news, as you will be rewarded for adhering to a regu-

'�-���-�$*�-*0/$) �/#�/�$)�'0� .��/�' �./�тп�($)0/ .�*!�+#4.$��'���/$1$/4�����4�(*./���4.�

��2  &ѵ��*0�(�4��'.*�- �+�!0-/# -�- 2�-�.��4�$)�- �.$)"� 3 -�$. �' 1 '.��)��$)/ ).$/4ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�# ��( -$��)�	 �-/��..*�$�/$*)�җ�	�Ҙ��0-- )/'4�- �*(( )�.��/�' �./�рфп�($)0/ .�+ -�2  &�*!�

(*� -�/ � 3 -�$. �'$& �2�'&$)"Ѷ�.2$(($)"��)���$&$)"��/���+�� �2# - �4*0���)� �.$'4��*)1 -. ѵ�

That level of exercise has also been shown to lower triglyceride levels in people with your geno-

/4+ ѵ��*0�(�4�� ���' �/*�" /��)� 1 )�"- �/ -�- .+*). ��4����$)"���! 2����$/$*)�'� 3 -�$. ��)��

�ޔ$�*)� '4/. !$'�/$*).ѵ�

�& (�2-�1%"�-� "ǽ��*� -�/ ���/$1$/4�$.�# �'/#4�!*-�4*0-�# �-/ѵ��$"*-*0.� 3 -�$. �2# - �4*0�+0.#�
/# �+�� �#�-�� )*0"#�/*��- �/# �#�-� -�җ ѵ"ѵ�4*0���)�*)'4�.+ �&�$)�.#*-/�. )/ )� .Ҙ�(�4�4$ '��

 1 )�"- �/ -�# �-/����./ޔ ( )��#�.��  )�.#*2)�/*�# '+�*3$�$5 ��'**��!�/.� 1 )�� // -�/#�)�

 �.$ -���/$1$/4ѵ��*0���)�- �+��0 $'�($�&  �2��. /�цф�($)0/.0%�)*-!�./ޔ ( �*!�(*� -�/ ���/$1$/4Ѷ�*-�

 1 )�� // -�($3�/# (�0+ѵ�������! 2�$)/ -1�'.ҍ.#*-/�ф�/*�рп�($)0/ ��0-./.ҍ*!�#�-� -� Ȃ*-/�$)/*�

4*0-�- "0'�-�2*-&*0/.�*)� �*-�/2$� ���2  &ѵ�

�%,,0"�%"�)1%6�#�10��+!� �/�0ǽ��*0���)ҁ/�*0/Ҋ 3 -�$. ��)�0)# �'/#4��$ /ѵ��*�$!�4*0-�/-$"'4� -$� �
' 1 '.��- �#$"#�� .+$/ �!*''*2$)"���- "0'�-� 3 -�$. �-*0/$) Ѷ�/�& ���'**&��/�2#�/�4*0ҁ- � �/$)"ѵ�

�**�.�(���-0*ޕ�� (ޔ -�#/�2$ �)��.0"�-�-�$. �/-$"'4� -$� .ѵ��*�'$($/�/#*. �$)�4*0-��$ /ѵ��'.*�

.2�+�!**�.�2$/#�.�/0-�/ ��!�/�'$& �( �/.�!*-�/#*. �/#�/��- �#$"#�$)�0).�/0-�/ ��!�/.ҍ+�-/$�0-

'�-'4�(*)*0).�/0-�/ ��!�/.�'$& �/#*. �!*0)��$)�*'$1 �*$'Ѷ�)0/.Ѷ��)���1*���*.ѵ��*'40).�/0-�/ ��

*( "�Ҋт�!�//4���$�.�!*0)��$)�!���#.ޔ�4//- �+�-/$�0'�-'4�"**��!*-�'*2 -$)"�/-$"'4� -$� �' 1 '.ѵ��$(�

/*� ��$2/�#.ޔ�/ ���2  &ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�&+-
!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�%�3"��

Normal
1/&$)6 "/&!"�/"0-,+0"�
1,�/"$2)�/� �/!&,-
3�0 2)�/�"5"/ &0"

If a blood test shows your tri-
glyceride levels are elevated, we 
recommend getting at least 150 

minutes a week of physical activity, 
as well as adopting lifestyle chang-

es that can lower levels of these 
potentially harmful blood fats.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

CYYR1 GLT8D2 RBFOX1

ZNF385D
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Genetic Research

The genes and associated SNPs in this cat-
egory have been shown to have significant 
associations with a person’s triglyceride 
level response to cardiovascular exercise. 
Triglycerides are a type of fat that your body 
uses for energy. You store them in your fat 
cells and they circulate in your bloodstream. 
When you have more triglycerides than you’re 
burning, you end up with elevated levels, 
which are harmful to your body and can cause 
hardening of the arteries and heart disease. 
A simple blood test can tell you your levels, 
which should fall into a healthy range: 
Normal is less than 150 mg/dl.  
Borderline-high is 150 to 199.  
High is 200 to 499.  
Very high is 500 or higher. 
Regular aerobic exercise is one of the most 
e!ective methods for lowering triglycerides, 
since your body breaks down fat to fuel 
activities like walking, biking and swim-
ming. Research shows that, on average, 
exercise training helps reduce triglyceride 
levels between 4 to 38 mg/dL. As that range 
indicates, however, there is a lot of individ-
ual variation in how well any given person’s 
triglyceride levels improve from a standard 
exercise program. It’s become clear that 
genetics play a large role in that regard. 
In fact, in a study of 478 men and women who 
were put on a 20-week endurance training 
program, variations of these four genes 
statistically explained 100% of the genetic 
e!ect of triglycerides’ response to cardio-
vascular exercise. The good news is that, on 
average, triglyceride levels decreased over 
the course of the study. However, those with 
more favorable genetic variations enjoyed 
greater reductions while those with higher 
risk variations actually saw increased levels. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for these genes was present in your DNA. 
Your rating of BELOW AVERAGE, NORMAL 
or ABOVE AVERAGE reflects whether your 
genotype carried more or less favorable 
variations for lowering your triglyceride levels 
through cardiovascular exercise. This knowl-
edge can help you create a more e!ective 
exercise plan to improve your heart health.
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Intrinsic Motivation To 
Exercise
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�MORE 
LIKELY�/*�� �$)/-$).$��''4�(*/$1�/ ��/*�/-�$)ѵ��#�/�( �).�4*0��- �(*- �'$& '4�/*�� -$1 �+' �-

sure from participating in your sport or activity without much need for external reward. That 

( �).�4*0��- �(*- �'$& '4�/*��*).$./ )/'4�./$�&�/*���-*0/$) ��)��.+ )��(*- �/$( � )"�" ��$)�

4*0-���/$1$/4Ѷ�2#$�#�$)�/0-)���)�(�& �$/� �.$ -�/*�- �+�*/# -�- 2�-�.��)��+ -!*-(�)� ��ѵ./ޔ ( 

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
Athletes who are intrinsically oriented tend to face fewer ups and downs in their motivation. 

They also tend to be less stressed when they hit training obstacles and have less anxiety over 

҂'*.$)"҃�*-��$.�++*$)/$)"�*0/�*( .Ѷ�'$& �($..$)"���+*�$0(�+*.$/$*)�*-�!�$'$)"�/*�#$/���. /�"*�'ѵ�

� ) -�''4�.+ �&$)"Ѷ�/# 4� 3 -�$. �'*)" -��)��(*- �*ȅ )Ѷ�� �����(ޔ�0. �/# 4�/$1$/4�$/. '!�- -

warding.

� $)"�$)/-$).$��''4�(*/$1�/ ��/*� 3 -�$. �(�& .�" //$)"�- "0'�-�+#4.$��'���/$1$/4� �.$ -Ѷ��0/�$/�

�* .)ҁ/�( �)�4*0ҁ- �$((0) �/*��*- �*(�*-�!�''$)"�$)/*���-0/ѵ��# . �./-�/ "$ .�2$''�# '+�&  +�

your routine fresh and rewarding. 

�%�))"+$"�6,2/0")#ǽ���3$($5 �4*0-� 3 -�$. � )%*4( )/��4��#��.. (/ޔ��4*0-. '!�2$/#�) 2"($"( ''

"*�'.�*)���- "0'�-���.$.ѵ�
!�4*0�- "0'�-'4�-0)�рп�.Ѷ��$(�!*-���#�'!�*-� 1 )�!0''�(�-�/#*)ѵ�
!�4*0ҁ- �

$)/*��-*..�$/Ѷ��*(+ / �$)���'*��'��*(+ /$/$*)ѵ�� 2��#�'' )" .���)�����!0 '�/*�4*0-�$)/-$).$��

(*/$1�/$*)�/*�&  +�(*1$)"��)��&  +�4*0�!-*(�!�''$)"�$)/*���/-�$)$)"�-0/ѵ

��6�&1�#,/4�/!ǽ��. �4*0-� 3 -�$. �(*/$1�/$*)�!*-�"- �/ -�"**��җ�)��� � 1 )�(*- �(*/$1�/ ��/*�

/-�$)Ѷ� .+ �$�''4��0-$)"�/$( .�2# )�$/ҁ.�#�-� -�/*�" /�"*$)"�'$& ��*'�Ѷ�2 /�2 �/# -�. �.*).Ҙ��4�

.$")$)"�0+�!*-���-0)Ѷ��$& �-$� Ѷ�*-�/-$�/#'*)�/#�/����./ޔ ( ��#�-$/4�*!�4*0-��#*$� ѵ��# - ��- ��'.*�

�++.�/#�/�2$''��*)�/ �(*) 4�/*�4*0-�!�1*-$/ ��#�-$/4�!*-� 1 -4�./ +�4*0�/�& ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"

More Likely
1,�%�3"�&+1/&+0& �*,-
1&3�1&,+�1,�"5"/ &0"ǽ

You will be more inclined to main-
tain an exercise and training 

routine without the need for exter-
nal motivation or rewards. Be sure 

to build time into your schedule 
\W�Å\�\PM�\ZIQVQVO�aW]�_IV\�\W�LW�

Related           
Gene / SNPs

BDNF
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Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNP includ-
ed in this category has been shown to 
have significant associations with a per-
son’s intrinsic motivation to train. 
Athletes participate and compete in their 
sports for a variety of reasons and each of us 
has our own personal motivations. Athletes 
who are intrinsically motivated are inclined 
to participate in a sport for internal reasons. 
They run marathons because they love to run. 
They push themselves because they are driven 
to see how good they can be. They enjoy the 
process of training with the outcome being 
secondary. Those who are not intrinsically 
motivated tend to be extrinsically motivated, 
or participate for external reasons, such as 
winning competitions, impressing peers, or 
in some cases material rewards like trophies, 
medals, and even cash and scholarships. 
Intrinsic motivation may be embedded in your 
genes. In one study, researchers collected 
DNA samples from a group of healthy adult 
men and women then observed the group 
while they performed a 30-minute treadmill 
workout. A!er the half hour session was 
up, the exercisers were told that they had 
completed the session and they could either 
begin a cool down or could keep going if they 
wanted. Those with at least one copy of the 
met allele for the val66met polymorphism 
were more than 2 ½ times likely to keep going 
than their peers with a val/val genotype. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of either MORE LIKELY or LESS LIKELY 
reflects whether your genotypes included 
those that carried a risk for being low in 
intrinsic motivation or for being likely to be 
high in intrinsic motivation. Knowing that 
you’re genetically more or less inclined to be 
intrinsically motivated can help you establish 
strategies that may help ensure your success.
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Impulse Control & Taste 
Preference
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�4�"$1 �4*0�

a SLIGHTLY BELOW AVERAGE�' 1 '�*!�$(+0'. ��*)/-*'��)��$)�- �. ��-$.&�!*-��*).0($)"�

#$"#���'*-$ �!**�.��.�4*0��" ѵ��#�/�( �).�/#�/�4*0��- ��/���#$"# -�-$.&�!*-�� �*($)"�(*- �

impulsive and for overeating high calorie foods as you get older. The good news is that by 

� $)"��2�- �*!�/#$.�/ )� )�4�$)�4*0-����Ѷ�4*0���)� (+'*4�.*( �.��ޔ$/( $�''4�+-*1 )�/ �#-

niques that will help you remain mindful of what and when and how much you’re eating.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
� $)"��/��)�$)�- �. ��-$.&�!*-�$(+0'. � �/$)"�( �).�4*0�.#*0'��/�& ���! 2����$/$*)�'�./ +.�/*�

binge and mindless munch-proof your food environment.

��1��"#,/"�$,&+$�,21ѵ��*�$�'�.$/0�/$*).��)��$(+0'. � �/$)"�"*�#�)��$)�#�)��'$& ��#$+.��)��.�'.�ѵ�

� /�4*0-. '!�0+�!*-�.0�� ..��4�#�1$)"���'$"#/Ѷ���ޔ�/0 --$�#���(.�"($''ޔ��(�&�'$& ��)��++' ��)��

)�/0-�'�+ �)0/��0// -�� !*- �4*0�' �1 �/# �#*0. ѵ�
/ҁ''�� �!�-� �.$ -�/*�- .$./�+$�&$)"��/��''�/# �

��.�**!�- "(ޔ/�/# �+�-/4�*-� 1 )/ѵ��'.*Ѷ�+*.$/$*)�4*0-. '!��2�4�!-*(�/# �!**��/��' Ѷ�.*�4*0�2*)ҁ/�

mindlessly nibble while you socialize. 

�""-�'2+(�#,,!�,21�,#�0&$%1ѵ��/*- �/- �/.Ѷ�.2  /.Ѷ��)��#$"#���'*-$ �.)��&.�$)�/# �' �./��*)1 -

)$ )/�.+�� �$)�4*0-�&$/�# )��0+�*�-�.ѵ�
/ҁ.�#�-� -�/*�$(+0'.$1 '4� �/�2# )�!**��$.�*0/�*!�.$"#/ѵ�
!�

4*0�&)*2�/# - ҁ.���� -/�$)�!**�Ѷ�'$& ��#*�*'�/ ��#$+��**&$ .Ѷ�/#�/�4*0���))*/�- .$./Ѷ��*)ҁ/�&  +�

them in the house. Enjoy them as an occasional treat when you go out, instead. Ditto for candy 

%�-.ѵ�
)�*) �./0�4�+ *+' �2#*�& +/���)�4�$)�.$"#/�җ�)���-(ҁ.�- ��#Ҙ�2 $"# ����*0/�рф�+*0)�.�

more than those who didn’t. 

	, 20�,+�6,2/�#,,!ѵ��0-)�*Ȃ�/# �/ ' 1$.$*)�*-��*(+0/ -��)��!*�0.�*)�4*0-�!**��/*�� ��2�- �*!�

2#�/��)��#*2�(0�#�4*0ҁ- � �/$)"ѵ�� *+' �2#*� �/�2#$' �2�/�#$)"�����*).0( �сч�+ -� )/�(*- �

!**�Ѷ����*-�$)"�/*���./0�4�*0/�*!�/# ��*-) ''��)$1 -.$/4��**���)���-�)����ѵ��4�+�4$)"��// )/$*)�

to what you’re eating, you’ll enjoy it more, too. 

�/� 1& "�-,/1&,+� ,+1/,)ǽ�
!�4*0�2�)/���.)��&�*-�.2  /Ѷ��$.#�*0/���+*-/$*)��)��+0/�/# �- ./��2�4ѵ�
��/$)"�./-�$"#/�!-*(�/# ��*3Ѷ���"Ѷ�*-��*)/�$) -�(�& .�$/��#�'' )"$)"�/*�)*/�*1 -Ҋ$)�0'" Ѷ� 1 )�

for people with high impulse control. Research shows people eating out of large containers eat 

(*- �/#�)�фп�+ -� )/�(*- �/#�)�/#*. � �/$)"�/# �.�( �.)��&.�$)�- �.*)��'4�.$5 ���*)/�$) -.ѵ

�/� 1& "�,1%"/�%"�)1%6��"%�3&,/0ǽ��*0��- �(*- �.0.� +/$�' �/*�$(+0'. ��)��*1 - �/$)"�2# )�

4*0��- �/$- ���)��./- .. �ѵ��$(�!*-�ц�/*�ч�#*0-.�*!�.'  +�+ -�)$"#/ѵ�� /��/�' �./�рфп�($)0/ .�*!�

+#4.$��'���/$1$/4� ��#�2  &ѵ��-��/$� �# �'/#4�./- ..�- �0�/$*)�#��$/.�'$& �4*"�Ѷ�( �$/�/$*)Ѷ��)��

engaging in hobbies. 

�1& (�1,�0 %"!2)"!�*"�)�1&*"0ǽ��&$++$)"�( �'.�' �1 .�4*0�10') -��' �/*�$(+0'.$1 � �/$)"��.�

4*0�"-*2�$)�- �.$)"'4�#0)"-4��)���'.*�(*- �'$& '4�/*�- ��#�!*-�#$"#���'*-$ �!**�.�/*��*'./ -�4*0-�

Your genetic pro-
Ɯ)"�&+!& �1"0�1%�1�

6,2�4&))�)&(")6�%�3"��
Slightly 

Below Average
)"3")�,#�&*-2)0"� ,+1/,)�
�+!�&+ /"�0"!�/&0(�,#�
 ,+02*&+$�"5 "00�%&$%�
 �),/&"�#,,!0��0�6,2��$"ǽ

AW]¼TT�JM�TM[[�TQSMTa�\W�[]KK]UJ�
to the lure of high fat sweets 
and snacks and to eat impul-

sively by following some simple 
mindful eating strategies.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

FTO
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Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNPs included in this 
category have been shown to have significant 
associations with a person’s impulsivity and 
taste preference for fatty foods as they age. 
Impulse control, especially in the pres-
ence of an abundance of calorie-dense, 
fatty foods is essential for maintaining a 
healthy, portion-controlled diet. So called 
“mindless” eating or eating just because its 
there, is a common problem in our society 
where food is present everywhere you turn. 
Even small things, such as the size of the 
food container and being around others 
can lure you into impulse eating. Fatty rich 
foods are also easy to overeat once you 
start eating them because they stimulate 
powerful pleasure centers in your brain. 
While some people are aware of their impul-
sivity, many people eat and overeat impul-
sively without being aware of it, especially in 
social situations, when eating out and when 
food is readily available, like during meetings 
or other functions where cookies and pastries 
are out for the taking. Though we tend to think 
of resisting impulsive eating as an act of “will-
power,” it takes a good deal of mindfulness to 
avoid slipping into impulse eating behavior 
and there also appears to be a genetic com-
ponent underlying some of this behavior. 
Results from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study 
of Aging (BLSA) indicate that people who carry 
a risk allele of the FTO gene are not only at a 
67% higher risk for becoming obese, but also 
for having reduced activity in the region of the 
brain that dictates impulse control and taste 
preference, leaving them more susceptible to 
consume—and overeat—high calorie, fatty 
foods, which of course is likely an underly-
ing factor behind their being overweight. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
was present in your DNA. Your rating of 

NORMAL, SLIGHTLY BELOW AVERAGE� 
or BELOW AVERAGE indicates your level 
of impulse control and your relative risk for 
consuming high calorie foods as you age.

�ޕ""$)"� ) -"1 '�4 '.ѵ�� "0'�-'4�/$( ��( �'.��)��.)��&.���)�# '+�$(+-*1 �4*0-�.�/$ /4�.*�4*0�

aren’t at the mercy of your impulses. 

�""-�%"�)1%6�#,,!0�,+�%�+!ǽ�
!�4*0�./-0""' �2$/#�$(+0'.$1 � �/$)"Ѷ�&  +�+' )/4�*!����4���--*/.Ѷ�

+ ++ -�./-$+.Ѷ��++' .Ѷ��' ( )/$) .Ѷ��)��*/# -�# �'/#4�.)��&.�$)�.$"#/��)�� �.$'4���� ..$�' �2# )�

the urge to nibble is hard to overcome. 

��20"��+!��0(�4%6Ȅ�� /�$)/*�/# �#��$/�*!�+�0.$)"��)���.&$)"�2#4�4*0ҁ- �- ��#$)"�!*-�.*( /#$)"�

/*� �/�*-��-$)&�*0/.$� �*!�- "0'�-�( �'/$( .ѵ��- �4*0�#0)"-4Ѽ�
!�.*Ѷ��#**. ���)0/-$/$*0.�!**��

/#�/�2$''�.�/$.!4�4*0ѵ��- �4*0��*- �Ѽ��/- .. �Ѽ��/0�&�*)���+-*�' (��/�2*-&Ѽ�
.�$/�%0./�� ��0. �$/ҁ.�

/# - Ѷ�'$& �' ȅ*1 -�(����)���#  . �!-*(�4*0-�&$�.ҁ�'0)�#Ѽ���0. �*) �(*( )/�/*�$� )/$!4�2#4�

4*0ҁ- ��#**.$)"�/*� �/�2#�/�4*0ҁ- �- ��#$)"�!*-ѵ�
/�2$''�(�& �4*0�($)�!0'��)�������(ޔ�*/� ')*/#-

er non-food outlet or diversion to satisfy the underlying motivation.
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Power / Endurance Potential
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�'$& '4�/*�

have HIGHER POWER�- .+*). �/*�./- )"/#��)��+*2 -�/-�$)$)"ѵѵ��*0��- �'$& '4�/*� )%*4�.$")$!-
$��)/�+*2 -�"�$).�$)�- .+*). �/*�./- )"/#�/-�$)$)"ѵ��*0-�" ) .�(�4�# '+�4*0� 3�  ��$)�.+*-/.�

2# - �+*2 -�+'�4.���+$1*/�'�-*' Ѷ�.0�#��.�.+-$)/$)"Ѹ���''�.+*-/.�.0�#��.���. ��''Ѷ�!**/��''Ѷ�/ ))$.Ѷ�

�)��"*'!Ѹ�/-��&�-��$)"Ѷ��*(+ /$/$1 �'$ȅ$)"Ѷ��)���-*..�$/�/4+ .�*!���/$1$/$ .ѵ��*0���)���+$/�'-

$5 �*)�4*0-�" )*/4+ ��4�+-$*-$/$5$)"�./- )"/#��)��+*2 -�2*-&*0/.�$)�4*0-� 3 -�$. �- "$( )ѵ

Power related sports involve faster, more forceful bursts of activity for a shorter time. Typical 

+*2 -�.+*-/.��- �($3 ��(�-/$�'��-/.Ѷ�#*�& 4Ѷ�!**/��''Ѷ���. ��''Ѷ��)���-*..�$/ѵ�

�# /# -�4*0�/ )��/*�� �+*2 -�*-� )�0-�)� �*-$ )/ ��'�-" '4�� + )�.�*)�4*0-�(0.��ޔ� ' -��*(-

+*.$/$*)ѵ�� ) -�''4�.+ �&$)"Ѷ�(0.��ޔ� ' -.���)�� ��-*& )�$)/*�/2*�/4+ .ѷ�/4+ �
�җ.'*2�/2$/�#Ҙ�

�)��/4+ �

�җ!�./�/2$/�#Ҙѵ��4+ �
�0. �*34" )�!*-�!0 'Ѷ4'2*'.� -ޔ�Ѷ�+-*1$� ��*)/$)0*0.� ) -"4Ѷ��)��

#�1 �#$"#� )�0-�)� ѵ��4+ �

�- '4�*)��)� -*�$��( /��*'$.(�!*-�!0 'Ѷޔ�- �-�+$�'4Ѷ��)���- �,0$�& -�

/*�!�/$"0 ѵ���./�/2$/��ޔ�# -.���)�!0-/# -�� ��-*& )��*2)�$)/*�/4+ �

�Ѷ�2#$�#��- �$)/ -( �$�/ �*-�

#4�-$��!�./�/2$/��ޔ�# -.�$)�/#�/�/# 4�0. ��*/#�� -*�$���)���)� -*�$��( /��*'$.(��'(*./� ,0�''4�

�)��/4+ �

�Ѷ�2#$�#��- �+0- '4��)� -*�$���)��+-*�0� �/# �#$"# ./�-�/ �*!��*)/-��/$*)�!*-�,0$�&Ѷ�

+*2 -!0'��0-./.�*!���/$1$/4ѵ��# 4��'.*�!�/$"0 �1 -4�,0$�&'4ѵ

$/ -�/0- �.#*2.�/#�/�# �'/#4Ѷ�. � )/�-4�+ *+' �/ )��/*�#�1 ���фпҝфп�.+'$/�*!�/4+ �
��)��/4+ �
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�ޔ� -.ѵ�$& 2$. Ѷ� '$/ �

(�-�/#*) -.�(�4�#�1 �чп�+ -� )/�/4+ �
�ޔ� -.ѵ��*0-�����'�-" '4�� / -($) .�4*0-�+ -.*)�'�

�*(�$)�/$*)ѵ��#$' �4*0���)�/-�$)��)��(�& ����+/�/$*).�/*�(0.��ޔ� ' -�.$5 ��)��.#�+ ��)�Ѷ�/*�

��.(�''� 3/ )/�/4+ Ѷ�- . �-�#�.#*2.�" ) /$��+- �$.+*.$/$*)����*0)/.�!*-�"- �/ -�/#�)�хп�+ -� )/�

2$/#�*)'4���*0/���/#$-����( 0ޕ($�"($  ���4�/-�$)$)"��)��)0/-$/$*)ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES
�*0-�" ) /$��$)�'$)�/$*)�/*�� �+*.$/$1 '4�- .+*).$1 �/*�+*2 -�/-�$)$)"�"$1 .�4*0��)���1�)/�" �!*-�

using training to get strong and fast for power-oriented sports and activities. That also means, 

*!��*0-. Ѷ�/#�/�4*0ҁ- �' ..�'$& '4�/*� 3� '�$)� )�0-�)� Ҋ��. ��.+*-/.�'$& ��$./�)� �-0))$)"Ѷ�'*)"�

�$./�)� ��4�'$)"Ѷ��)��цпѵт�*-�
-*)(�)�' 1 '�/-$�/#'*)ѵ��#$�#�$.)ҁ/�/*�.�4�4*0�2*)ҁ/�� �.0�� ..!0'�

$)�/#*. � )� �1*-.Ѷ��0/�(�4�� �' ..�'$& '4�/#�)�*/# -� )�0-�)� Ҋ*-$ )/ ��" )*/4+ .�/*��*(-

pete at an elite level. 

�,�0,*"�%"�36�)&ƞ&+$ǽ Research indicates that athletes with your genotype see optimal gains 

in response to high intensity, low repetition type strength training. Try performing multiple sets 

*!�'*2�2 $"#/�.0�#��.�ф�. /.�*!�т�/*�у�- +.�*!��'*. �/*�4*0-�(�3�2 $"#/�2$/#�" ) -*0.��(*0)/.�*!�

- �*1 -4�җ��*0/�у�($)0/ .Ҙ�� /2  )�. /.ѵ��# )�4*0ҁ- ��*(!*-/��' �2$/#�/#�/Ѷ�.#�& �$/�0+��)��

'$ȅ��'*. -�/*�4*0-�(�3��4�+ -!*-($)"�рп�. /.�*!�с�- + /$/$*).ѵ��#$.�/4+ �*!�'$ȅ$)"�./$(0'�/ .�4*0-�

) 0-�'��-$1 Ѷ�$(+-*1 .�4*0-�$)/-�(0.�0'�-��**-�$)�/$*)�җ.*�/# ޔ�� -.�$)��)4�"$1 )�(0.�' �2*-&�

� // -�$)��*)� -/�/*�" ) -�/ �!*-� ҘѶ�./$(0'�/ .�"-*2/#�#*-(*) �+-*�0�/$*)Ѷ��)��" ) -�/ .�

�ޔ*4)-$''�-�#4+ -/-*+#4Ѷ�2#$�#�( �).�4*0-�(0.��ޔ� ' -.�� �*( �� ). -��)��./-*)" -ҍ�''�*!�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�)&(")6�1,�%�3"
Higher Power

/"0-,+0"�1,�01/"+$1%�
training than oth-
"/�$"+,16-"0

That means you are more likely to 
improve your power in response 
to strength training and excel in 

sports that are power based.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

ACTN3 AGT IL-6

NOS3 ACE FTO

IGF1 GNB3 IL6-174
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Genetic Research

The genes and associated SNPs included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s 
endurance and/or power potential, or how 
likely you are to have a positive response to 
aerobic endurance and/or power training, 
which in turn may help determine the activ-
ities at which you will be most successful. 
A meta-analysis of 35 articles published 
between 2008 and 2016 that analyzed the 
DNA of 19,852 people identified nine genetic 
variations that have significant associations 
with being a power athlete. Other research has 
found that a specific allele of the ACE gene is 
heavily represented in endurance athletes like 
elite long distance cyclists and is beneficial for 
endurance, rather than power-related sports. 
Knowledge of your genetic makeup can help 
you hone your training for the optimum 
outcome. In a study published in Biology 
of Sport, researchers tested the power 
and endurance levels of 28 athletes from 
di!erent sports and 39 soccer players. All 
the athletes underwent genetic testing and 
then were assigned to a training protocol 
that either matched their DNA analysis or did 
not match their DNA analysis. A"er 8 weeks, 
they retested the athletes’ aerobic fitness 
and explosive power. Those who were in 
the DNAmatched training group performed 
significantly better than those who were not.
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for these genes was present in your DNA. 
Your rating of HIGHER ENDURANCE, EQUAL 
ENDURANCE/POWER, or HIGHER POWER, 
reflects whether your genotypes included 
those that carried the likelihood of being more 
responsive to endurance training; equally 
responsive to endurance and power training, 
or more responsive to power training.

which plays to the strengths of your genotype and will help you excel in power-based athletic 

endeavors. 

�"�"5-),0&3"ǽ��# �� &-*�2.$�- 2*+�!*�(*$/$(ޔ��1$$� ���4�/$( ѵ��# �(*- �2*-&�4*0���)��*�$)���

.#*-/��(*0)/�*!�/$( Ѷ�/# �(*- �+*2 -!0'�4*0��- ѵ��*0���)�/#$)&�*!�$/��.�/�&$)"�4*0-�./- )"/#�

�)���++'4$)"�.+  �Ѷ�.0�#��.�2#�/�4*0��*�2# )�4*0�.+-$)/Ѷ�.2$)"�����/�/*�&)*�&�����''�*0/�*!�/# �

+�-&Ѷ��)���' �)��)��% -&���# �14���-ѵ��*�(�3$($5 �4*0-�" ) /$��/ )� )�4�/*��0$'��+*2 -Ѷ�$)�'0� �

 3+'*.$1 �/4+ .�*!�/-�$)$)"�'$& ��'4(+$��./4' �'$ȅ.��)���-*..�$/�$)/*�4*0-�/-�$)$)"ѵ��3+'*.$1 �2*-&-

*0/.�/-�$)�4*0-�!�./Ҋ/2$/�#�(0.���4''0!- 2*+� -ޔ�*/�. ')��,0$�&'4ѵ

�����&1ǽ It may be tempting to forgo cardiovascular exercise completely, and if you’re training 

!*-�+*2 -Ҋ��. ��.+*-/.Ѷ�4*0��*)ҁ/�)  ��(0�#ѵ�җ��1$*0.'4�$!�4*0ҁ- �'**&$)"�/*��*���(0��-0)�*-�

�+�-/�)��#�'' )" �/4+ �*!� 1 )/Ѷ�4*0ҁ''�)  ��/*�$)�- �. �4*0-���-�$*�/-�$)$)"�/*��0$'�� )�0-�)� �

/*��*(+' / �/# ��$./�)� �*!�/# � 1 )/Ҙѵ��4�+-��/$�$)"�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4�$)/ -1�'�/-�$)$)"�җ	

�ҘѶ�4*0�

��)�/�& ���1�)/�" �*!�4*0-�" )*/4+ ��)��" /�/# �� ./�*!��*/#�2*-'�.ѵ�
)/ ). �$)/ -1�'.�/�+�$)/*�

�)���*)�$/$*)�4*0-�/4+ �

Ѷ�/0-��ޔ�* -.Ѷ�2#$�#�4*0�#�1 �$)���0)��)� ѵ�� ��0. �4*0-�# �-/�-�/ �

./�4.� ' 1�/ ��4*0�" /���-�$*1�.�0'��ѵ./ޔ ( ��.. (/ޔ�-

In one head-to-head comparison, Canadian researchers found that cyclists who performed 

тпҊ($)0/ �.+-$)/�. ..$*).�/#-  ���4.���2  &�/#�/�$)�'0� ��.$3�тпҊ. �*)��(�3� Ȃ*-/.�2$/#�у�($)-

0/ .�- ./�- �+ ��) �-'4�$� )/$���"�.. (/ޔ�'$).�/*���"-*0+�2#*�+ ��' ��(*� -�/ '4�шп�($)0/ .�/*�

/2*�#*0-.�/#-  ���4.���2  &ѵ�
)���.$($'�-�./0�4Ѷ�/# �.�( �- . �-�#�/ �(�!*0)��/#�/�#$"#Ҋ$)/ ).$-

/4�.+-$)/�/-�$)$)"��'.*��*0�' ��/$( �/*� 3#�0./$*)��0-$)"���/#- .#*'��/ ./ѵ��$)� �4*0-�" )*/4+ �

$.�*) �/#�/�$.�(*- �- .+*).$1 �/*�+*2 -Ҋ��. �� 3 -�$. Ѷ�	

��$.��)� Ȃ$�$ )/�2�4�/*�$(+-*1 �4*0-�

��-�$*1�.�0'��ѵ.. (/ޔ�-

��"**�� 3�(+' �*!�	

��$.�/���/�.ѵ��# 4ҁ- �.0+ -�.#*-/Ѷ��0/�1 -4�� (�)�$)"ѵ��*0���)��*�/# (�

2#$' �-0))$)"Ѷ��4�'$)"Ѷ�*-�*)� 3 -�$. � ,0$+( )/�'$& ��)� ''$+/$��'ѵ��*��*�/# (Ѷ�2�-(�0+�!*-�ф�

/*�рп�($)0/ .ѵ��# )�"*��.�#�-���.�+*..$�' �җ4*0ҁ- �"*$)"�!*-�(�3$(0(�+*2 -�*0/+0/Ҙ�!*-�сп�

. �*)�.ѵ�� �*1 -��/��)� �.4�+�� �!*-�рп�. �*)�.ѵ�� + �/�х�/*�ч�/$( .ѵ�� ./�у�/*�ф�($)0/ .ѵ�
!�4*0�

�- ����0./*( ��/*�$)/ -1�'�/-�$)$)"�- + �/�!*-��)*/# -�. /�*-�/2*ѵ�
!�4*0ҁ- �) 2�/*�$)/ -1�'.Ѷ�./$�&�

/*�*) �. /ѵ��**'��*2)�!*-�ф�/*�рп�($)0/ .ѵ�

�"01��+!�/" ,3"/ǽ Because your genotype rewards high intensity training it can be tempting to 

hit it hard every time you hit the gym or perform your activity of choice. Resist the urge. Remem-

� -�/#�/�4*0-��*�4�- +�$-.��)��(�& .�$/.�( /��*'$�����+/�/$*).�2# )�4*0�- ./��)��- �*1 -ѵ�

��& ����*0+' �*!���4.�*Ȃ�!-*(�#�-��/-�$)$)"� ��#�2  &ѵ��0++*-/�4*0-�/-�$)$)"��)��- �*1 -4�2$/#�

a healthful diet, good lifestyle habits, and quality sleep. Consider incorporating yoga into your 

routine for cross training and recovery. It will help you maintain muscle and joint mobility, which 

improves performance and helps prevent injury.
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VO2 Max
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.���LOWޔ�/) ..�- .+*). �/*�(*� -�/ �/*�

high-intensity exercise. That means your genotype is among those that may respond sub-opti-

mally to longer, harder bouts of exercise, so you may not see as great of an increase in oxygen 

capacity as someone with a more favorable genotype. That does not mean you should throw 

$)�/# �/*2 'ѵ��*0�(�4�./$''�� ���' �/*�(�& �"�$).�/#-*0"#�'*2 -Ҋ$)/ ).$/4��)��./- )"/#�/-�$)$)"ѵ

�*0-�(0.�' .�)  ��*34" )�/ ���'**��/*�" ) -�/ �!0 'ѵ��# �(*- �2*-&�4*0��.&�/# (�/*��*Ѷ�/# �

more fuel—and oxygen-rich blood—they need. As you start to exercise, your heart rate and 

4*0-��- �/#$)"�$)�- �. .��)��&  +.�$)�- �.$)"��.�/# �$)/ ).$/4�-$. .Ѷ�.*�4*0���)�. )��(*- ��)��

(*- �*34" )�/ ���'**��/*�4*0-�2*-&$)"�(0.�' .ѵ��  +�+0.#$)"��)��4*0ҁ''�- ��#���+*$)/�2# - �

4*0-��*�4���)ҁ/�0. ��)4�(*- ҍ4*0-�.4./ (�$.�/�++ ��*0/ѵ��*0-�# �-/�$.�+0(+$)"��''�$/���)��)��

4*0-�(0.�' .��- �0.$)"��''�/# 4���)ѵ��#�/�$.�4*0-���с���3Ѷ�/# �.��ޔ$/( $�)�( �!*-�/# �( �.0- �*!�

your oxygen capacity— how much oxygen-rich blood your heart can pump and how much your 

(0.�' .���)�0. �+ -�($)0/ Ѷ�2#$�#�$.� 3+- .. ��$)�('ҝ&"ҝ($)ѵ�
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�*0)/-4�.&$Ҋ-��$)"�!-$ )��#�.�*) �*!�фф�('ҝ&"ҝ($)ѵ

�*( �+ *+' ��++ �-�(*- �$)�'$) ��/*�- .+*)��/*�#$"# -�$)/ ).$/4� Ȃ*-/.�2#$' �*/# -.�- .+*)��

/*�'*2 -�$)/ ).$/4� Ȃ*-/.ѵ�
)�*) �./0�4Ѷ�- . �-�# -.�!-*(��0  )ҁ.��)$1 -.$/4�$)��$)"./*)Ѷ��)/�--

$*Ѷ��)��/# ��)$1 -.$/4�*!��//�2��( �.0- ����с���3�$)���"-*0+�*!�҂)*)Ҋ- .+*)� -.ѵ҃ ��# 4�/# )�

split the group in half and had one group perform classic endurance style moderate-intensity 

/-�$)$)"�!*-�/#-  �2  &.Ѷ�2#$' �/# �*/# -�#�'!�+ -!*-( ������/��./4' Ѷ�1 -4�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4�$)/ -1�'�

/-�$)$)"�җ	

�Ҙ�./4' �2*-&*0/.�*1 -�/# �.�( �+ -$*�ѵ��ȅ -�/#-  �2  &.Ѷ�/# 4�( �.0- ��/# $-���с�

��3�' 1 '.Ѷ�2�$/ ��. 1 -�'�(*)/#.Ѷ��)��/# )��-*0"#/�/# �1*'0)/  -.����&�/*��*��)*/# -�/#-  �

2  &�/-�$)$)"��'*�&Ѷ�/#$.�/$( ��*$)"�/# �*++*.$/ �./4' �/-�$)$)"��.�� !*- ѵ�
)�/# � )�Ѷ���*0/���

/#$-��*!�/# �"-*0+�#���'$//' �- .+*). �/*� )�0-�)� �./4' �/-�$)$)"Ѹ���/#$-��#���'$//' �- .+*). �/*�

HIIT training, but no one failed to respond at all and generally if they didn’t respond to one type 

of training, they had a good response to the other style of training. 

In a similar study, researchers had sedentary men and women begin a cardiovascular training 

-*0/$) �/#�/�$)�'0� ��0+�/*�фп�($)0/ .�*!���-�$*�(��#$) .Ѷ�'$& �.+$)��$& .��)��/- ��($''.Ѷ�т�/*�у�

��4.���2  &�!*-�ф�/*�х�(*)/#.ѵ��#*. �2$/#��)�҂0)!�1*-����*/� .(*+. -�.. (/ޔ�҃ '�-�$*�" )*/4+ �

 3+ -$ )� ��.(�'' -�"�$).�$)�/# $-���-�$*1�.�0'��-/� #/�)*-!�.. (/ޔ�-$)$)"ѵ�	*2 1 -Ѷ�/# 4��'.*�

2 - �' ..���' �/*�+ -!*-(�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4� Ȃ*-/.Ѷ�.0"" ./$)"�/#�/�/# $-�*+/$(�� .(*+. -�.. (/ޔ�'

may be better achieved at a lower intensity of exercise. 

�*0ҁ''�" ) -�''4�#$/�4*0-���с���3�0++ -�'$($/�2$/#$)���4 �-�*!��*).$./ )/�/-�$)$)"ѵ�
/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�

/*�)*/ �/#�/� 1 )��(*)"� '$/ ��/#' / .Ѷ�/# - �$.���2$� �1�-$�/$*)�$)���с���3�1�'0 .��)��/#�/�%0./�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2/�
Ɯ1+"00�/"0-,+0"�1,�
moderate-to-high-in-

1"+0&16� �/!&,�&0
Low

To increase VO2 Max, you may 
need to focus your training on 

lower, endurance-building inten-
sities, as well as resistance train-

ing to improve your muscular 
strength, economy, and endurance, 

which can improve your perfor-
mance, regardless of VO2 Max.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

AMPD1 APOE
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Genetic Research

The genes and associated SNPs includ-
ed in this category have been shown to 
have significant associations with a per-
son’s cardiovascular fitness response to 
moderate-to-high intensity exercise. 
VO2 Max is generally considered the best 
indicator of aerobic fitness and endurance 
potential. Factors that impact it are how 
strong and e!icient your heart is, how well 
developed your capillary system is to deliver 
blood into your muscles, and the size and 
number of the energy-producing furnaces 
known as mitochondria in your muscle cells. 
All of these factors—and in turn your VO2 
Max—improve with moderate to high intensity 
training. People who are active will have a 
higher VO2 Max than their sedentary peers. 
It is also influenced by your size, gender and, 
because it naturally diminishes overtime, age. 
How much you can improve your VO2 Max 
depends upon myriad factors, including 
your current fitness level and the intensity of 
your training. Research finds that sedentary 
people who start training at about 75 percent 
of their max for at least 30 minutes 3 times a 
week can increase their VO2 Max an average 
of 15 to 20 percent over six months, but the 
range of response is large. Some people 
make enormous gains, while others make 
very few. The reason, we now know, is in your 
genes. We’ve also learned that, contrary to 
what was thought previously, there are very 
few actual exercise “nonresponders.” It’s 
more a matter of to what type of cardiovas-
cular intensity your body best responds. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for these genes was present in your DNA. 
Your rating of NORMAL, BELOW AVERAGE 
or LOW reflects whether your genotypes 
included those that carried a risk of re-
duced cardiovascular fitness response from 
moderate-to-higher intensity exercise.

� ��0. �4*0ҁ1 �#$/�4*0-���с���3�� $'$)"��* .)ҁ/�( �)�/#�/�4*0���)ҁ/��*)/$)0 �/*�$(+-*1 �4*0-�

athletic performance. Raising your lactate threshold—being able to perform at a higher per-

� )/�" �*!�4*0-���с���3�� !*- �!�/$"0$)"ҍ�)��$(+-*1$)"�4*0-� Ȃ$�$ )�4��)�� �*)*(4�җ2#$�#�

�''*2.�4*0�/*�.�1 � ) -"4�2#$' ��-�)&$)"�*0/���#$"#�+�� Ҙ���)�# '+�4*0�(�& �( �.0-��' �"�$).�

- "�-�' ..�*!���.*'0/ ���с���3ѵ�

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

� + )�$)"�0+*)�4*0-��/#' /$��"*�'.Ѷ��0$'�$)"�4*0-���с���3�(�4�*-�(�4�)*/�� ���/*+�+-$*-$/4ѵ�

�#*0"#�.*( *) �2$/#�4*0-�" )*/4+ �(�4�) 1 -�- ��#� '$/ �' 1 '.�$)���/$1$/$ .�'$& �ф��-0).�

2# - �� $)"���' �/*�0. �/# �(�3$(�'��(*0)/�*!�*34" )�$.�& 4�!*-�.0�� ..Ѷ�4*0�(�4�./$''�+ -!*-(�

2 ''�$)�'*)" -��0-�/$*)���/$1$/$ .Ѷ�2# - �4*0ҁ- �2*-&$)"��/�.0�Ҋ(�3$(�'�' 1 '.��)��.+*-/.�/#�/�

- ,0$- �*/# -�.&$''.��)��/-�$/.�� 4*)��#�1$)"���#$"#�� -*�$��$/( /*+�.. (/ޔ�'ѵ

Though your genotype is not highly responsive to high-intensity exercise, you may be able to 

�0$'��4*0-���с���3�/#-*0"#�(*- �!- ,0 )/�. ..$*).�*!�(*� -�/ Ҋ$)/ ).$/4�/-�$)$)"ѵ��$(�/*�+ --

!*-(�/# . � )�0-�)� Ҋ�0$'�$)"� Ȃ*-/.��/�' �./�ф���4.���2  &�$!���-�$*1�.�0'�-�"�$).��- ���+-$*-$-

/4�!*-�4*0ѵ��*0�(�4�� �2 ''�.0$/ ��!*-�'*)" -� )�0-�)� � 1 )/.�/#�/��*)ҁ/�- ,0$- ���#$"#���с���3ѵ�

Also consider including resistance training to improve your muscular strength and economy, 

2#$�#���)�"$1 �4*0���'�-" �+ -!*-(�)� ��**./�- "�-�' ..�*!�4*0-���с���3ѵ�� . �-�#�#�.�!*0)��

/#�/� )�0-�)� ��/#' / .�'$& �-0)) -.Ѷ��4�'$./.Ѷ��)��/-$�/#' / .�2#*�.2�+�.*( ���-�$*1�.�0'�-�

/-�$)$)"�/$( �!*-�- .$./�)� �/-�$)$)"�'$& ��-*..�$/��)��+'4*( /-$�.�$(+-*1 �/# $-�+ -!*-(�)� �$)�

time trials and other cycling, running, and multisport events, despite having slightly lower total 

training hours.
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Exercise Heart Rate 
Response
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0���

'$& '4�SLIGHTLY ABOVE AVERAGE heart rate response to exercise. That means you are 

'$& '4�/*� 3+ -$ )� ���.(�''�/*�(*� -�/ �� �- �. �$)�4*0-� 3 -�$. �# �-/�-�/ �2$/#�/-�$)-

$)"ѵ��#�/��* .�)*/�'$($/�4*0-���$'$/4�/*�(�& �( �.0-���"�.. (/ޔ� '$).�*-�( �)�/#�/�4*0�

will experience sub-par performance with training. Even small heart rate improvements 

are meaningful and heart rate is only one factor in exercise performance and success.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

�/#' / .�*ȅ )�+-$5 ���'*2�- ./$)"Ѷ��)��.0�. ,0 )/�'*2 -� 3 -�$.$)"Ѷ�# �-/�-�/ ��.���.$")�*!�.0+ -
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larger picture when it comes to performance. These strategies can help maximize your training 

with regards to your genetic inclination for a more moderate heart rate training response. 

�+,4�6,2/�+2*�"/0ѵ�	 �'/#4���0'/.�#�1 ��)��1 -�" �- ./$)"�# �-/�-�/ �җ�	�Ҙ�*!�хп�/*�чп��+(Ѹ�

�	��(�4�� �рпп��+(�$)�. � )/�-4���0'/.��)��'*2 -�/#�)�хп��+(�!*-���/$1 ���0'/.ѵ�� ��0. �

2*( )��- �.(�'' -Ѷ�/# $-��1 -�" �# �-/�-�/ �$.�0+�/*�рп��+(�#$"# -ѵ

0��-0*�4"($($)- / ��.$�+ /.�/.-ޔ� #�-- )/�- ./$)"�# �-/�-�/ Ѷ�� ��0. �$!�4*0��*)ҁ/�&)*2�2# - �

you’re starting, you can’t measure your progress. If you’ve been training for more than a few 

2  &.Ѷ�4*0�(�4�#�1 ��'- ��4���#$ 1 ����'*2 -�- ./$)"��)�� 3 -�$.$)"�# �-/�-�/ ��)��2$''�)*/�.  �

further declines. Keep in mind that research shows that if you naturally have a lower heart rate, 

you will not see as dramatic a decrease as someone who has a naturally higher heart rate might. 


/ҁ.�� ./�/*�( �.0- �4*0-�- ./$)"�# �-/�-����'ѵ��*0�.#*0"($(-*)� #/�($�"($#/�/.-ޔ� / �!4''0�- �*1-

ered from any recent hard training or racing, as that can elevate your morning heart rate. If you 

)  ��/*�0. �/# ���/#-**(Ѷ��*�/#�3�' -�Ѷ�.*�4*0ҁ- �!0''4/.-ޔ�/ �ѵ��0/�*)�4*0-�# �-/�-�/ �(*)$/*-�

and measure for about a minute, noting your lowest heart rate number. If you don’t have a heart 

-�/ �(*)$/*-�4*0���)�.$(+'4�0. ���/$( -��)��+'���� .'0+�-0*�4(*�.+$/- "(ޔ�-�4*0 )���*0)/�� �/.�

for a minute. 


!�4*0ҁ1 �%0./�./�-/ ��/-�$)$)"Ѷ��# �&��"�$)�$)�/#-  �/*�!*0-�2  &.�җ�"�$)�� $)"�.0- �4*0ҁ- �!0''4�

- �*1 - �Ҙ�/*�)*/ ��)4��#�)" .ѵ�

�,+0&!"/�6,2/�"5"/ &0"�&+1"+0&1&"0ǽ Lower intensity exercise doesn’t have as much of an impact 

on your resting and exercise heart rate as high intensity exercise. Research shows that one hour 

��2  &�*!�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4�� -*�$��/-�$)$)"�'*2 - ��- ./$)"�# �-/�-�/ �(*- � Ȃ �/$1 '4�/#�)�'*2 -�

intensity bouts. 

�/� 1& "�,1%"/�%"�/1�%"�)1%6��"%�3&,/0ǽ�Exercise isn’t the only thing that impacts your resting 

�)�� 3 -�$.$)"�# �-/�-�/ ѵ�� #4�-�/$*)�/#$�& ).�4*0-��'**���)��-�$. .�4*0-�# �-/�-�/ Ѷ�.*�./�4$)"�

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"�
)&(")6�1,�"5-"/&"+ "��

Slightly Above 
Average

%"�/1�/�1"�/"0-,+0"�
1,�"5"/ &0"ǽ

You are likely to experience a 
small to moderate decrease in 

exercise heart rate with training. 
Though larger decreases may 
be advantageous, heart rate is 
WVTa�WVM�UMI[]ZMUMV\�WN�Å\VM[[�

and performance potential.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

CREB1
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       |   TRAINING RESPONSE / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNP included in this 
category have been shown to have significant 
associations with a person’s exercise heart 
rate response. Your heart’s primary job is to 
keep your blood circulating, sending blood 
into the lungs to pick up fresh oxygen and then 
pumping out that oxygenated blood into the 
rest of the body so your cells can function. 
When you exercise, your heart pumps faster 
to keep your working muscles fueled. 
As you become more fit, your body becomes 
more e!icient at using oxygen so your heart 
rate doesn’t have to rise as dramatically when 
you exercise. It also becomes lower when 
you are at rest. Having a lower resting heart 
rate doesn’t only indicate better heart health, 
but also, because your heart can pump more 
oxygenated blood with fewer beats per min-
ute, you have greater endurance and exercise 
capacity. Your genetics have a considerable 
influence over how dramatically your exercise 
heart rate responds to endurance training. 
The HERITAGE Family Study of 472 men 
and women from 99 nuclear families found 
that a"er 20 weeks of endurance training, 
the average decrease in heart rate during 
steady state aerobic exercise (60% of VO2 
Max) was 11.3 beats per minute (bpm), but 
there was a large range among individuals, 
from a decrease of 42 bpm to an increase of 
12 bpm. Variations in the CREB1 SNP were 
strongly associated with heart rate response 
to exercise, explaining about 20 percent 
of the variance in heart rate response. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of NORMAL, SLIGHTLY ABOVE 
AVERAGE, or ABOVE AVERAGE reflects 
whether your genotypes included those 
that make you more likely to have a small, 
small to moderate, or moderate decrease 
in exercise heart rate with training.

#4�-�/ ��$.�& 4ѵ���Ȃ $) ���)�(�& �$/�#$"# -Ѷ�.*�. ).$�' ���Ȃ $) �0. �2$''�# '+�&  +���/**�#$"#�

# �-/�-�/ �$)��# �&ѵ��3 -�$.$)"�$)� 3/- ( �/ (+ -�/0- .�2$''�-�$. �$/ѵ��*0-�# �-/�-�/ �2$''�� �#$"#-

er at high altitudes, especially if you’re not acclimated. 

��("�&1�-�/1�,#�1%"�)�/$"/�-& 12/"ǽ Resting heart rate is only one piece of your athletic portrait. 

�*0-�/-�$)$)"�+�-/) -�2$/#���- ./$)"�# �-/�-�/ �*!�тс��+(�(�4�2$)����.. (/ޔ�*)/ ./�*)�+�+ -Ѷ��0/�

$)�/# �- �'�2*-'�Ѷ�4*0��*0'��./$''�� �./-*)" -��)��!�./ -���-��ѵ/.-ޔ� ($'�#.$(ޔ� #/�*/�/ "��($)$)"�

your strengths can help minimize any limitations.
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       |   TRAINING RESPONSE / 

Exercise Stroke Volume
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�

'$& '4�/*�#�1 ���NORMAL�./-*& �1*'0( �- .+*). �/*� 3 -�$. ѵ��#�/�( �).�4*0��- �'$& -

'4�/*� 3+ -$ )� ���/4+$��'�$)�- �. �$)�./-*& �1*'0( �$)�- .+*). �/*� 3 -�$. �/-�$)$)"ѵ

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

�)/-�$) ��+ *+' �#�1 ���./-*& �1*'0( �*!���*0/�фп�/*�цп�('ҝ� �/��/�- ./Ѷ�2#$�#�$)�- �. .�/*�ррп�

/*�ртп�('ҝ� �/��0-$)"�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4� Ȃ*-/.ѵ��3 -�$. �(�& .�4*0-�# �-/�(0.�' ��$"" -��)��./-*)-

" -Ѷ�.*�4*0�#�1 ���"- �/ -�./-*& �1*'0( ѵ��# �- ./$)"�./-*& �1*'0( �$)� '$/ ��/#' / .��1 -�" .�шп�

/*�ррп�('ҝ� �/�җ2#$�#�$.�2#4�/# $-�- ./$)"�# �-/�-�/ �$.��'.*�.*�'*2ҘѶ�2#$�#�$)�- �. .�/*��.�(0�#�

�.�рфп�/*�ссп�('ҝ�� �/��0-$)"�#$"#�$)/ ).$/4� 3 -�$. Ѷ����*-�$)"�/*�- . �-�#ѵ�

�*0-�./-*& �1*'0( �- .+*). �$.��'.*�.+*-/�� + )� )/ѵ��2$(( -.�" ) -�''4�.  ���.(�'' -�$)-

�- �. �$)�./-*& �1*'0( �- .+*). �/#�)�-0)) -.�*-��4�'$./.Ѹ� 3 -�$.$)"�# �-/�-�/ �$.�/4+$��''4�'*2 -�

during swimming as well, because the supine position prevents blood from pooling in the lower 

 3/- ($/$ .��)��/# - ҁ.�' ..�)  ��!*-�$)�- �. ��# �-/�-�/ ��)��./-*& �1*'0( �/*�(  /�/# ��*�4ҁ.�

needs.


)�- �.$)"�./-*& �1*'0( �$.�� '$ 1 ��/*�� �(*- � Ȃ$�$ )/�/#�)�$)�- �.$)"�# �-/�-�/ ��0-$)"� 3 --

�$. Ѷ��.�4*0���)��*�(*- �2*-&��/���'*2 -�# �-/�-�/ �2$/#���#$"# -�./-*& �1*'0( ѵ��#�/�.�$�Ѷ�*)� �

4*0�- ��#���� -/�$)�$)/ ).$/4Ѷ�4*0-�./-*& �1*'0( �+'�/ �0.��)��4*0-�# �-/�-�/ �$)�- �. .�/*�(  /�

your increasing exercise demands. 

�*0-�" ) /$��/ )� )�4�/*�#�1 ��)��1 -�" �./-*& �1*'0( �- .+*). �/*� 3 -�$. �/-�$)$)"��* .�)*/�

mean you cannot perform at a high level or successfully compete against someone with a larger 

./-*& �1*'0( �- .+*). Ѷ�/#*0"#�4*0�(�4�)  ��/*�2*-&�#�-� -��/���"$1 )�# �-/�-�/ ѵ�

�*0���)�($)$($5 ��)4��$.��1�)/�" .��4�/-�$)$)"�4*0-�.+*-/Ҋ.+ ��ޔ$�.&$''.Ѹ�� 1 '*+$)"�(0.�0'�-�

+*2 -��)�� Ȃ$�$ )�4����(*�/( �( + ��4' '*.�/*(�./( ) ' �.. (/ޔ�- #/*��(�-�$*1�.�0'�-� Ȃ$-

ciency. It’s also important that you maintain optimum hydration status, as dehydration dimin-

$.# .��'**��1*'0( Ѷ�2#$�#���)� 3�� -��/ �/# �$(+��/�*!���" ) /$��''4�'*2 -�./-*& �1*'0( ѵ

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2��/"�
)&(")6�1,�"5-"/&"+ "��

Normal
01/,("�3,)2*"�/"0-,+0"�
1,�"5"/ &0"�1/�&+&+$ǽ

A greater stroke volume response 
is advantageous as you can pump 

out more blood at a lower heart 
rate. However, stroke volume re-
sponse is only one factor in exer-

cise performance and success.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

KIF5B
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       |   TRAINING RESPONSE / 

Genetic Research

The gene and associated SNP included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s 
exercise stroke volume response. 
There are two ways for your heart to get more 
oxygen-rich blood to your exercising muscles: 
pump faster (heart rate response) and pump 
out a greater volume of blood with every beat. 
The latter is your stroke volume response, 
the amount of blood ejected per beat from 
your le! ventricle, as measured in ml/beat. 
Stroke volume increases as your exercise 
intensity rises. How much your stroke volume 
improves with exercise is also largely heredi-
tary. The HERITAGE Family Study of 483 men 
and women from 99 nuclear families found 
that a!er 20 weeks of endurance training, 
the average increase in stroke volume during 
steady state aerobic exercise (60% of VO2 
Max) was 3.9 ml/beat. But there was a large 
range of stroke volume response among 
individuals, ranging from a decrease of 41 ml/
beat to an increase of 45 ml/beat. Variations 
in the KIF5B SNP were strongly associated 
with stroke volume response to exercise, 
explaining nearly 30 percent of the variance. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of NORMAL or ABOVE AVERAGE 
reflects whether your genotype includ-
ed those that make you likely to have an 
average or above average stroke volume 
response to regular exercise training.
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       |   RECOVERY AND INJURY RISK / 

Systemic Inflammation
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0���

'$& '$#**��*!�#�1$)"�NORMAL�.4./ ($��ޕ($�((�/$*)�' 1 '.ѵ��#�/�( �).�4*0-�����' 1-

 '.��- �'$& '4�/*�!�''�$)���)*-(�'�-�)" ѵ��#�/ҁ.�"**��) 2.�� ��0. ��#-*)$��''4� ' 1�/ ��$)-

�ޕ((�/$*)�' 1 '.�/�& ���/*''�*)�4*0-�*-"�).��)��+�1 �/# �2�4�!*-��$. �. .�'$& ��$�� / .�

�)��# �-/��$. �. ѵ��!��*0-. Ѷ�" ) .��- �*)'4�*) �!��/*-�$)�.4./ ($��ޕ($�((�/$*)ѵ��*0�

still need to follow a balanced diet, train intelligently, and maintain a healthy weight.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

�*-(�'�����' 1 '.�1�-4�!-*(�'��*-�/*-4�/*�'��*-�/*-4Ѷ��0/�" ) -�''4�/# - ��- �)*�*-�1 -4�'*2�

levels of CRP detectable in the blood. According to the American Heart Association, you are at a 

'*2�-$.&�!*-�� 1 '*+$)"�# �-/��$. �. �$!�4*0-�����' 1 '.��- �' ..�/#�)�рѵп�("ҝѸ�4*0-�-$.&�$.��*).$�-

 - ���1 -�" �$!�4*0-�' 1 '.��- �� /2  )�рѵп�("ҝ��)��тѵп�("ҝѶ��)��4*0-�-$.&�$.�#$"#�$!�4*0-�' 1 '.�

�- �#$"# -�/#�)�тѵп("ҝѵ��$(+' Ѷ�# �'/#4�'$! ./4' �+-��/$� .�"*���'*)"�2�4�$)�&  +$)"�.4./ ($��

�ޕ($((�/$*)�' 1 '.�$)���'*2Ѷ�# �'/#4�-�)" ѵ���$)/�$)$)"���# �'/#4�2 $"#/�$.�*) �*!�/# �� ./�2�4.�

/*�&  +�.4./ ($��ޕ($�((�/$*)�$)��# �&Ѷ�.$)� ���--4$)"� 3� ..�!�/Ѷ� .+ �$�''4�( /��*'$��''4�

��/$1 ����*($)�'�!�/Ѷ���)�$)�0� ��#-*)$��'*2Ҋ"-��ޕ($� �((�/$*)ѵ�

The good news for you as an active person is that regular physical activity, which can help you 

(�$)/�$)���# �'/#4�2 $"#/Ѷ�$.�*) �*!�/# �� ./�҂�)/$Ҋ$)ޕ�((�/*-$ .҃�/# - �$.ѵ�� "0'�-� 3 -�$. �

#�.��  )�.#*2)�/*�- �0��ޕ($� ((�/$*)��4�0+�/*�хп�+ -� )/ѵ�
)���рпҊ4 �-�./0�4�*!�) �-'4�уѶтпп�

( )��)��2*( )Ѷ��-$/$.#�- . �-�# -.�!*0)��/#�/�/#*. �2#*�"*/�с0*#�ۂ�-.�*!�(*� -�/ � 3 -�$. �

��2  &�#��ޔ$("$.���)/'4�'*2 -�����' 1 '.�/#�)�/#*. �2#*�2 - �' ..�+#4.$��''4���/$1 ѵ��#*. �2#*�

� "�)� 3 -�$.$)"�- "0'�-'4��0-$)"�/# �./0�4�#��ޕ($�- 2*'��((�/$*)�' 1 '.��4�/# � )�ѵ�


/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�)*/ �/#�/� 3 -�$. �*ȅ )����ޕ($�!*�  -" �� )*.�. .0((�/$*)ѵ���'*)"Ѷ�#�-���)�ҝ

*-�$)/ ). �/-�$)$)"�. ..$*)�$.���!*-(�*!�./- ..�/#�/�$)$/$�/ .���ޕ($�(((�/*-4�- .+*). Ѷ�2#$�#�$.�

+�-/�*!�/# ����+/�/$*)�+-*� ..�/#�/�" ) -�/ .�(0.�' ��)��(�& .�4*0�./-*)" -����- //ޔ��(.0*�4-�

body rebuilds. If you constantly train hard without adequate rest, such as doing high intensi-

/4��-*..�$/�2*-&*0/.� 1 -4�.$)"' ���4�*-�/-�$)$)"�!*-�'*)"� )�0-�)� � 1 )/.�'$& �(�-�/#*).Ѷ�

0'/-�.Ѷ��)��'*)"��$./�)� �/-$�/#'*).Ѷ�4*0�-�$. �4*0-�-$.&�!*-��#-*)$��ޕ($�((�/$*)ѵ��'.*Ѷ�- . �-�#�

.0"" ./.�/#�/�.+*-��$��$)/ ). � 3 -�$.$)"Ѷ�.0�#��.�� $)"���҂2  & )��2�--$*-Ѷ҃ ���)�$)�- �. �

�ޕ($((�/$*)��)��2 �& )�$((0)$/4Ѷ�-�/# -�/#�)��*'./ -�$/ѵ�

�*0-�!�1*-��' �" )*/4+ �(�4�# '+�+-*/ �/�4*0�!-*(��#-*)$��ޕ($�((�/$*)�/#�/���)�- .0'/�!-*(�

too much intense exercise without adequate rest and inconsistent training, but you should still 

aim to follow healthy, consistent training practices that include a mix of high intensity training 

��4.�$)/ -.+ -. ��2$/#��� ,0�/ �- �*1 -4���4.ѵ��1*$��.'*""$)"�/#-*0"#�2*-&*0/.�2# )�4*0ҁ- �

feeling fatigued. 

��/$)"���� �$/ --�) �)Ҋ./4' ��$ /�/#�/�$.�-$��ޕ($�($�#((�/$*)Ҋ'*2 -$)"�+*'40).�/0-�/ ��*( -

"�Ҋт�!�//4���$�.��'.*�# '+.�&  +�����' 1 '.�'*2ѵ��0$'��4*0-��$ /��-*0)��+'�)/�!**�.��)�� �/�'*/.�*!�

vegetables and fruits with moderate amounts of lean protein and healthy fats. Avoid eating fried 

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�&+ )&+"!�1,�%�3"

Normal
0601"*& �&+Ɲ�*-
*�1&,+�)"3")0ǽ
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training consistently, including 
rest and recovery days after 

strenuous workouts, competitions 
and races, and training blocks.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

CRP APOC1 HNF1A
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       |   RECOVERY AND INJURY RISK / 

Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have been 
shown to have significant associations with 
a person’s systemic inflammation levels. 
That’s low-level inflammation we don’t see, 
which le! unchecked, can damage our blood 
vessels and lead to many serious chronic 
diseases like heart disease, diabetes, stroke, 
neurodegenerative diseases like Alzhei-
mer’s, and some cancers. Chronic inflam-
mation also hinders recovery from exercise 
and training and harms performance. 
Doctors use C-reactive protein (CRP) levels 
as a general marker of systemic inflamma-
tion. CRP is a protein found in your blood 
plasma that binds to the surface of dead 
or dying cells and certain bacteria to clear 
them from your body. When there’s a lot 
of cellular damage to clean up, CRP levels 
rise. Unsurprisingly, high CRP levels have 
been linked to a higher risk of mortality. 
There are many culprits behind systemic in-
flammation, including autoimmune diseases, 
being overweight (especially if you carry your 
excess fat in your abdomen, where it is most 
metabolically active), poor fitness, a diet 
that is high in sugar and other inflammatory 
foods, sleep deprivation, as well as exposure 
to secondhand smoke and other pollutants. 
CRP is also significantly influenced by 
genetics. Researchers estimate that the 
heritability of CRP levels is up to 40 percent. In 
a recent genome wide association analy-
sis of more than 82,700 men and women, 
scientists identified a half a dozen genetic 
variations that were significantly associated 
with CRP levels. When they ranked the study 
participants according to their at-risk CRP 
genetic makeup, those in the highest gene 
score group had an average CRP level that 
was more than double the average level 
of those in the lowest gene score group. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for this gene was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of NORMAL, ABOVE AVERAGE reflect 
whether or not your genotype include those that 
increase your risk for elevated systemic 
inflammation levels.

!**�.Ѷ�!�./�!**�.Ѷ��)��!**�.�/#�/��- �#$"#�$)�.0"�-Ѷ��.�/# 4���)�-��ޕ($� .$((�/$*)ѵ�
!�4*0��-$)&Ѷ�

do so in moderation. Too much is bad for you, but research shows that moderate amounts, such 

�.����-$)&�����4Ѷ�'*2 -.�4*0-�����' 1 '.�(*- �/#�)�/*/�''4���./�$)$)"ѵ�
/ҁ.�)*/���- �.*)�/*�./�-/�
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       |   RECOVERY AND INJURY RISK / 

Injury Risk
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�"$1 �4*0�

��'$& '$#**��*!�#�1$)"���WELL ABOVE AVERAGE�!-��/0- �-$.&��)����2 ''�� '*2��1 --
�" ��*) �($) -�'�� ).$/4ѵ�� ��0. ��*) �($) -�'�� ).$/4��)��!-��/0- �-$.&��- �#$"#-

'4�# -$/��' Ѷ�$/�$.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�+�4��// )/$*)�/*�/#$.�+*/ )/$�'�-$.&ѵ�� �&��*) .�' �1 �

4*0�10') -��' �/*�./- ..�!-��/0- .��)���- �&.��)����)�� �'$! Ҋ/#- �/ )$)"�'�/ -�$)�

life. As someone who is genetically inclined to have well below average bone densi-

ty, it’s important to practice bone-building nutrition, exercise, and lifestyle habits.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

The good news is that as an active person, you’re already doing one of the most important 

/#$)".�4*0���)��*�/*��0$'����./-*)"�.& ' /*)ҍ� 3 -�$.$)"ѵ��0/�$/ҁ.� .. )/$�'�/#�/�4*0� �/����$ /�

/#�/�.0++*-/.�4*0-���/$1$/4�' 1 '��)�� )�*0-�" .��*) �� 1 '*+( )/ѵ��*0-�'$! ./4' �#��$/.��)��

 1 )�� -/�$)�( �$��/$*).���)��*)/-$�0/ �/*��*) �'*..ѵ��*�$/ҁ.�$(+*-/�)/�/*�+-��/$� ��*) Ҋ�0$'�-

$)"�� #�1$*-.��)���1*$��/#*. �җ'$& �.(*&$)"Ѷ�2#$�#�4*0�'$& '4��'- ��4��1*$�Ҙ�/#�/���)��$($)$.#�

your bone density. 
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�2*-�2-�6,2/�-/,1"&+�&+1�("ǽ Active adults need more protein, which not only helps you build 

�)��(�$)/�$)�.& ' /�'�(0.�' Ѷ��0/��'.*�# '+.��0$'��4*0-�.& ' /*)Ѷ��.�2 ''ѵ�
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bone mineral density and testosterone and for women can prevent menstrual cycle dysfunc-

/$*)Ѷ�2#$�#���)�' ��ޔ$("$.�*/���)/��*) �'*..ѵ��$(�!*-�тп�/*�уп�"-�(.�+ -�( �'�/*�# '+�(�$)/�$)�

muscle and bone integrity. 

ҙ
�������Қ��""�6,2/�!, 1,/�&#�6,2�01,-�*"+01/2�1&+$��+!��/"�+,1�*"+,-�20�)ǽ Irregular 

periods are a symptom of hormonal disruption that can cause bone loss. Amenorrheic athletes 

#�1 �0+�/*���тп�+ -� )/�'*2 -��*) �($) -�'�� ).$/4��.�)*-(�''4�( )./-0�/$)"��/#' / .ѵ�
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periods become irregular or you stop menstruating, see your doctor. 
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and jumping drills put healthy stress on your bones and encourage bone development. If you 

�,2/�$"+"1& �-/,Ɯ)"�
&+!& �1"0�1%�1�6,2�
�/"�&+ )&+"!�1,�%�3"�

Well Above Average
#/� 12/"�/&0(ǽ

You can minimize the potentially 
LM\ZQUMV\IT�MЄMK\[�WN�aW]Z�OMVM[�

by eating, exercising, and practic-
ing lifestyle habits that contribute 

to strong, healthy bone density.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

SPTBN1 MEPE SLC25A13

LRPF C18 OR F19
MBL2/
DKK1
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Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs in 
this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a person’s 
bone mineral density and risk of fracture.
Strong bones are essential for good health 
and longevity as well as to support your active 
lifestyle and avoid injuries like stress fractures 
and breaks. Throughout your life, your body 
is constantly breaking down old bone (in a 
process called resorption) and laying down 
new bone. You reach peak bone density 
at about age 30, a!er which you may start 
breaking down bone faster than you make it. 
If this loss remains unchecked, you can end 
up with dangerously thin bones that increase 
your risk of fracture. Because of hormonal 
reasons and the fact that they have thinner 
bones to begin with, women are at particular 
risk for thinning bones and osteoporosis (a 
disease where bones are porous and prone 
to breaks), especially a!er menopause. 
Twins and family research reveals that up to 
85 percent of the variance in bone mineral 
density (BMD) is determined by genetics. 
The largest meta-analysis of 17 genome-wide 
association studies found that certain genetic 
scores were highly associated with BMD and 
fracture risk. The only way to know for certain 
that you have healthy or low BMD is to have a 
bone density test, called a dual energy x-ray 
absorptiometry or DXA scan, which measures 
bone density in your hip and spine. Other 
screenings, such as the kinds that measure 
bone density in your lower arm wrist, finger, 
or heel, also can identify thinning bones. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype was 
present in your DNA. Your rating of NORMAL, 
ABOVE AVERAGE, or WELL ABOVE AVER-
AGE reflects whether or not your genotype 
includes those that increase your risk for low 
bone mineral density and bone fracture.
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meaning that you build more bone in the places that have the most muscle mass and that you 
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�"� �21&,20���,21��,+"Ȓ/,��&+$�*"!& �1&,+0. Certain medications such as corticosteroids, 

aluminum containing antacids, antidepressants, and proton pump inhibitors can contribute to 
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Sleep Duration
WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:
�0-��)�'4.$.�$)�$��/ .�/#�/�4*0-�" ) /$��$#3 � 'ޔ*-+�$/.��#�-��/ -$./$�.�/#�/�(�& �4*0�

'$& '4�/*�" /��)�NORMAL amount of sleep per night. That’s good news because adequate 

sleep protects your health and improves your mood and general daytime function-

$)"ѵ�
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SUCCESS STRATEGIES
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genetically inclined to get an average amount of sleep per night. Remember, however, that av-

erage is sometimes shy of enough depending on your personal needs. Be sure to practice good 

sleep hygiene to ensure you get the proper amount of restorative sleep you need. 
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up, which triggers your pituitary glands to secrete adrenaline. Hence the energy buzz. The half-
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but too much alcohol close to bedtime disrupts your sleep architecture. Alcohol within an hour 
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two before bedtime. 
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screens—in the evening suppresses your melatonin—a hormone produced in the pineal gland 
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phone or tablet also emit blue wavelength light, which has been shown to be especially harmful 
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your device at night. 
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Normal 
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Since the average American sleeps 
just 6.8 hours of sleep a night, 
\PI\¼[�OWWL�VM_[��*MKI][M�UIVa�

lifestyle, diet, and behavior factors 
QUXIK\�aW]Z�[TMMX�L]ZI\QWV��aW]¼TT�
be more likely to maximize your 
genetic potential and to consis-

tently get the recommended 7 to 
8 hours of restorative sleep each 

night if you implement habits that 
are conducive to good sleep.

Related           
Gene / SNPs

ABCC9 LOC101927400 DRD2
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Genetic Research

The genes and their associated SNPs 
that are included in this category have 
been shown to have significant as-
sociations with sleep duration. 
Sleep is essential for physical and psycho-
logical health. Research shows that sleep 
plays a critical role in immunity, metabo-
lism, learning, memory and a host of vital 
functions. Getting too little sleep (6 hours 
or less) doesn’t just make you feel drowsy 
and irritable during the day, but also has 
been linked with an increased risk for heart 
disease, diabetes, poor cognitive function, 
getting sick and weight gain. Research shows 
that adults sleeping 5 or fewer hours a night 
have 55% greater odds of becoming obese. 
Research also shows that Americans currently 
average 6.8 hours of sleep a night, with 26 
percent averaging 6 hours or less and 14 per-
cent averaging 5 hours or less. Many factors, 
including age, gender, lifestyle, diet, ca!eine 
and alcohol consumption, occupation, light 
exposure and general health influence how 
much (or little) sleep we get each night. Your 
genes may also play a role in sleep duration.
Studies show the inheritability of sleep dura-
tion to be anywhere between 9 and 44 per-
cent. Variations in the genes, or alleles, listed 
above have been shown to influence sleep du-
ration, with each allele increasing or decreas-
ing sleep by 3 to 4 minutes. Compared to other 
factors, genes may not move the needle on 
sleep in a giant way, but even small amounts 
of additional sleep if you are typically a short 
sleeper can improve your well-being. Consider 
that research shows just a 10-minute nap is 
su!icient for significantly improving alertness 
and cognitive performance for more than 
two hours, and just three minutes of stage 2 
sleep (the stage where we dri" o! and become 
less aware of our surroundings) has recuper-
ative benefits and you’ll appreciate how key 
every minute of sleep is to your well-being. 
Trending your sleep duration in a healthy 
direction may also set the stage for improved 
sleep hygiene and better sleep duration 
long term, which may trigger a cascade of 
further genetic outcomes. One British study 

�2&"1�6,2/�*&+!ǽ Problem-solving beta brain waves aren’t conducive to deep sleep. If 
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concerns with notes to address them the following day. Mind calming practices such as re-
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slower alpha, theta, and deep sleep delta wave activity.
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Genetic Research

reported that there are approximately 500 
genes that are a!ected by sleep duration. 
When volunteers who typically slept 7 ½ 
hours shaved an hour o! their nightly rest, 
the genes associated with inflammation, 
immune response, stress, diabetes and risk 
of cancer became more active. The opposite 
occurred when the volunteers who typically 
slept 6 ½ hours added an hour of sleep. 
Our analysis investigated which genotype 
of each of these 5 genes was present in your 
DNA. Your rating of NORMAL, BELOW AVER-
AGE, or ABOVE AVERAGE reflects whether 
your genotypes include those that carried 
a risk of reduced healthy sleep duration.
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